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SPECIFICATION OF THE REPORT

Time Span
This report is the Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) Report of China Telecommunications Corporation for
the whole year of 2014, while some content may exceed
such time span.
Source of Data
The statistics and cases herein all come from China
Telecommunications Corporation and its affiliated branches
and holding subsidiaries with the former being referred to as
“China Telecom”, the “Group”, the “Company” and “we” etc.
Release Cycle
This report is an annual report, being published once
a year.

Reliability Assurance
The information contained in this report is all true,
objective and able to comprehensively reflect the
Company’s operational performance in the market, social
and environmental affairs.
Availability of This Report and Extended Reading
The CSR Report of the Company has both paper and
electronic versions in Chinese and English, among which
the electronic one can be downloaded from the website of
China Telecom (http://www.chinatelecom.com.cn)).
China Telecom has published the CSR Report for
five consecutive years. For more information about the
Company’s CSR fulfilment, please visit the website of China
Telecom or download the previous reports.

Content Description
The statistics and cases herein are mainly collected
from internal sources with some quotations from the
publicized information over the media. All money amounts
contained are denominated in RMB, unless there are other
special instructions.
References
This report was compiled by taking the following
documents as the references: the Guidelines on
Fulfilling the Corporate Social Responsibility by Central
Enterprises and the Outlines on Implementing Harmonious
Development Strategy during the Twelfth Five-Year Plan
Period by Central Enterprises of the State-Owned Assets
Supervision and Administration Commission of the State
Council, the China CSR Report Compilation Guideline of
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS-CSR 3.0),
as well as the Guidance Tool on Sustainable Development
Reporting (G4) of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
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TOP MANAGEMENT DIALOGUE

WANG Xiaochu
Chairman of China Telecommunications Corporation

Q: As the national Guiding Opinions on “Internet+” Action
was formulated, Internet is evolving from an external tool
into the core engine of economic development. So what
kind of responsibility should China Telecom shoulder
during this process? What kind of role should it play?
WANG: China Telecom has made its way through the birth
and growth of China’s Internet undertaking to its prosperity.
Starting from the mid-1990s, China Telecom, as China’s
earliest pioneer and mobilizer for Internet, made huge
efforts to build and develop public Internet to introduce
Internet into and promote it among the governmental
agencies, enterprises and public institutions as well as
innumerous households. Now, China Telecom operates
China’s largest-scale Internet backbone network to provide
the widest and comprehensive Internet access service
nationwide integrating fiber-optic broadband, WiFi, 3G, 4G
and satellite communications, and possesses the broadest
international interconnection bandwidth to link to the world.
The proposal of “Internet+” by the state indicates
the trend and rules of accelerated convergence
between Internet and traditional industries. The Internet
infrastructure like broadband Internet, Internet of Things,
cloud computing and big data and the intelligent device
sector grow rapidly. The new technology and new
applications of Internet emerge one after another and
permeate various areas of social production and life.
The production and operation part of the enterprises are
getting Internet-based gradually from on-line consumers to
advertisement marketing, retail and wholesale to production
and manufacturing; All walks of life are getting Internetoriented gradually, from governmental affairs,education,
culture, medicare and finance to agriculture, industry,
commerce and logistics. “Internet+” has gradually become
a new normal. It improves efficiency in various activities
such as production, commerce and social management
service, etc., promotes the transformation and upgrading of
traditional industries, and nurtures new business types and
new growth areas as well as motivates the whole society to
create a better life together.
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China Telecom will actively echo the requirements
stated in the national Guiding Opinions on “Internet+”
Actions by striving to be a driver and main force of
“Internet+”. On May 15, we released “Internet+” Action
White paper to deploy and implement “Internet+” strategy
and related key projects by centering around the big
picture of national economic structure transformation
and upgrading in an effort to create new values for our
economy and society. We will bring into full play our
capabilities in infrastructure like high-speed cable network
and wireless network and in key services like cloud
computing and big data as well as our core advantages
in safe and reliable service guarantee capabilities and
join hands with various partners of industrial chain to
actively boost the transformation, upgrading and innovative
development of various sectors. First, to build a highspeed, flexible and safe new-generation network, press
home our resource advantages in “basic network +
cloud computing + big data” and lay solid foundation in
“Internet+” capability to provide ubiquitous connection,
massive access and customized service. Second, supply
more ICT-enabled applications in an innovative way and
accelerate the shifting of existing ICT application towards
IIT (Internet Information Technology) application based on
the years of support to “Smart Cities” development so as
to make various ICT-enabled applications in line with the
customer needs, more advanced and efficient and at lower
costs. Third, to set up a coordinated and win-win industrial
chain system by building a cooperation platform, opening
up our own capabilities and taking part in or forming a
strategic alliance to boost the prosperous development of
“Internet +” industrial chain and to jointly create a better
future for “Internet+”.

YANG Jie
President of China Telecommunications Corporation

Q: What progress did China Telecom make in its reform
and transformation in 2014? Does this help it better seize
the “Internet+” opportunity?

companies at different levels will be further improved so as
to better play the role in the “Internet+” era as a driver and
main force.

YANG: Only when state-owned enterprises improve their
efficiency, vitality and innovation capability, can they offer
better service to customers and fulfill their economic and
social responsibilities.The reform of China Telecom is
market-oriented with emphasis on enhancing corporate
vitality and operational efficiency. Its transformation
is Internet-oriented with focus on adjusting business
structure and transforming development pattern. The
reform and transformation coordinate with each other in
orienting themselves towards “Internet+” to improve core
competitiveness earnestly.

Q: What new achievements did China Telecom score in
carrying out its social responsibilities in 2014?

In 2014, we deepened the reform in an all-round
manner by deploying 20 key reform tasks. In the field of
underlying communications service, the market-based
reforms at the grassroots level like division of smaller
accounting units and business contracting are carried
out comprehensively. Then, the reforms in corporate
management, investment and operation system are forced
and the vitality and vigor of grassroots organization and
staff are effectively motivated. In the field of emerging
Internet information service, the mixed ownership reform is
achieved in four companies and the management operation
system and incentive mechanism get further marketoriented.
We strive to push forward the self transformation
oriented by Internet. The hybrid networking trial has
been organized and made breakthrough in 4G mobile
communications network. With regards to mobile Internet
communications, new products like safe cell phones are
launched. New steps are taken in Internet finance branded
by “E-surfing Pay”. The industrial Internet applications roll
out new products like “Government Cloud”, the number
of new products with over 1 million users reaches 12. The
new media service system based on Internet grows rapidly
with the service users totaling 120 million.
As the reform and transformation move forward,
the efficiency, vitality and innovation capabilities of our

YANG: To shoulder social responsibilities is one of the key
tasks for state-owned enterprises in deepening reform.
We adhere to integrating our social responsibilities into
the corporate strategy of transformation & development
and into the daily production, operation and management
activities of the Company.
In 2014, we disseminated basic knowledge about
CSR among employees. We were engaged in the
rescue and relief work of natural disaster at the first
time in the Ludian earthquake and completed the task
of communications guarantee for major events like the
Youth Olympic Games held in Nanjing. The construction
tasks of providing broadband service for over 4,700
administrative villages and telephone service for more than
980 natural villages required by the “Connect Villages”
project were accomplished. The average access rate
of China Telecom’s cable broadband users can exceed
10Mb/s through “Broadband China, Fiber-Optic Cities”
project. While launching many ICT-enabled products,
we continued to innovate service methods by regulating
those hot-spot service issues against the complaint and
feedback of customers to improve the service quality.
Efforts have been made to enhance the safe and civilized
production, improve the working and living conditions for
the employees at the grassroot level.We have strengthened
our management on energy conservation and emission
reduction and vigorously promoted the phase-out of old
and obsolete equipment and energy-saving retrofitting.
Various public-interest events have been organized to help
people in need and difficulty and support the development
of science, education, culture, hygiene and other social
undertakings.
In 2015, we will continue to fulfill our responsibilities
and vigorously promote the development of “Internet+” so
as to make more new achievements.
2014 CSR Report
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RESPONSIBILITY HIGHLIGHT: INTERNET+
Responsibility
Highlight:
Internet+

After half a century of development, Internet, just like
the electric technology a century ago and the steam engine
technology two centuries ago, has become an epoch-making
common technology. It integrates with all walks of life at an
accelerated rate and is exerting extensive, huge and profound
impacts on the economy and society.

2014 CSR Report
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Our Responsibility to Internet+
From Internet to Internet+
Internet came out in 1960s and has rapidly become
the information network covering the whole world since
1990s, which gradually permeates all walks of life and
people’s production and life.
In late 1980s, China’s academic institutions began
to conduct study and trial about Internet. In the mid1990s, Internet entered the public view in China. In 1994,
China Telecom began to build CHINANET, the domestic
public computer Internet. In 1996, the backbone network
of CHINANET was launched and the nationwide public
computer internet began to offer service; China Telecom
also kicked off China’s public multimedia communications
network (169 network), open up the first batch of sites
like Guangdong Shilingtong, Sichuan Tianfu Hotline and
Shanghai Hotline, etc. As the constructer of China’s public
computer internet and the supplier of public information
contents at the early stage of Internet, China Telecom
made active efforts to introduce Internet into innumerable
homes and Party and government organs as well as
enterprise and public institutions.

China Telecom
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As we walked into the new century, Internet
technology and application have achieved rapid
development. China Telecom, as always, stands at the
frontier of Internet development through opening-up,
cooperation and unremitting innovation as well as by
conscientiously shouldering the responsibility to explore
Internet and promote Internet development in China.
While vigorously building the network and popularizing
the Internet access, we actively foster the Internet Service
Providers (ISP) and Internet Content Providers (ICP)
and enhance the prosperous development of Internet
industry. In 2004, China Telecom proposed to shift from
a conventional basic network operator towards a modern
integrated information service provider in an effort to
promote informatized development based on Internet. In
2005 and 2006, a series of informatized service brands
were launched successively such as “BizNavigator”
oriented to government and corporate customers, “My
E-Home” oriented to household customers. In 2008, the
brand “e surfing” was rolled out and the mobile Internet
business began to commercialize. In 2011, the project
“Broadband China, Fiber-Optic Cities” kicked off. In 2014,
the e-surfing 4G business was launched. As the world’s
largest broadband Internet operator, China Telecom offers
Internet access service with broadest coverage and via
various access methods like cable broadband, WiFi, 3G,
4G and satellite communications. It also operates the
largest-scale Internet backbone network in China and owns
the widest international internet bandwidth to ensure that
Internet can be accessible in a stable and reliable way
anytime and anywhere and with good access experience.

Memorabilia of China Telecom In Promoting Internet Development

of Post and Telecommunications (predecessor of China
Telecom, the same below) signed a bilateral agreement with
US Department of Commerce about international Internet to
kick off the building of Chinese public computers Internet
(CHINANET).

● In January 1995, General Telecom Bureau under Ministry

of Post and Telecommunications began to offer the public
Internet access service via the telephony network, DDN
special line and X.25 network.

● In January 1996, China Telecom’s national backbone

network for China’s public computer Internet was up and
running, so that the nationwide public computer internetwork
began to offer service.

● In September 1996, the first national MAN – Shanghai

Hotline built by China Telecom was officially under trial
operation, which marked the official establishment of
Shanghai public information network--Shanghai Information
Harbor.

● In December 1996, China Telecom rolled out China’s public

multi-media communications network (169 net), Guangdong
Shilingtong, Sichuan Tianfu Hotline and Shanghai Hotline
and officially made them available as the first batch of
stations.

● In December 1998, China Telecom built the “Eight

Horizontals & Eight Verticals” optic-cable trunk network,
covering the whole China.

● In January 1999, China Telecom and Economic Information

Center of State Economic and Trade Commission, with
over forty government agencies and competent authorities
initiated the “Government On-line Project”.

● In July 2000, China Telecom and Economic Information

Center of State Economic and Trade Commission, under the
guidance of State Economic and Trade Commission and
Ministry of Information Industry, initiated the “Enterprise Online Project”.

Responsibility
Highlight:
Internet+

● In September 1994, General Telecom Bureau under Ministry

Tips

● In September 2000, China Telecom opened up the

first broadband IP MAN in the city of Nanjing, thus
leading the “information super-highway” to the common
household.

● In February 2001, China Telecom kicked off Internet

international roaming business.

● In May 2002, China Telecom worked with ISP and ICP

business partners to launch the “VNET.cn” plan, marking
the cooperation between ISP and ICP to build up the
broadband Internet industrial chain.

● In December 2004, China Telecom took the lead

within the sector to propose the transformation from a
conventional basic network operator towards a modern
integrated information service provider, which promoted
the Internet-based informatization in an all-round way.

● In August 2005, China Telecom released “BizNavigator”

brand to work with IT enterprises to provide Internetbased integrated information service for the corporate
customers.

● In December 2006, China Telecom rolled out “My

e-Home” brand to offer Internet-based integrated
information service to the household customers.

● In December 2008, China Telecom launched “e-surfing”

brand, which achieved commercialization of mobile
Internet business.

● In February 2011, China Telecom took the lead to launch

the “Broadband China, Fibre-Optic Cities” project within
the industry by planning to have all the cities covered by
the optic fibre within three years and grow the average
access bandwidth of users by over 10 times within three
to five years.

● In February 2014, China Telecom rolled out e-surfing

4G business and the 100 Mbps-level mobile Internet
business began to commercialize.

As of the end of 2014
China Telecom’s cable
broadband users

121

million

Share in China’s total cable
broadband users

60.5

%

China Telecom’s 3G/4G
subscribers

119

million

Share in China’s total 3G/4G
subscribers

19.7

%

China Telecom’s international Internet
bandwidth

2,569.52

Gbps

Share in China’s total international
Internet bandwidth

62.4

%

China Telecom, as the hard core of Internet and IT-enabled development, had extensive cooperation with various
customers and business partners like Internet enterprises, IT service enterprises and communications enterprises to boost
the coming of “Internet+” age.
2014 CSR Report
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Create Internet+’s Beautiful Life Together
In recent years, Internet and traditional industries accelerated their convergence. The Internet infrastructure like
broadband Internet, Internet of Things (IOT), cloud computing and big data and the smart terminal industry achieved rapid
development. New Internet technology and application emerged one after another and permeated various fields of social
production and life. The corporate production and operation gradually gets Internet-oriented, from on-line consumers
to advertising and marketing, retail and wholesale, to production and manufacturing; All walks of life also are gradually
Internet-enabled, from government affairs, education, culture, healthcare, finance to agriculture, industry, commerce and
logistics, etc. “Internet+” gradually evolves into a new normal.
As “Internet+” is Internet-related information technology, its spreading and application process in the economic and
social life industries and various sectors, is, in essence, oriented to network, data and smart. The “Internet+”process is
a process of transformation and upgrading by conventional industries and also the process of human being to further
liberate and develop ourselves.
What can “Internet+” bring to us?

Tips

● Human activities are realized via Internet, which breaks through the time and space limitation in the conventional sense, greatly

improve the efficiency of various activities and bring about innumerable convenience.
● Different activities create “live” data “on-line”, which can be called, mined, flow and exchange between the upstream and

downstream of industry and between the coordinators at the lowest cost, thus helping various resources in different sectors to have
efficient configuration and best use so that these resources can give full play to their values and benefit people.

“Internet+” is the process where Internet-related enterprises in component manufacturing, information equipment
manufacturing, communications operation, Internet application and information technology services work with other
sectors and the governments, public and consumers to push forward. Among which, the development of Internet
backbone network and the access and popularization of broadband Internet access are the foundation of “Internet+”. The
development of new technologies in cloud computing, Internet of Things, big data and smart devices are the booster of
“Internet+”. The needs of consumers from all walks of life and the general public are the source power of “Internet+”. The
new appearance of Internet applications in different sectors and the new commercial activities that they bring about are
the direct performance of “Internet+”.

Internet+

The General Public Consumers

changes lifestyle

Smart Terminals
+ …

+ Commerce

+ Logistics

+ Industry

+ Agriculture

+ Finance

+ Healthcare

+ Culture

+ Education

+ Government
Affairs

Various Sectors
of Internet+

Cloud Computing, Big Data
Internet of Things
Cable Broadband Access, Wireless Broadband Access

Internet+
Infrastructure

Internet Backbone Network

China Telecom makes efforts to be a driver and main force of “Internet+” in three aspects: first, to accelerate
the building of “Internet + “ infrastructure and move forward the evolution from broadband Internet towards the nextgeneration network, vigorously popularize the access of broadband Internet, raise the broadband access rate, build
the cloud computing infrastructure and improve the capabilities in cloud computing, big data and Internet of Things
application; Second, to focus on key sectors or fields, establish several innovation bases (or enterprises) of “Internet+”
informatization applications, work with relevant partners to directly provide the customers with more suitable “Internet+”
products and services; Third, to build the “Internet+” industrial chain for win-win coordination, build up the comprehensive
platform, open up self capabilities and take part in or establish strategic alliance so as to promote the prosperity and
development of industry chain.
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Business Layout of China Telecom in Promoting “Internet+”
Business Overview
Yixin

Internet+ Public Products

E-surfing Video
E-surfing Space

E-surfing Reading

i-Cartoon
i-Music
i-Game

+Finance

+Health

+Tourism
Internet+ Industry

•

Set up Zhejiang Yixin Technology Co., Ltd. to provide converged information services like instant
communications, multi-media information, SMS, multi-party call, video conference and facsimile, etc.

•

Set up E-surfing Video & Media Co., Ltd. to provide video content playing services like mobile TV,
news information and sports

•

Set up Chengdu E-surfing Space Technology Co., Ltd. to provide one-stop services like various mobile
applications, digital content discovery, download and purchase

•

Set up E-surfing Reading Culture Communication Co., Ltd. to provide digital reading services like
subscription, download and browsing of various texts and pictures like books, serials, magazines and
cartoons and audio e-books

•

Set up E-surfing Animation Culture & Media Co., Ltd. to provide content service like cartoon watching, information,
special zones, MMS and mobile journal, etc.

•

Set up E-surfing I-Music Culture & Technology Co., Ltd. to provide one-stop service like music
download, colorful ringtone, Karaok and membership service, etc.

•

Set up Colorful Interactive Network Technology Co., Ltd. to provide services like download, use, billing
and customer service of PC games and on-line games

•

Set up E-surfing E-commerce Co., Ltd. to provide financial information business like off-line and on-line
mobile payment and handheld fortune management

•

Set up Wuhan Base (based in Hubei Public Information Industry Co., Ltd.), Chongqing Base (based in
Chongqing Telecom System Integration Co., Ltd.) to provide informatized solution service like cloud
platform building, software development and system integration and to build up the Internet platform
that operates financial industry

•

Set up Shanghai Base (based in Shanghai Ideal Information Industry Group Ltd.), Lanzhou Base (based
in Gansu Wanwei Information Technology Co., Ltd) to provide Internet-based solution service like
mobile healthcare, health management and smart healthcare

•

Set up Hangzhou Base (based in Zhejiang Public Information Industry Co., Ltd.), Nanjing Base (based
in Jiangsu Hongxin System Integration Co., Ltd.) to provide informatized solution service like tourist
industrial management, tourist service and travel agency marketing, etc.

•

Set up Fuzhou Base (based in China Youke Communication Technology Co., Ltd.), Guangzhou Base
(based in China Datacom Corporation Ltd.) to provide one-in-all operation control, smart production
process, mobile marketing management, visualized after-sales service and solution services in
industrial parks, chain stores and e-commerce

•

Set up Guangzhou Base (based in Guangdong Eshore Technology Co., Ltd.) and Beijing Base (based
in China Telecommunications Corporation System Integration Co., Ltd.) to provide Internet-based
solution services like logistics, outwork, e-commerce, scheduling of carrier vehicles and real-time
tracking of goods, etc.

•

Set up Nanjing Base (based in Jiangsu Hongxin Syste Integration Co., Ltd.), Shanghai Base (based
in Shanghai Information Industry Group Ltd.) to provide telematics,smart traffic products and solution
service

•

Set up Lanzhou Base (Lanzhou Lezhi Education Technology Co., Ltd.), Guangzhou Base (Guangdong
Eshore Technology Co., Ltd.) to turn to children and primary education and provide mobile Internet
products based on “Education Cloud” platform and offer integrated solution of smart education
covering “education authority – schools – teachers – parents – students”

•

Set up Hangzhou Base (based in Hangzhou E-surfing Smart Cities Technology Co., Ltd.), Fuzhou
Base (based in Fujian FFCS) to provide Internet-based solution services like in urban management,
emergency command, justice, police affairs, fire fighting, social management and service, integrated
governance and home-based care

•

Set up Cloud Computing Branch to provide cloud computing business and big data service including
IDC and CDN

•

Set up two cloud computing bases in Inner Mongolia and Guizhou to arise as national data centers
leading in scale and technology and information industry development model park to provide highspeed massive storage computing and big data services for customers in different sectors

•

Set up IOT Branch to provide IOT products with convergence of sensing technology and cable or
wireless broadband network as well as related technical support service

•

Cable broadband Interent access, 4G and 3G mobile Interent access and WiFi or other wireless
network access

•

Internet backbone network operation to evolve towards the next-generation broadband Internet

+Manufacturing

+Logistics

+Transport

+Education

+Government
affairs

Internet+ Infrastructure

Cloud computing,
big data

IOT
Broadband
Internet Access
Internet Backbone
Network

2014 CSR Report
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Field

Build Internet+ Infrastructure
China Telecom actively promotes the evolution of broadband Internet towards the next-generation network by
formulating and implementing the broadband access target plan in three years, called “Double 100 Mbps and Double
Over-half”, which means mobile Internet and cable broadband Interent can be accessible at the rate of 100 Mbps and
over half of mobile Internet users are 4G users and over half of cable broadband Interent users are optic-fibre users. The
infrastructure capabilities like in cloud computing, big data and Interent of Things have been enhanced significantly.

Mobile Internet Coverage
China Telecom continues to expand rural coverage of 3G network, with over 85% of administrative villages and is
upgrading towards 4G. In 2014, 4G hybrid networking trials were conducted based on the national deployment. TD-LTE
network was deployed in 120 cities and TD-LTE and LTE FDD hybrid network were deployed in 56 pilot cities and 4G
service was launched in some regions.

3G Network Coverage Range
Indicator
Outdoor Base Stations

Unit
10,000

Townships

2012

2013

2014

24.6

27.3

28.6

35,369

35,372

35,572

[E-surfing network boosts development in old
liberated areas]
The Jinzhai county in Liu’an city, Anhui province is located
in the hinderland of Da Bie Mountain, which rendered the network
development here very difficult. As the Liangshan village of
Quanjun township is over 4 kilometers away from the surrounding
base stations on average, so it is quite difficult for the mobile
communications signal to cover effectively. The branch in Liu’an
City overcame these difficulties and completed the work of
construction and network subscription of three base stations in
the areas with weak mobile communications signal. The network
coverage rate increased from 58.6% to 95.9% and signal quality
also improved.

What does 4G network bring to consumers?

Tips

4G refers to the 4th-generation mobile communications
technology, and also the evolution of 3rd-generation mobile
communications technology, which is high-speed, largecapacity and low-latency. Its download rate can reach over
100 Mbps at maximum to offer mobile communications
service with better experience. There is a high degree of 4G’s
spectrum use, lower cost in unit traffic, thus the tariff of 4G
mobile communications has the room of further decrease.

[New actions on 4G network optimization]
Shanghai Branch centers around the users’ perception to build
up 4G network by simultaneously pushing forward the optimization
of 4G base station clusters and base stations development. Right
now, 63 clusters have been optimized to over the areas within the
central ring of Shanghai City. In the meanwhile, 1 million sampling
points of 4G network data every week are taken as entry point to
formulate massive network data scripts and release the 4G network
signal coverage map so as to provide real-time reference for 4G
network development.
4G network optimization gets more complicated. We need to
make more efforts to improve users’ experience and perception.
—— ZHAN Li, network optimization engineer
of Shanghai Branch
There was bad signal for my cell phone in the past, so I
sometimes could not contact with markets outside in a timely manner,
which wastes many business opportunities. But now, the signal is very
good, very full.
—— YUAN Houqing, Liangshan Village of Quanjun Township,
Jinzhai County
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[Free WiFi service]

With free WiFi, I can go to many shopping malls on line, so
that both the O2O shopping and entertainment needs can be met.
– YANG Guiling, a shopping-fan white collar

[In-air Internet]

On the flight with in-air Internet, uncompanied children can
interact real-time with their relatives on the ground so that their parents
can be less worried about their trip alone. If the emergency patient is
found in the air, then the staff can have air-ground video contact with
the ground medical institutions for consultations, which will greatly
improve the capability of in-air medical aid.
In the future, China Telecom will work with domestic airlines to
gradually expand the in-air Internet service to international flights and
also provide the domestic communications landing service for those
foreign airlines entering Chinese air space.

China Telecom, based on the method of satellite
communications, assists China Eastern in providing in-air Internet
service. On July 23, 2014, China Mainland’s first satellite broadband
air-ground interconnected business testing flight jointly built by both
partners completed the flying task from Shanghai to and from Beijing,
unveiling China Mainland’s in-air Internet business service open to civil
aviation passengers.
After repeated testing and under the prerequisite of not affecting
the flight security, the in-air broadband connection provided by China
Telecom and China Eastern has the features of high bandwidth, stable
speed and global coverage with the maximum bandwidth within the
cabin reaching 32Mbps 10000 meters in the air. Passengers can
use notebook computers and tablets to link to Internet via safe WiFi
in the cabin to browse webpages, send emails, interact through

A passenger on the commercial testing flight of satellite broadband air-ground
interconnection is using his note computer to get on line.

Cable Broadband Access
Since 2011, China Telecom has carried out the “Broadband China, Fibre-Optic Cities” project for four consecutive
years by promoting FTTH development in cities and applying different technologies to build broadband network in rural
areas according to actual situations and promote broadband connection in administrative villages. As of the end of 2014,
China Telecom’s cable broadband users reached 121 million and their average access bandwidth exceeded 10 Mbps.
The number of administrative villages covered by broadband in the major 21 southern provinces (autonomous regions and
municipalities directly under the central government) was more than 300,000; China Telecom’s FTTH covered 150 million
households and FTTH users totaled 45.2 million.

Achievements by “Broadband China, Fibre-Optic Cities” project in 2014

61%

15,500

67%
46%

10,600

27%

Share of access bandwidth capability at

Share of users with contract rate above 8Mbps

Number of households covered by FTTH (10,000)

20Mbps and above in urban areas

December, 2013

December, 2014
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Guangdong Branch rolls out free WiFi service in 21 cities
within the province, whose signal covers over 6000 public space
like CBD, hospitals, airports, banks, schools and stations, which
has arisen as one of the largest-scale and safest free WiFi networks
with widest provincial coverage and best signal.

microblog and WeChat and do on-line shopping, etc. Air-ground video
connection and in-air network video functions can also be further
realized.

[Optic network development speed-up]
In 2014, Sichuan Branch invested 3.7 billion yuan to complete
the broadband network construction in 1508 administrative villages.
By the end of that year, the number of provincial households
covered by FTTH had reached 16 million and 90% of the areas at
and above the township level were covered by FTTH. Over 5000
administrative villages got fibre-optic broadband available.
Aba Tibetan and Qiang ethnic autonomous prefecture
(hereinafter referred to as Aba Prefecture) is the second largest
Tibetan area and the main ghetto of Chinese Qiang ethnicity in
Sichuan. It boasts world natural heritage sites like Jiuzhaigou Valley
and Yellow Dragon, which is a vast and sparsely populated area
with mountains and remote paths. Thus, it becomes very difficult to
build broadband. The branch in Aba Prefecture made huge efforts
to build the fibre-optic network starting from 2013. By the end of
2014, the access bandwidth had reached 100 Mbps in general in 13
counties and over 100 key townships. The broadband is available
in over 65% of administrative villages. The whole prefecture steps
into the fibre-optic network age where the applications in network
TV, network shopping, interactive video, industrial informatization
and rural informatization gets more widely popularized. In October,
2014, Aba prefecture is approved by the national organs as “Pilot
Cities for Broadband China”
The path of broadband development in Sichuan opens up
a brand-new age in broadband China development and promotion
– ‘New Age of Optic Network’.
—— Expert Speech at Summit of Broadband China
Development and Promotion on September 5, 2014

[Build “Smart Taobao Village”]
Located in Jiangdong Street of Yiwu, Jinhua City of Zhejiang
Province, Qingyanliu Village is reknown as “China’s First Taobao
Village”. In recent years, the explosive development of e-commerce
raised higher demands for broadband network infrastructure.
In August, 2014, Jinhua Branch actively worked with share-hold
cooperatives in Qingyanliu Village to build “Smart Taobao Village”
by upgrading the network infrastructure and making 100M-level
optical fibre available to households; Also, the WiFi network
deployment project was carried out in Qingyanliu Village to cover
the village’s traffic trunk road, new e-commerce buildings and
public activities areas so that the whole village can use the fast and
convenient wireless network.
As the e-commerce start-up environment in Qingyanliu
Village gets better, we can communicate, do business and work
with customers any time and anywhere while being free of worry
about overuse of traffic.
—— SHI Dafei, Sanheng E-commerce Co., Ltd.

Evolution of Internet Backbone Network
China Telecom continues to promote the evolution of
Internet towards next-generation network by solving the
problems with IP address needs and network evolution in
a holistic approach, promoting the support of IP devices
to IPv6 and conducting IPv6 reform on IDC with plans and
launching the study on Internet-based transformation of
network element.
China Telecom continuously increases international
interconnection bandwidth to reach 2569 Gbps in the end
of 2014. Efforts are also made to enhance the capability
of direct connection points in the backbone network
of Internet. In 2014, besides the original three national
backbone direct connection points in Beijing, Shanghai
and Guangzhou, seven more were added in Nanjing,
Wuhan, Chengdu, Chongqing, Xi’an, Zhengzhou and
Shenyang, and the new bandwidth for direct connection
points of Internet backbone was 420Gbps. By the end of
2014, China Telecom’s Internet backbone bandwidth had
reached 1381 Gbps.

Cloud Computing Development
China Telecom took the lead within the sector to
release the strategy of e-surfing cloud computing in
August, 2011 and set up Cloud Computing Branch under
China Telecom Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as China
Telecom Cloud Computing Branch) in March, 2012 in order
to develop cloud computing business and big data service
including IDC and CDN in an intensive approach. China
Telecom’s data center and cloud resources offer over 70%
of Internet contents and service hosting service.
China Telecom’s “E-surfing Cloud” has ripened cloudbased solutions and success experience in the sectors
of government affairs, education, finance, healthcare
and Internet. Among which, the “E-surfing Cloud for
Government Affairs” service helps governments of different
levels to establish the platform of information sharing and
business coordination between agencies, which effectively
solves the problems like low use rate of e-government
infrastructure and repeated construction, etc. In July, 2014,
China Telecom’s “E-surfing Cloud” is awarded “Prize of
Reliable Cloud for Government Affairs in 2013-2014”.
China Telecom gives play to its own advantages to
build up the content distribution network and platform,
which has covered the whole nation and connected
overseas as well as served many Internet customers
and governmental and corporate customers like Sohu,
ifeng.com, LeTV and Xinhuanet.com so as to provide highquality cloud accelerating service for users.
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Features of China Telecom’s cloud computing service

Products

Feature
•

The two products, cloud host and target storage of “E-surfing Cloud” series rely on strong technical support
and operational capability as well as high-level service and data security capability are in the first batch to be
approved by MIIT for reliable cloud service license and granted with certificate;

•

“E-surfing Cloud” private cloud management platform suite wins the special support of NDRC to information
security and can offer high-level security guarantee for government affairs-related customers;

•

“E-surfing Cloud” service availability is 99.95% and its data storage continuity is as high as 99.99999999999%
(the number of 9 is 13).

•

By virtue of advanced basic network, the customers can be provided with cloud computing service in the
use of cloud data center with nationwide coverage and mutual backup. Also, the private cloud platform can
be deployed nearby based on the customer’s needs, to meet the requirements of government affairs-related
customers in terms of network latency, access speed and deployment speed,etc.

•

Over 60,000 customer managers can offer users timely local support;

•

Over 100,000 operation & maintenance (O&M) engineers offer 7×24 hour O&M service support.

Network

Operational
Service

What customers care about the most is their data cannot be lost. That’s why we have the impetus to do 13-digit 9 for data storage
continuity.
—— Jiang Feng, Director of Cloud Storage Product Line, China Telecom Cloud Computing Branch

[Build the largest cloud computing base in AsiaPacific]
China Telecom’s cloud computing Inner Mongolia Information
Park is located in Hohhot city, with a planned floor area of 1,500
mu (equal to 100 hectares) and 100,000 racks. Upon completion,
it is expected to build an industrial first-class and the largest cloud
computing center in Asia-Pacific. Right now, the 1st-phase project
has constructed four data center buildings to have over 7,000 racks
and about 80,000 service capacity. Since July 2013 when the first
data building was delivered to Baidu for use, another ten more
major customers have settled into the building like Netease.
China Telecom cloud computing Guizhou Information Park is
planned to have a floor space of 500 mu, construct 50,000 racks
and begin to construct the 1st phase in October, 2013.

Internet of Things Development
In November 2009, China Telecom set up IOT
application and promotion center and IOT Technical key
lab in Wuxi, Jiangsu Province to launch IOT research and
development. In March 2014, China Telecom Co., Ltd.
IOT Branch (hereinafter referred to as China Telecom IOT
Branch) was established in Wuxi city to accelerate the
application R&D and cooperation promotion and offer the
customers services like IOT products, technical support
and business knowledge training. As of the end of 2014,
125,000 IOT special numbers have been developed.

[Set up “Feel China” IOT M2M technical joint lab]
On December 25, 2014, China Telecom IOT Branch worked
with ZTE and VIA Telecom to set up “Feel China” IOT M2M
technical joint lab in the city of Wuxi. The lab focused on the study
and promotion of standards, technology and application in the
IOT communications field based on China Telecom’s 3G and 4G
networks. Partners took advantage of their strength to conduct
open cooperation in IOT communication technology, IOT network
construction, M2M communication model standardization and IOT
application solutions to make respective strength complementary
and share their resources to drive the development of IOT industry.
It is believed that upon the completion of lab, we can work

Bird’s Eye View of Cloud Computing Base in Guizhou

with more industrial partners to promote the maturity and development
of IOT industry and speed up the combination of industrialization and

In the near future, China Telecom will turn computing,
storage and network into some social and public resources
like water and electricity to converge them into our daily
production and life so as to achieve “cloud service at home
and anywhere with you”.

informatization.
—— ZHAO Guang, Vice President of ZTE
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Field

[New development of IEEE 1888’s standards]
IEEE 1888 (network standard of ubiquitous green community)
proposed by China Telecom is aimed at converging the newgeneration information technology and traditional energy-saving
and emission-reducing technology and arises as the iconic global
standard in the fields of energy conservation and IOT and also the
influential standard in smart energy, which has been applied in
many countries and regions such as in China, Japan, India, Viet
Nam and Thailand.
China Telecom actively promotes the industrialized application
of IEEE 1888. In March 2014, the on-site trial of “IEEE 1888 green
application” was launched. According to the guiding principle of
exploring green and energy-saving new business externally and
improving self energy conservation internally, two trials of “green
hospital energy management” and “green equipment room energy
management” were completed and attained the expected effect of
green energy and conversation.
The green hospital smart energy management platform that
our hospital work with China Telecom Jiangsu Branch on its R&D sets
up an open and unified refine energy use monitoring management
and energy saving control system for our hospital, which realizes
interconnectivity and coordination of multi-energy consumption
management software based on IEEE 1888.
—— HUANG Ruchun, Head of General Affairs Section
with Jiangsu People’s Hospital

China Telecom will make efforts on IOT technology
to make it strongly support “smart cities” development in
improving the cities’ smartness perception and boosting
smart management in municipal administration, people’s
livelihood and industry so as to gradually obtain more
application in smart home, tele-medicine and smart
healthcare.

Internet+ More Efficient
Economy
Internet converges with traditional industries in an
in-depth way, which will change the way and procedure
of original product R&D, production, sales and service,
improve efficiency greatly, boost new business activities
and create the new development model of small investment
and high output. China Telecom actively cooperate with
customers of traditional industries in an in-depth way to
study and promote Internet-based informatized application
and serve the customers for innovative development,
transformation and upgrading.

Internet+ Finance
China Telecom gives play to its communications
advantage with the brand of “E-surfing Pay” to roll out
safe and convenient Internet financial business in mobile
payment and handheld financial management.

Examples of major products for China Telecom’s E-surfing Pay
Product Name

Product Use

Tianyi Bao

•

Value-added service of balance based on money fund released by E-surfing Pay

•

Divided in on-line and off-line payment patterns. The on-line form refers to payment of life service via
e-surfing apps, portals and mobile SMS; the off-line pattern refers to payment of life service via mobile
UIM card medium, POS, QR code and by typing in mobile phone numbers

•

provide big data-based financing solution for the small-and medium-sized enterprises on the upstream
and downstream of communications industrial chain

•

Individual consumers-centered credit business with the purpose of consumption

•

Credit products for individuals taking full consideration of information about history credit and behavior
preference. Credit value is given after the assessment by big data modeling

•

An industrial-application product that can provide industrial customers with safe and convenient capital
management & transaction solution with e-surfing corporate accounts with E-surfing Pay enterprises as
the carrier and with API, WEB and customers based on E-surfing Pay as the media

•

Convenient software product for social vendors that combines various livelihood application together and
is released by small and micro business vendors

•

Bundle users’ E-surfing Pay account with their communication account to conduct automatic on-behalf
payment of users’ communication fees

•

An off-line payment service that is offered for mobile users who have made available the E-surfing
personal account, where users can pay via POS by swiping mobile phones or directly typing in mobile
numbers and password

•

To meet the needs of users for payment, transfer, recharge and transaction inquiry by focusing on
individual or micro and small business vendors and using NFC, RFTD mobile or non-contact cards with
E-surfing Pay

•

Center around finance & insurance, IT & media and provide professional financial solution

Life Service Small
Payment
E-surfing Loan
Consumer Finance
Orange Credit

Capital Polling

Jiaofei Yi
Pay Aid

E-surfing POS

E-surfing Pay
Pengpeng
Industrial
application of
E-surfing
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[“E-surfing Pay” walks into people’s life]

In the city of Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, “E-surfing Pay”
consumption circle covers places of daily consumption like public
transport, chain convenience stores, gas stations and railway ticket
outlets and will gradually cover the shops along the streets and
alleyways. The local residents can just swipe their cell phones
before taking the bus or click the cell phone to do shopping and
recharge.
At Fujian Agriculture & Forestry University, “E-surfing Pay”
covers daily life of students. Every 12,000 students only need one
set of cell phone so as to eat, shop, cut hairs and take public
transport.

China Telecom integrates Internet, cloud computing
and big data to offer cloud host, cloud storage services
for enterprises and Internet applications of enterprises like
“Yi Jitong”, “Outwork Aid”, “NMA” and “Wangpu Aid” to
help enterprises in improving efficiency of their business
activities.

[“Outwork Aid” boosts high-efficiency
management]
China Telecom, with regards to needs of SMEs for outwork
management, develops and promotes the product of “outwork aid”.
After Xincheng Jinluo Meat Product Group Co, Ltd, in Shandong
province uses “Outwork Aid”, the outwork staff find it easy and
convenient with attendance, task scheduling and work information
feedback and the corporate management team can also keep track
of sales by marketing outlets nationwide and get on-line to check
the data trend graph reported by the business staff.

On April 29, 2014, a user in Nanjing bought fruit at a local fruit store via
“E-surfing Pay”.

[“E-surfing Pay” fills the void of rural mobile
payment]
As there are a small number of rural financial service outlets,
China Telecom makes contribution to promoting universally
beneficial finance via its “E-surfing Pay” permeating those remote
villages. The “E-surfing Pay” can bundle the bank card of rural
residents with their cell phone card to make it convenient and
beneficial to people that cell phone number equals the bank
account number, easy to recognize and remember. The users can
transfer accounts, withdraw money, pay, consume and get the
subsidy by operating the simple mobile menu, so that they can feel
the convenience and speed of “handheld finance”.
In the Linzhou County of Lhasa city, Tibet Autonomous Region,
“E-surfing Supermarket” is the trial convenience store of “E-surfing
Pay” in the rural areas. After the mobile consumption service is
rolled out, the villagers of townships nearby all like to come here
for daily shopping. The transaction of first month reached 200,000
yuan and became the leading stores in the local township.
‘E-surfing Pay’ brings modern payment method to our rural
areas and fills the void of mobile payment in rural areas.

Business staff does not need to run through each store in the
daytime and make statements and reports at night, which will reduce
working hours and save the company quite a few expenses.
—— Niu Shaobao, information center of Jinluo Group

[“Mobile Shop Monitor” is so convenient]
Nanjing Yunshang Ziyan Food Co., Ltd., as a well-known food
processor, boasts over 600 outlets of “Ziyan Flavored Chicken”
chain stores within the province. With the scale of stores on the
increase, the company badly needs to enhance daily management.
Targeting at meeting the needs of Ziyan Food Company, China
Telecom Nanjing Branch tailor-made an informatized application
of video monitoring “Mobile Shop Monitor” so that managers can
check the store operation, staff work and processing workshops via
computers and mobile terminals on the video application monitoring
system.
The tide of informatization is irresistable. Enterprises really
get benefits from management efficiency improvement.
—— ZHAN Yang, Nanjing Yunshang Ziyan Food Co, Ltd.

—— GAO Hongliang, General Manager of
E-surfing E-commerce Co., Ltd.
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In 2014, China Telecom’s “E-surfing Pay” covered 251 cities
(prefecture and regions) of 30 provinces (autonomous region
and municipalities directly under the central government) with its
payment service in public utilities like water, electricity, coal gas,
heating and traffic fine. The number of registered users exceeds
110 million and the service covers over 14 million households. This
has become the largest domestic platform of payment for livelihood
application with a total transaction amount of 350 billion yuan.
Our enterprises at different levels work with life-service agencies
like supermarkets, gas stations and public transport companies to
establish the “E-surfing Pay” consumption circle.

Internet+ Commerce

Internet+ Agriculture
China Telecom actively applies Internet, IOT
and cloud computing technology into the agriculture
production, operation and service to boost “Smart
Agriculture” in different regions. In 2014, we worked with
agricultural authorities to roll out a grassroots platform of
promoting integrated information service about agricultural
technology, called “Nongji Bao”(meaning Agricultural
Technology Treasure), covering many areas like expert
consultation, agricultural technology knowledge and price
information. The platform offers the rural households
technical promotion, smart service and individualized
guidance for the convenience of communication and
exchanges between rural households, agricultural
technology staff and agricultural authorities with a view
to improving quality and level of agricultural technology
service.

[“Nongji Bao” helps get rich]
Ji’an Branch in Jiangxi province works with local agricultural
authority to build “Nongji Bao” platform and offer efficient and
convenient promotion service of agricultural technology for
rural households. On early morning of January 11, 2014, Guo
Ming, information staff of agricultural technology station in Baijia
Township, Wan’an County got a message on his cell phone: Radish
in the market of Ganzhou is 0.2 yuan more expensive than the same
half a kilogram in Ji’an. He told this news to Zhangfei, a major local
vegetable grower at once who sent his truck of 5000 kilograms of
radish to Ganzhou immediately and then earned 2000 yuan more.
We were encountered such a cold day before. If we need
to check our greenhouse, we have to go to the agricultural service
station to look for people. Now, experts can come to our door via
network. What they gives us is not only science and technology and
guidance, but also fortune!
—— GUO Ming, information staff of agricultural machinery
station with Baijia Township in Wan’an County, Ji’an City

[Smart Agriculture]
Heilongjiang is an agricultural province. Heilongjiang
Branch continues to support the local implementation of “Smart
Agriculture”. In the city of Fujin, China Telecom integrates Internet
and IOT technology to help build the first national large-scale
smart agricultural integrated information service platform, covering
a demonstration rice field of 40,000 mu with 41 smart agriculture
greenhouses, one smart sprouting workshop of rice, one weather
station and one agricultural machinery cooperative, which combines
together the functions of information service, smart irrigation,
meteorological information, command and dispatch of agrimachinery, smart greenhouse sprouting and seedling and marketoriented and scientific cultivation and operation.

[Fresh Peach On-line]

In the agricultural information monitoring & command center,
technical staff can guide the agricultural production by means of
ICT-enabled technology:

The villagers’ fresh peach are sold very quickly, also with
better price. The network really helps us a lot!
—— Yan Kaichang, committee secretary of Mengjiayuan
Village, Huangpu Township

Before the automatic irrigation and drainage system, you
can see clearly the images transmitted by the water level monitors
among the fields via the cameras. The precision valves on both
ends of the water channel can automatically control the water
in the field based on the level set by the technical personnel,
thus realizing smart drainage and irrigation and keeping water
consumption on record and saving water.
Before the meteorological service system, you can see the
data from weather stations accumulated to the information center,
then in combination with satellite cloud atlas, radar echo maps
to make local weather report and release the information through
mobile SMS, QQ, WeChat, network, weather loudspeaker of each
village and electronic screen.
The platform that China Telecom builds integrates
informatization and agricultural modernization together and boosts
development of farmers, agriculture and rural areas in a tangible
way.
—— WANG Xiaowei, Promotion Center of Agricultural Technology
in the Smart Agriculture Demonstration Region of Fujin City
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Dubbed as Fruit Hometown, Mengjiayuan of Huangpi
Township in Wangyi District of Tongchuan City, Shaanxi Province
yields “Mengjiang Hong” brand peach, which is big, bright and
sweet and once was awarded “Golden Prize of 12th Agriculture
Exposition in Yangling, China”. China Telecom Tongchuan Branch
actively helps the village launch “Fresh Peach On-line” by carrying
out FTTH, building support platform and providing Internet
mobile phones so that the general public can enjoy efficient and
convenient information service and can promote the farm products
and local demeanours to the whole world.

[Safeguard the “red line” of cultivated land
resources]
The per capita cultivated land in China is quite small and the
quality arable land is losing at an alarming rate. In order to protect
cultivated land, Liaoning Branch works with Shenyang Planning
& Land Resources Bureau to build a video monitoring network
system for land law enforcement in Shenyang. 24-hour continuous
video monitoring is conducted on 850 square kilometers of arable
land. No matter in snowy, icy weather or strong gale, this system
is always under normal operation and effectively restrain the illegal
behavior of occupying land and resources.
The land and resources video monitoring system in
Shenyang is well-organized and well-run with marked effectiveness
and fit for promotion.
—— LI Jiangtao, Bureau of Law Enforcement Supervison
with Ministry of Land and Resources

Internet+ Better Society

Internet+ Government Affairs
In the development of “Smart Cities”, China Telecom
uses Interent technology to support local government
agencies in innovating method of urban management and
public service to improve social management level by
creating public service application like “Government Affairs
Cloud”, service hotline, on-line business hall and urban
operation centers to offer residents multi-tier and highquality public service with wide coverage.

[“Smart Government Affairs” builds “heart-toheart bridge”]
Hubei Branch assists the local government in building “Smart
Government Affairs” platform, covering functions like intelligent
monitoring, digital urban management, smart police affairs, funding
regulation, e-surfing tax and e-Industry & Commerce, which extends
the e-government affairs to streets, community and villages and
creates a full-covering, efficient and agile information network of
social management in order to make government operation, service
and management more efficient and let the public do business and
communicate more smoothly and conveniently.
In the Tujia & Miao Autonomous prefecture in Enshi, the
financial units of 98 townships in 8 counties (cities) have completed
transformation & upgrading on “Township-level Financial Fund
Monitoring Information Platform” by integrating financial system,
mobile data and standard procedure together in an organic way.
To click the mobile menu of “Township-level Financial Monitoring”,
you can inquire the mobile logs related to rural and agriculture
funds like recent rural minimum subsistence guarantee system,
encouragement and assistance for planned parenthood and grain
for green to make fund flow and budget appropriation efficiently
running and have “sunshine all the way” for rural and agriculturerelated funds.
From capital application, public notice to release and fund
to accounts, the whole process of township-level financial capital use
is clear and clean with every cent putting on the table!
—— DU Yuanjiao, financial monitoring administrator of Yanduhe
Township in Badong County, Enshi Tujia & Miao Autonomous
Prefecture

Did you break rules or regulations in recent driving? How
does PM2.5 indicate tomorrow? Do you need to bring the masks
with you? What about real-time traffic condition? What about
accumulation fund and old-age pension? Which snack restaurant
is nearby? China Telecom helps different localities with their smart
portals to make more convenient and accurate inquiry about these
questions:
“Touch the screen” to see real-time
traffic condition

“Touch the screen” to know PM2.5
index

“Touch the screen” to enjoy
concessionary refueling price

“Touch the screen” to check
personal social insurances and
accumulation fund

“Touch the screen” to use prebooked discount

In 2014, China Telecom had supported 215 prefectures and
cities in 24 provinces (autonomous regions and municipality directly
under the central government) in opening up the smart portals.

[“Gold Vision” boosts “Three Defenses”]
Guangdong Branch uses “Gold Vision” system to establish
information reception emergency guarantee system at over 1600
duty rooms of “Three Defenses” (Anti-flood, drought and wind)
at the township, county, city and provincial levels, thus assisting
Guangdong Disaster Prevention Headquarters receiving, sending
and processing “Three Defenses” information and improving
efficiency of “Three Defenses” for disaster relief. Right now, the
provincial headquarters has used“Gold Vision” system to set up
anti-flood work duty system and enhance monitoring and early
warning forecast about rainstorm defense. In 2014, the typhoon
“Rammnsun” and “Haiou” attacked the provincial “Three Defenses”
command department used “Gold Vision” for early warning and
disaster report as well as command and rescue.
‘Gold Vision’ is an informatized project that benefits the
general public, boosts ‘Three Defenses’ and disaster relief and
protect people’s lives and property.
—— LIN Xudian, Head of Water Resource Department,
Guangdong Province

[E-surfing checks traffic]
In January 2014, Hangzhou Branch in Zhejiang worked with
local traffic police team to launch the mobile application “E-surfing
Traffic” where the traffic policemen can release traffic information in
a timely manner to improve two-way symmetry of traffic information.
Citizens can browse the real-time traffic on the main roads of
Hangzhou via their mobile phones, inquire over 800 surface public
parking lots and enjoy the convenience of “Smart Traffic”.
After a click of ‘E-surfing Traffic’, users can find data of
parking lot around their current location with a distance of 500
meters or 1 kilometer and three colors (red, yellow and green with red
indicating no vacancy, green meaning vacant) can show the current
parking situation.
—— ZHANG Chao, Reporter of Youth Times in Hangzhou
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Internet integrates into social management and
service undertaking in an in-depth manner to realize
information opening-up, transparency and sharing and
also bring convenience to social management and service.
China Telecom actively supported the ICT application of
government affairs management and social undertakings
like education and medical care so as to boost efficiency
in government agencies and enterprises and public
institutions and better serve the general public.

[Smart portal makes life more convenient]

[Food safety cloud]
In April 2014, China Telecom Guizhou Branch worked with
Guizhou Academy of Sciences to build up “Guizhou Food Safety
Cloud”. This cloud platform is based on massive food safety across
regions and sectors as well as nutrition testing data and public
opinion information and provide monitoring for food supply chain
and involve consumers into food safety surveillance to control the
food production and operation from the source and guarantee
“safety on the tip” of public.
From now on, citizens can easily obtain massive data on
the cloud platform via their cell phones. With a click by finger tips,
everything is clear about food safety.
—— WANG Zhengqiang, Secretary of Party Committee with
Guizhou Analysis and Testing Research Institute

What is the use of “food safety cloud”?

[“Handheld First Hospital” convenient to see the
doctor]
Concerning the difficulty in doctor seeing and gap between
doctors and patients with regards to information, China Telecom
Shanghai Branch works with Shanghai First People’s Hospital to
launch a mobile application software – “Handheld First Hospital”,
which can offer citizens medical services like day-parting selfhelp reservation and registration, current number calling, expert
inquiry, test and inspection inquiry and in-hospital navigation.
Also, it accumulates lots of health and scientific articles for the
convenience of reading by patients to get knowledge.

Tips

For public: Achieve interconnectivity and resource
sharing of food safety information in different regions
and agencies and release the data of food safety testing
and nutrition analysis to the society in a timely, open and
authoritative manner so that the public can inquire and verify
the food safety via communication terminals and public
regulation can be realized;
For governments: Enhance capabilities in information
aggregation, analysis and sorting out as well as releasing
the food safety information to the society and offer a platform
of monitoring and coordinated work across the whole food
supply chain, improve the regulation capability of different
government agencies and emergency handling capability;
For food producers & operators: Promote strict control
of food production and operation process, promote food
production and supply model in order to improve whole
industrial level.

Internet+ Healthcare
China Telecom studies and promotes Internet-based
medical informatized application to support in building the
regional medical & health platform so as to improve smart
level of medical service.

Queueing for registration, expert reservation, check-up
report inquiry...... those difficult issues can be solved only if you turn
on your mobile phone, now, ‘Handheld First Hospital’ can make many
convenience for the citizens.
—— WANG Xiaohui, reporter of Shanghai Songjiang
Newspaper

[“Medical Cloud”] in Xia Men
To help solve the problems such as high maintenance cost,
long building period and inconsistancy with ICT application level
caused by separated construction of medical and health institutions
in Xiamen, China Telecom Cloud Branch builds medical-related
application data centers based on cloud computing technology
and bearing the public hospital information system, regional health
information system, public health information system and health
cloud so as to build a health and “medical cloud” platform in
Xiamen that is unified, intensive and safe with open service.

After half a year of operation, cost advantages from resource
concentration have come out, with over 20% of hardware expenses
can be saved. Only for the migration of cloud platforms for Xiamen
3rd Hospital and Haicang Hospital, nearly 20 million yuan of room
construction and hardware security development has been saved.
—— YAO Guanhua, Deputy Head of Xiamen Health Bureau
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[Smart Campus]

“E-surfing Health” released by China Telecom collects medical
and health resources and data to provide ICT application service
about medical information and satify the need for informatization
in health authorities, hospitals, grassroots medical institutions,
patients and drug stores. “E-surfing Health” replaces the traditional
treatment brochure with mobile phones where patients can
inquire and administer their own medical and health information
and medical insurance accounts for the convenience of service
enjoyment. Since 2014, “E-surfing Health” has covered nearly
100,000 farmers in Shaanxi province, as a bridge of information
exchanges between the grassroots medical authorities and rural
insurance-covering public so as to improve the efficiency of
medical institutions in handling business.

China Telecom is oriented towards development and
promotion of “Smart Campus” by striving to realize that broadband
network is available to every school, every quality-resource classes
and network learning space is available to every student.
Qinghai Branch supported in building 100 “Smart Campus”
model schools in 2014 to set up teaching and office platform with
information distribution, administration, teaching management and
interactive exchange functions and an on-line teaching service
platform with functions of resource exchange, excellent courses,
tele-education and self-learning so that students can enjoy quality
education resources equally via informatization and it gets more
convenient to communicate between teachers, students and
parents.
As our kids’ courses get more and more difficult, we, as
parents are unable to tutor them even in their fifth grade. ‘E-surfing
School’ has many good stuff to help kids with their study, in particular
English, it teaches how to read. We can save the money spent on
electronic reading machines.
—— Mother of student LU Dezhen at Jiangyuanlu Primary
School in Golmud, Qinghai province
Nanning Branch in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region
worked with Nanning Education Bureau to develop and promote
“E-Class” information education platform which is based on
education resource cloud platform and combines existing multimedia hardware equipment and mobile terminals such as
computers, projectors and electronic white boards to interconnect
and share quality class and teaching resources (including teachers
and students and running through the whole course) and mitigate
the imbalance between urban and rural areas in education
resources at primary and middle schools.

“E-surfing Health” can register and reserve with clear list of out-patient experts

‘E-surfing Health’ can make phone calls and help see the
doctor, which is so convenient and beneficial.
—— ZHOU Shanming, Shuanglong Village of Zhaochuan
Township in Shangnan County

Internet+ Education
China Telecom is fully aware of needs for
informatization in teaching and academic research,
administration and students’ study and life and give play
to the advantages of its cable broadband Internet, 3G/4G
mobile Internet and education ICT application to boost the
development of smart campus and promote the information
service of “e-surfing school”, thus helping students learn
and grow.
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[E-surfing Health]

[“E-surfing Internship” helps employment and
start-up]

[“E-school bag” for easy study]
In September 2014, Zoucheng 2nd Experimental Primary
School in Jining city, Shandong province worked with China
Telecom to launch itself as one of the first batch “E-school bag”
pilot schools by carrying out its education activities in the brandnew
learning pattern and teaching contents so as to improve its
educational level in an all-round way.

China Telecom Beijing Research Institute studied and
launched “E-surfing Internship” platform at shixi.189.cn and
open to the public in 2014. It had aggregated nearly 200,000
internship/part-time positions for over 5000 reknown enterprises.
The “E-surfing Internship” platform publicizes internship/part-time
positions and pushes apps and WeChat and Yixin service numbers
for the convenience of free inquiry by students, which got acclaim
from university students and enterprises.

I just applied for the positions that I’m interested when I saw
them on ‘E-surfing Internship’, which I really get professional guidance
and precious work experience. I also love to see the articles pushed
by it and was inspired by them.
—— LI Xueying, student of Beijing Posts and
Telecommunications University

Internet+ Home Community
For massive learning resources, teachers can push them
only by clicking a button: class test, then data analysis immediately.
Every student’s answer is clear to the teacher... All these can come
true on ‘E-school bag’.
—— WANG Haiying, teacher of Class 7, Grade 1 at
Zoucheng 2nd Experimental School

What is “E-school bag”?

Tips

“E-school bag” is a form of mobile learning. Students can
read their textbooks and tutorials in multi-media forms via their
handheld devices, like tablets and smart phones. The teaching
platform can also be accessible via wireless network for inclass learning; Teachers can have classes on this teaching
platform and keep track of students’ learning results and
response.

While continuing to introduce Internet to millions of
Chinese families, China Telecom works with business
partners to provide high-quality IPTV and other life
ICT-applied products. Also we start from the needs in
community service and grassroots social management to
promote informatized application like “Smart Community”
and “Home Old-age Care” by supporting community
management and service system in different regions and
enhancing informatized level of home and community life.

[New-generation Smart Household Video Cloud]
On June 30, 2014, China Telecom Cloud Computing Branch
worked with BesTV New Media Co, Ltd. (simply called “BesTV”)
to research and deploy “New-generation Smart Household Video
Cloud”. BesTV migrates the video cloud business to China Telecom
Cloud Computing Guizhou Information Park where both parties set
up the smart household cloud service platform based on big data
service to push forward the smart household service of upstream
equipment manufacturing enterprises or application service
enterprises across devices, households and application.

Super-HD videos, AI interaction, BesTV and China Telecom
have in-depth cooperation to create ‘New-generation Smart Household
Video Cloud’ for wonder at fingertip.
—— HUANG Sijun, Vice President and CTO of
BesTV New Media Co., Ltd.
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Door-to-door pipeline gas meter reading not only brought
inconvenience to residents but also generated high labor costs for
the enterprise. In July, 2014, China Telecom IoT Branch cooperated
with Hangzhou Gas Group to support the latter in testing remote
meter reading transmission via IoT for part of commercial buildings
and residential households, which realizes remote meter reading
with the “intelligent meter” and without affecting users’ gas-using
safety. As long as the meter reading day is properly set, the
intelligent meter will report the real-time data to the gas company
system and the banking collection system automatically, as
well as send the reading to the users’ cellphones. Then the gas
company will keep the data record and send out the bills; the bank
will complete fees deduction directly; and the users will receive
gas consumption information through SMSs simultaneously. It is
very convenient and the whole reading period has been greatly
shortened.
Intelligent meter reading is so amazing that the meter can
be monitored remotely without the staff entering to the house, saving
both time and energy.
—— Liu Shuang, Marketing Department Manager of
Hangzhou Gas Group

[“Smart Old-age Care” cloud platform]
Relying on basic communication resources, the Shanghai
branch has built an old-age care service system based on the
“Smart Old-age Care” cloud platform, which includes: (1) building
a smart community IPTV portal, a livable community old-age care
information platform, and a service center entity for the aged; (2)
building an old-age care home service system, a community oldage care center system, a nursing home administration system, and
an information management system for old partners; (3) providing
community old-age care service distribution guidance, caring call
and emergency call services for the aged, as well as daily life
services for the aged.

With the old-age care service evaluation on the IPTV, our
opinions can be directly sent to the town leaders, thereby promoting
the service staff to further improve their service qualities.
—— WANG Wuwu, resident of the Miaoxing Township,
Baoshan District

The severe situations of tightened resource constraint,
serious environment pollution, and degraded eco-system,
urged us to intensify eco-environment protection. Internetintegrated eco-environment protection can realize realtime, highly efficient and wider environment supervision,
promoting the whole society to jointly protect and build
good eco-environment. China Telecom has been actively
carrying out R&D on and promotion of Internet-based and
information-based environment protection apps, facilitating
green, cyclic and low-carbon development.

Internet+ Environment Supervision
China Telecom assisted environmental authorities
in building a smart platform based on the Internet, so
as to gradually realize trans-industry, trans-region, and
trans-department information linkage and resource
sharing, enabling environment big data to effectively
support decision-making and management, facilitating
sharing, interconnection and openness in environment
administration, and forming a collective strength in
environment supervision.

[“Internet+” water control]
In September, 2014, Zhejiang Hangzhou sub-branch
cooperated with Hangzhou Economic and Information Commission
and other agencies, organizing an information exhibition and
demonstration for “co-control of five waters” (ie. sewage treatment,
flood prevention, water drainage, water-supply guaranteeing and
water-saving implementation). The information-based “Five Waters
Co-control” commanding platform provided under the assistance
of China Telecom consists of video cloud, IoT, E-surfing Patrolling
and Preventing, weather SMS alarm, “Five Waters Co-control”
commanding and decision-making system, Aihuanbao APP,
etc. It fully demonstrates the “Internet+” water control concept
of “information-based water control = sharp eyes (information
collection) + smart brain (data processing) + swift action
(emergency response)”:

•

Realized video information integration with the video
cloud that has intelligent diagnosis capability;

•

Realized comprehensive relevant data sensing with
multiple IoT sensing devices, such as water quality
testing meter, watergauge, and rain gauge;

•

Involved relevant authorities and the public in water
control at anytime anywhere with mobile apps like
E-surfing Patrolling and Preventing, Aihuanbao App,
providing unified data support to water control.

This platform overturns traditional water control concept
and launches a new model of science and information-based water
control.
—— XU Liyi, the then Deputy Mayor of Hangzhou
Municipal People’s Government and Director of the
Municipal “Five Waters Co-control” Steering Group Office
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Internet+ More Beautiful
Environment

[Intelligent gas meter]

[Smart platform managing air pollution]
Shaanxi Baoji sub-branch has actively developed a smart
air pollution prevention and control platform for Jintai District,
providing scientific and technical support for Baoji in continuously
improving its air quality and building a “National Sanitary City” and
“National Forest City”. The platform helped Jintai District establish
a meshing management-based air pollution prevention and control
model, through which, the pollution prevention commanding center
collects environment pollution accidents and emergency information
reported by administrators from different areas and levels in real
time, and then provides treatment opinions in time.

Interent+ Environment Building
China Telecom has been exerting efforts to develop
public-oriented environment-protection Internet application
products to support the public to actively participate in
environment building.

[“Green Account” encouraging rubbish
classification]
In 2014, Shangbai branch designed a “Green Account”
credit model together with Shanghai Municipal Administration of
Afforestation & City Appearance and Bank of China Shanghai
Branch, encouraging citizens to implement rubbish classification
and disposal according to requirements, so as to provide
convenience to recycling utilization; or to bury it after burning or
biochemical fermentation to save land resources.
Relying on China Telecom’s cloud resource platform, the
“Green Account” model uses a smartphone app as a credit
collection method, and has been promoted to all cleaning
administrators in communities thereby realizing rubbish
classification from the source origin. By the end of 2014, it had
covered around 400,000 households in districts of Huangpu,
Jing’an and Songjiang of Shanghai.

The smart platform facilitates Baoji to have more blue
skies and greener mountains.
—— LIU Yong, an administrator of Jintai pollution
prevention & control mesh of Baoji

[“E-Environmental Protection” protecting the
“beautiful Tengchong”]
Tengchong County of Yunnan is a famous tourism city
both at home and abroad due to its good eco-environment and
advantageous natural endowments. However, in recent years, an
increasing number of factories, mines and real estate companies
have aggravated its environment pollution. China Telecom Yunnan
Tengchong sub-branch took the initiative to cooperate with the
County-level environmental protection bureau, established the first
county-level pollution discharge video monitoring office in Yunnan
based on the Internet, and integrated it into China Telecom’s
“E-Environmental Protection” mobile client for mobile handling.
It has realized the real-time monitoring of 38 major enterprises’
pollution discharge, providing strong support for building a beautiful
Tengchong and protecting the environment everyday.

This is closely related with the environment that we will
have when we are grown up, so we should tell such knowledge to
our parents and grandparents, proactively supporting the community
and cleaning workers to do this rubbish classification&collection
work well.
—— Statement of a teenager from Huangpu District
after taking part in the publicity event of rubbish
classification&collection on Dec. 1, 2014

The monitored enterprises’ pollution discharge and water
quality changes of major rivers can be checked through both the
monitor center’s videos and on supervisors’ phones at anytime. We
can say that this set of monitoring equipment add another dozens of
people to the county environmental protection bureau, not only saving
time and energy but having good monitoring effect.
—— Duan Shengle Director of Tengchong Environmental
Protection Bureau
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No matter it’s at home, on the road or in the office, we should
take a look, make a classification, and dispose the rubbish into the
right dustbin. It’s our obligation to implement rubbish classification!
It’s a behavior benefitting our generation and our offsprings!
—— YAO Ming, Former basketball player of the National
Men’s Basketball Team of China

“Green Account”

Tips

“Green Account” is a typical O2O (combining the online
and offline) Internet application: offline, the bank will give
each family a “Green Account” card with the family’s green
account bar code. When the resident makes right classification
and disposal of the rubbish, the cleaner will use a special
smartphone to scan the green account bar code and complete
the credit collection process; online, a “Green Account”
management & information platform based on China Telecom’s
cloud resources has been developed, and all the information
including cleaner management, device management, credit
management, convertible resource management are stored at
the cloud end. With light asset, zero device and no need for
maintenance, the user end has high security.
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Internet+ Industrial
Cooperation
“Internet +” depends on the deep cooperation
between relevant companies on the Internet industrial
chain and traditional industries. On one hand, China
Telecom has been initiatively carrying out Internet-oriented
transformation from ICT (Information Communications
Technology) to IIT (Internet Information Technology),
integrating the strength of the two into one, and making
the information-oriented industrial apps meet customers’
demands as well as more advanced, efficient and cost
less by using a large number of Internet open-source
technology, the cloud computing, virtual network and other
much opener technologies. On the other hand, China
Telecom has been actively providing Internet enterprises
with businesses that support their development (i.e. B2I),
such as the integrated account business that includes
communication, storage, location, payment, socializing
services to reduce Internet enterprises’ initial market entry
costs; and providing industry-level QoS (Quality of Service)
application to Internet enterprises to help them improve
customer experience, etc. China Telecom gives full play
to its advantages in Internet construction and operation
as well as safe and reliable services to actively promote
Internet reform and evolution, Internet’s continuous
and healthy development and to support the innovative
development of Internet enterprises.

[E-surfing open platform]
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The E-surfing open platform is a one-stop capability service
platform provided by China Telecom to the wide Internet app
developers, which can provide them with some user-, data, communication network-, payment- and cloud service-based
businesses or platform-type core capabilities, as well as strong
resource support. In 2014, the E-surfing open platform assembled
11,760 developers, had 630 APIs and called 3.938 billion times of
its capabilities.

Cleaner
with special
smartphone
Connecting reality
and the virtual, and
the cleaner scans the
green account making
right classified
rubbish disposal
On August 29, 2014, the Opening Day of China Telecom E-surfing Open
Platform was organized in Beijing. Representatives from Internet enterprises
like EGLS, Vinyoo, and PearlinPalm gathered together with the Open Platform
to discuss the platform’s cooperation opportunities.
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The “Green Account” incentive mechanism is a model to
promote household rubbish classification from the source in
Shanghai. Through “classification for credit, credit conversion
and conversion for benefit” mechanism, it attracts residents
to initiatively participate in rubbish classification in a right
way. At present, it mainly encourages residents to classify the
dry and wet ones, and in future, residents also can get green
credits through submit recyclable items or hazardous waste.
“Green Account” is an open platform as well. It can link with
other environmental protection or green behavior motivation
mechanisms, and eventually becoming an “environmentalprotection record” that records and motivates every Shanghai
resident to behave in a green and environmental-protection
way.

[Promoting SAP cloud service with IBM]
In order to help SMEs implement safe, highly cost-effective and
scalable SAP (enterprise management solutions) cloud, China Telecom
signed a cooperation agreement with IBM. China Telecom will provide
systematic infrastructure services that include cloud platform resources,
network and equipment to corporate customers while IBM will be
responsible for capability integration of software, hardware and endto-end services so as to jointly create a complete SAP cloud for the
customer; the two sides will together provide seamless services with
stronger compatibility to customers, and migrate and integrate new
apps to the cloud environment while operating and maintaining the
existing apps.

China Telecom and IBM have walked out a significant
step in China’s cloud computing field. This cooperation will help
Chinese SMEs deploy enterprise-level cloud capabilities in a
faster way and facilitate their innovation through cloud.
—— QIAN Daqun, Chairman and CEO of IBM Greater China

Reform behind Internet+
To serve “Internet +”, the enterprise needs to center on customers, make a deep understanding of them, and have
leading innovation capability and operation efficiency. With the aim to improve its vitality, efficiency and innovation capability,
China Telecom printed and published the Notice on Comprehensively Promoting and Deepening Reforms in 2014, which
made an arrangement to carry forward more than 20 key reform tasks.
By the end of 2014, plans for the key reform tasks had all been developed. In the basic business sector, the
business accounting unit at the grassroot level would be made smaller and contracting reform would be implemented
comprehensively, thereby in turn urging reforms in corporate management, investment and operation systems. The energy
and vitality of the grassroot organizations and employees have been effectively motivated. The reforms of mixed ownership
and employee stock ownership in the emerging business sectors have also taken new steps.
Main goals of a comprehensive and deepened reform

•

China Telecom

Innovation system reform

Contracted grassroot operation

Mixed ownership reform

Investment & construction reform
Network maintenance & operation reform
Inverted-triangle support reform
International company reform

Regulate BoD operation
Staff stock ownership incentive
New business operation reform
Regulation system optimization

Supporting & other fields
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To further promote equal
and fair development
among employees and
motivate them to create
values with the Company

Make accounting unit smaller

New business

•

More flat organization
structure to improve
operation efficiency

Basic business

•

More market-oriented
operation, resource
allocation and settlement
mechanisms to stimulate
organizational vitality

Examples of major reform tasks

Market-oriented product operation
Market-oriented internal settlement
R&D system reform
Intensive IT operation
Human resource reform
China Comservice reform

[Proactively exploring mixed ownership]

Employees in the grassroot unit know the customers best.
But in the traditional triangle-shaped organizational structure, the
grassroot unit lies at the bottom. Departments from the middle and
higher levels used to control and evaluate the grassroot unit while
provide insufficient support service to the latter. Therefore, the
vitality and efficiency of the grassroot unit haven’t been taken into
full play.

On May 13, 2014, the China Telecom Open Cooperation
Conference themed by “New Economy, New Market, and New
Opportunity” was organized in Beijing. China Telecom Chairman
Wang Xiaochu, President Yang Jie, and Vice President Yang
Xiaowei communicated with nearly 1,000 representatives from
virtual operators, Internet companies, investment companies and
other sectors in terms of cooperation opportunities.

In order to change such situation, in July 2014, China Telecom
carried out inverted-triangle-shaped supporting system reform pilot
in Zhejiang Hangzhou sub-branch and Jiangsu Changzhou subbranch, making the frontline employees lie at the top of the triangle
to enable them operate the market and serve customers attentively;
the corporate departments at other levels lie at the lower part of the
triangle, collaboratively providing relevant resources and support to
the frontline employees, at the same time accepting the grassroot
unit’s reversal evaluation. In November, based on the summarized
pilot experiences, the inverted-triangle-shaped reform was further
expanded to Anhui, Jiangxi, Yunnan, Xinjiang and Hebei.

Frontline Self-operation Structure (sub-agency, business outlet, maintenance, call center…)
Decentralization

Intensiveness

Flat organization

Support

Process
reengineering

Intensive support

Service
penetration

Decentralization

Reversal
evaluation

Citylevel

Provinciallevel

Long-term
mechanism

By changing the single development model of pure
relying on self-accumulation and taking the mixed ownership as
the orientation, China Telecom tries to build an operation pattern
for new businesses through multiple capital operation methods in
critical fields that need to introduce capability, capital and innovative
energy.
—— WANG Xiaochu, Chairman of China Telecom
Making wide industrial cooperation with an open attitude,
China Telecom has set an exemplary role for central enterprises
in energetically developing the mixed ownership economy and
deepening corporate reforms in a comprehensive way.
—— HUANG Shuhe, Deputy Director of the State-owned Assets
Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council

Group-level

After implementing the inverted-triangle-shaped reform, most
of the design demands for our IT systems are from the frontline.
—— GUAN Conghui, from Corporate Information
Department of Zhejiang branch
Now, the outlet staff is equipped with PDAs to help them
communicate with customers. Customers’ demands will be sent to the
back end through the PDA for centralized handling, by which not only
streamlining the complicate business processing procedures for the
staff but shortening the customers’ waiting time.
—— JIN Xiaoju, Director of Xixing sub-agency of
Binjiang agency of Zhejiang Hangzhou sub-branch

On June 9, China Telecom’s subordinate company Colorful
Interactive Network Technology Co., Ltd., which engages in
game business and service, imported strategic investors. By the
end of 2014, four companies working on video communication,
Yixin, reading and games in China Telecom’s new business field
had realized the mixed ownership, of which, reading and game
companies have carried out pilot on their boards of directors to
realize core employee stock ownership.
After implementing the mixed ownership reform in our game
company, we feel heavier responsibilities, higher pressure as well as
stronger motivation.
—— ZHANG Peng, General Manager of Colorful Interactive
Network Technology Co., Ltd.
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[Inverted-triangle-shaped reform]

RESPONSIBILITY MANAGEMENT

In 2014, China Telecom continued to carry out responsibility
training, responsibility integration and responsibility
communication to improve its CSR management level.
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Responsibility Strategy
Under the new economic normal, China Telecom took its initiatives to make reform and innovation, and actively seized
the “Internet +” opportunity to facilitate transformation and upgrade in all walks of life. On one hand, we implemented
Internet-oriented transformation and market-oriented reform and developed global-leading communication and information
service capabilities in order to become a more powerful and efficient enterprise. On the other hand, we exerted efforts to
thoroughly comprehend various customers’ new demands towards communication and information services, carried out wide
cross-sectoral cooperation, and provided more novel and practicable “Internet +” information services to customers.

Innovation
Reform
Market-oriented operation
mechanism
Flat organizational structure
Inverted-triangle internal
operation

Transformation
A smart-pipeline leader
An integrated-platform
provider
A content-application
participant

Internet-oriented products
Internet-based sales
Internet-based services
Internet-based networks

Strive to be a driver and main force of “Internet+” and to create new values for both the economy and society
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Adhering to the principle of “Responsible Transformation & Harmonious Development”, China Telecom took
sustainable development as its orientation, kept improving its CSR management level, proactively fulfilled its responsibility
towards stakeholders, and moved forward along a responsible development road.
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Path of Responsibility

Fundamental
responsibility

Major national communication operators have the responsibility for basic network, universal service, emergency
communication, information healthiness, technological innovation and industrial development. China Telecom has
consistently brought its role as the backbone into full play to make constant contribution to the national and social
development.

Responsibility
to shareholders

Shareholders are the investors of a company. While sticking to the stable and steady operation, China Telecom
has strived to continuously increase its corporate value through satisfied operational outcomes so as to honor the
commitment to its shareholders.

Responsibility
to customers

Customers are the foundation for the corporate survival and development; therefore, China Telecom has
safeguarded the rights and interests of the customers, pursued the common growth of corporate and customers’
value, and constantly provided them with applicable and quality products and services through innovation and indepth understanding of their needs so as to let them fully enjoy a new information life.

Responsibility
to employees

Employees are the most valuable resources of a company. China Telecom has safeguarded the rights and
interests of its employees by law, promoted their growth, encouraged them to participate in managerial affairs
and cared about their life so as to enable them to grow with the Company.

Environmental
responsibility

Green development is the common mission of the humanity. China Telecom has strived to become a green
integrated information service provider through green management, procurement, operation, office work, products
and activities to promote the green economic and social development.

Community
responsibility

Public benefit activities will make a better society. China Telecom has made efforts to consciously return the
community by participating in social public-interest undertakings.
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Responsibility Governance
The organization structure for CSR affairs is composed of two levels: the Group and its subordinate provincial
branches and special companies. Under the leadership of the management in the Group, the Corporate Strategy
Department, as the general CSR office, is responsible for the CSR affairs. Every department of the Group has its own CSR
coordinator to be responsible for related CSR management affairs. The Beijing Research Institute provides support for
CSR research and study. Provincial branches and special companies head the CSR management with related working
group being set up. The corporate strategy information network of the Group is the IT platform for CSR management to
collect and release related work information.
Responsibility
Management

China Telecom organizational structure for CSR affairs
Departmental CSR
coordinators in the
HQs

Management of
the Group

General CSR
Office of the
Group

CSR coordination
teams of provincial
branches

CSR coordinators
in special
companies

CSR research
teams of the
Research Institute

CSR coordinators
in overseas
agencies

China Telecom has established a closed-loop CSR management framework by gradually incorporating the CSR
management into the corporate strategy management, annual work arrangement and implementation as well as the
performance evaluation and review.

China Telecom CSR management framework

Work
Arrangement

Economic
and social
development

Policies,
laws and
regulations

CSR
arrangement

Work
Implementation

Corporate
Strategy

CSR practices

CSR plans

Demands
from
stakeholders

Performance
evaluation &
review

Communication with stakeholders
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Responsibility Performance
China Telecom has established a CSR indicator management system which comprises KPIs in 6 aspects. Relevant
indicators have been incorporated into the annual performance review for provincial branches.

China Telecom CSR Indicator System

Fundamental
responsibility

Responsibility
to shareholders

Responsibility
to customers

Responsibility
to employees

Environmental
responsibility

Community
responsibility

Network coverage

Asset value
maintenance &
increase

Customer scale

Protecting employees’
rights & interests

Green
procurement

Social donation

Network quality

Profits

Service quality

Employee growth

Energy conservation
& emission reduction

Voluntary activities

The Group has organized the selection and awarding activities of Best CSR Case and Best CSR Managerial Individual.
In 2014, we presented the China Telecom Best Annual CSR Case awards to 36 cases, including “Lightening Rural
Elementary Schools and the Future”, as well as the China Telecom Best Annual CSR Managerial Individual awards to Xu Ke
and the other 4 employees.

2014 China Telecom’s best CSR case awards (partial list)
Field

Case Name

Company

Responsibility Highlights

Create a Bright Future by Connecting Rural
Primary Schools

Chongqing Branch

E-surfing in Antarctica

Shanghai Branch

Fundamental responsibility

Responsibility to customers

“Information Gap” Eliminated in Guiliu

Guizhou Branch

“Blue Hat” Program

Hainan Branch

New Generation “E-fishing”

Guangxi Branch

Responsibility to employees

Medal of Honor to Employees

Zhejiang Branch

Environmental responsibility

Improve City Environment

Qinghai Branch

Community responsibility

Care for Veterans

Yunnan Branch

China Telecom Abroad

CTExcelbiz

China Telecom Global Limited

Winners of 2014 China Telecom Best CSR Managerial Individual awards

XU Ke

WANG Xiaoming

HUANG Dandan

ZHANG Huan

QIU Huihua

from Shanghai Branch

from Zhejiang Branch

from Guangxi Branch

from Hainan Branch

from Qinghai Branch

Responsibility Communication
Based on stakeholders’ attention paid to and influences on the corporation, China Telecom has kept strengthening
its communication with important stakeholders including investors, customers, employees, industrial regulators, the
government, the industrial chain, other industrial players and communities.
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Expectations from stakeholders and responses from the Company
Stakeholder

Communication mechanism & way
•

Investors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employees
•
•

Customer service hotline
Customer survey in
business outlets
Visits from customer
managers
Customer satisfaction
survey
Workers Congress
Face-to-face communication
between employees and
managers
Employee training
Opinion soliciting

Expectation for China Telecom
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial
Regulators

•
•
•

Meetings
Special reporting or reports
Statements and visits

•
•
•

Government

•
•
•
•

Meetings
Special reporting or reports
Participation in government
projects
Statements and visits

•
•
•

Industrial Chain

Other Industrial
Players

•
•
•
•
•

Business communication,
workshops or forums
Business training
Forums, meetings or visits
Dispute coordination and
settlement
Thematic working groups

•
•
•
•
•

Value maintenance and
increase of assets
Standardized corporate
governance
Operational risk prevention
More diversified information
services
Service quality improvement
Tariff reduction
Bad information prevention
Personal privacy protection
Safeguarding legal rights
and interests
Achieving career
development
Participation in management
Caring for employees
Observation of industrial
regulatory laws and
regulations
Promoting industrial
development
Providing suggestions about
policies
Observation of laws and
regulations
Implementation of
government administrative
requirements
Improvement of the
economic and social ITapplication level
Constant development and
stable employment
Mutual respect and equal
cooperation
Value creation and field
expansion
Focusing on the industrial
development trend and
opportunities
Fair and legal competition
Conducting cooperation

Response from China Telecom
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Communities

•
•

Community communication
activities
Community co-building
activities
Social public-interest
activities

•
•
•
•

Environmental protection
Universal telecom service
Emergency communication
guarantee
Public-interest undertakings

•
•

Improvement of the corporate
governance and the internal control
system
Steady operation, improved
profitability and higher
shareholder’s equity
Service and product innovation
Promoting transparent consumption
Reasonable and preferential tariff
Standardized management on
value-added service cooperation
Protecting customer information by
law
Improved income allocation and
welfare guarantee mechanisms
Standardized employment
mechanism
Enhanced employee training
Better working conditions
Law observation and compliance
Rational competition and conscious
assurance of the market order
Proactively providing suggestions

Corporate governance by law and
operation with integrity
Tax payment by law and
employment facilitation
IT-enabled services and
promoting the transformation of
the economic development mode
Cooperation with integrity and winwin results with mutual benefits
Proactively promoting the
development of the industrial chain
Proactive communication and
experience exchange
Sound interconnection
Co-building and sharing
Implementation of energysaving, emission-reduction and
environmental-friendly measures
Fulfillment of the universal service
obligation and guarantee of sound
communication
Assistance for Tibet and Xinjiang,
and helping those in distress and
poverty

[Initiating China Anti-Piracy Alliance for
Audiobooks]
In recent years, audiobook websites in China enjoy an
explosive growth, but pirate audiobooks have harmed users’
interests. On April 22, 2014, the E-surfing Reading Culture
Communication Co., Ltd., which is a China Telecom holding
company, worked together with CNRVoice, CCTV International
Network Co, Ltd., GuoTV, Shengda Literature, Zhejiang Electronic
and Audio-Video Publishing House, as well as nationwide
audiobook copyright holders, audiobook authors and broadcasters,
to initiate and establish the first anti-piracy alliance in China’s
audiobook industry – China Anti-Piracy Alliance for Audiobooks
(hereinafter refered to as the Alliance), which aims to facilitate legalcopy-based development in the industry and protect audiences’
rights and interests under the support of national regulators.
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Customers

Regular or irregular
reporting
Statements and visits
Daily communication among
business departments
Investors meeting

[Publicizing CSR Report]
Relevant actions taken by the Alliance
•

Called on various right holders and enterprises of the
audiobook industry to join in hands and boycott piracy and
copyright infringement behaviors;

•

Urged resource sharing websites to filter off the uploading
of unauthorized audiobooks;

•

Required Alliance members not to use or spread any
unauthorized audiobooks in any operation or programs;

•

Called on audiobook websites and clients not to spread
any unauthorized books;

•

Called on advertisers and advertising companies to
improve their copyright consciousness, and not to run
ads in any audiobook website or client that is suspect of
infringing copyright;

•

Called on investment agencies in the audiobook industry
to carefully review planned investment targets’ copyright
situations and not to invest on any copyright-infringement
suspicious enterprises.

[Accepting industrial work style building and
rectifying supervision]
On October 30, 2014, China Telecom was supervised and
examined by the industrial work style building and rectifying
supervision team under the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology (MIIT). The Group President Yang Jie, Vice President
Yang Xiaowei and Leader of the Discipline Inspection Group Shao
Chunbao reported the implementation of work style building and
rectifying in the Company to the examination team and listened and
accepted the team’s guidance and suggestions.

The year of 2014 marked the 4th year for China Telecom’s
publication of its CSR report, which revealed the Company’s CSR
fulfillment concept, measures taken and performance in 2013, CSR
topics with industrial and corporate features, and responses to
stakeholders’ expectations. The report was rated as a “five-star”
report by the CSR Research Center of the Economics Division of the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) and won the “Golden
Bee – 2014 Excellent CSR Report Leader-type Award” by China
WTO Tribune.

Responsibility Capacity
The Group incorporated CSR into the revision of
its corporate culture in 2014 and carried out special
researches. We participated in the development of
“CASS-CSR 3.0 for Telecom Service Industry” by the CSR
Research Center of the Economics Division of the CASS.
Besides, we investigated and surveyed CSR practices in
provincial branches including Guangdong, Jiangsu and
Sichuan, and exchanged CSR work experiences with
Huawei and other companies.
The Group organized CSR PowerPoint learning
activities on China Telecom Online University. Those PPTs
has been studied by over 320,000 people and more than
170,000 learners passed relevant PPT tests. The Group
also carried out CSR Management: the Future that is
Happening special training for CSR management teams
that consisted of above 300 people, and dispatched 4 key
CSR working staff from provincial branches to take the
Responsibility Sharing – China Public-Interest Lecture on
CSR training organized by the CSR Research Center of the
CASS Economics Division.

·评论
·最新评论
MIIT industrial work style building and rectifying supervision team was listening
to the report.

发表评论
1...

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 下一页

陈丽萍 2014-2-25 15:18
责任，让人更优秀，让企业更卓越，让世界更美好。

回复

李晓霞 2014-2-25 15:23
增强企业社会责任意识，让社会变得更加和谐！

回复

陈文华 2014-2-25 15:59
增强社会责任意识，提高个人综合素质。

回复

陈鸿金 2014-2-25 16:34
我们应该加强学习，增强社会责任意识，提高个人综合素质。

回复

The comment excerpt from employees studying CSR PowerPoint

China Telecom was reporting relevant implementation work.

We will continue to further implement industrial work style
building and rectifying tasks and take this opportunity to improve our
service capability.
—— Yang Jie, President of China Telecom
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Law Observation and Compliance
While sticking to the operation with integrity, and observation of related laws and regulations, industrial supervision
rules and commercial credit rules, China Telecom continued to carry out law dissemination education and established
a thoroughly-vertical-and-horizontal system in terms of internal control, audit supervision, corruption prevention and
treatment, and overall risk management. We also established a long-term effective communication mechanism to
standardize the release of corporate information, and consciously accept government regulation and social monitoring. In
2014, in accordance with changes in laws and regulations, policies and business operation, we continuously strengthened
the development of the Company’s regulations and systems, and improved rules on internal control, equity investment,
contract management, etc.; and followed up the effective implementation of regulations, and made rectification towards
problems identified in time.

Item
Number of training in law observation and compliance
Training person-times in law observation and compliance
Number of educational sessions in fighting against
corruption and upholding integrity

Observation of Industrial Regulation
In 2014, together with the increased development
of 4G services, some important regulation policies were
also published, such as the resale business coming
into the market, the opening of the broadband market,
establishment of the Tower Company, settlement rate
reduction for Internet-backbone-networks. China Telecom
imple men ted t he nat ional r equir em ent s o n T D - L T E
development and hybrid-networking experiments, and
exerted efforts to complete relevant tasks. We completed
the construction of 7 national-level Internet backbone
direct connection points in time, optimized the internetwork connection structure, and improved the Internet
inter-network communication quality. We initiatively
explored the opening of local loop and supported MIIT to
launch broadband access network opening policy so as
to greatly promote cooperation with private enterprises,
and facilitate broadband development. We seriously
implemented inter-network settlement policies, regulated
subordinate enterprises’ market competition behaviors, as
well as actively cooperated with regulators to identify and
punish illegal competition behaviors so as to protect the
competition order in the communication market.

•

Enhanced the audit supervision of key risk fields;
about 340,000 audit programs were carried out in the
whole year; a synergic risk prevention mechanism
was established; and the accountability system was
strengthened to promote problem rectification and
responsibility fulfillment.

2014
2,411

205,798

233,332

239,258

1,590

2,277

3,548

Developed reform-assorted regulation system
implementation plans to distinguish the prevented
risks between traditional and new businesses.

•

Established an audit risk system; carried out riskoriented audit; promoted innovation in auditing
methods such as big data-based auditing analysis;
and performed risk monitoring, scanning and alarming
for specific risk fields.

Fighting Corruption and Upholding Integrity
In 2014, we continued to carry out work style building
and anti-corruption and integrity upholding.
•

We seriously fulfilled the main body responsibility and
supervision responsibility in construction of the Party
conduct and of an integrity company. We organized
training for discipline inspection leaders, discipline
inspection department directors from provincial
branches and grassroot discipline inspection staff to
improve their responsibility fulfillment capability.

•

We organized education on discipline and work style
to create a clean and integrity working atmosphere
and prevent corruption risks; persisted in fighting
against formalism, bureaucratism, hedonism and
extravagance, and put into practice the Party Central
Committee’s “Eight Rules”; consciously accepted
social supervision in terms of anti-corruption and
integrity upholding, strictly investigated discipline and
rules violation behaviors and prevented the loss of
state-owned assets.

•

We strengthened supervision and inspection,
including the supervision of tender invitation and other
key links, of sales expenses and innovative business
efficiency, and provided specific suggestions.

In 2014, we continued to promote “intensive,
information-based and standardized” audit and enhanced
the audit in key sectors to safeguard the enterprise’s
healthy development.
Increased the centralization of audit business and the
integrated management of auditors to further improve
the intensiveness of the audit work.

2013
2,660

•

Audit Supervision

•

2012
1,457
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Training in law observation and compliance

FUNDAMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
BACKBONE OF THE NATION
SHOULDERING HEAVY RESPONSIBILITIES

As a central enterprise and one of the major national communication
operators, China Telecom has proactively fulfilled its most fundamental
responsibility towards the country and society to build basic networks,
develop universal services, guarantee emergency communication,
safeguard information healthiness, facilitate technological innovation and
promote industrial development.

Fundamental
Responsibility
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Basic Network

Basic Network
In 2014, while optimized the 3G network, China Telecom also promoted the construction and development of 4G
network, accelerated the construction of wired broadband network, and completed the target of “Broadband China, FiberOptic Cities” put forward in 2011 one year ahead. We steadily promoted network evolution, cloud-computing resource
building and platform integration, as well as continuously improved the advancement, reliability and safety of our networks.

China Telecom network quality indicators
Indicator
Connection rate of mobile
communication network (%)

2012

2013

2014

Note

98.12

98.13

97.9

Quality of the mobile incoming calls; number of
completed calls for the called party/number of effective
attempted calling × 100%

Connection rate of fixed
telephone network (%)

98.33

98.11

93.86

Quality for the fixed incoming calls; number of
occupation when reaching the called terminal or party/
total number of attempted calling × 100%. Before 2014,
the PSTN completion rate was used as the caliber, and
after 2014, the DC1 network completion rate has been
adopted as PSTN was no longer used since 2014

Latency qualification rate (%)
of the ChinaNet backbone
network

97.34

97.56

99.13

Transmission latency qualification rate of IP data
packets on the backbone network (1 – number of
delayed packets/total number of packets) × 100%

Packet loss rate (%) of
ChinaNet backbone network

0.31

0.28

0.12

Percentage of packet loss data in the total transmission
data on the backbone network; number of packet loss/
total number of packets × 100%; on average across the
whole network
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Network Security
We continued to strengthen the basic work on network security in 2014, paid high attention to mobile Internet safety,
solved cellphone virus, DNS attack and other mobile Internet security incidents in the first time, and launched new DDoS
(Distributed Denial of Service) prevention product.

Major Network Security Actions Taken by China Telecom in 2014
Field

Major action

Network security publicity

Participated in the first China Cybersecurity Week activities, disseminating cyber security
knowledge and China Telecom’s security service capability

Checking and renovating potential
network security hazards

Reviewed important network units on the whole network, regularly checked network structure
security hazards and made rectification to improve the basic network’s security protection
level

Fighting against bot malware and
malicious mobile code

Monitored bot malware on the whole network and cellphone virus, and dealt with the malicious
control end timely;
checked illegal information applications in our own application store and removed them off
shelves;
helped tens of thousands “xx instrument” cellphone virus-infected users to clean the virus

Strengthening the protection of
personal information security

Carried out special Internet security examination to prevent and handle high security risks and
improve users’ personal information safety

Improving the professional
competence of network security teams

Participated in the first “Communication Network Security Administrators Skill Competition” coorganized by the MIIT and the All-China Federation of Labor, as well as the “Skill Competition
for Central Enterprises Employees” by the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration
Commission of the State Council, and achieved excellent results

What’s the function of China Telecom’s new DDoS prevention product?

Tips

DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service) is a common network attack. The attack initiator will control several geographically dispersed
computers and united them as an attack platform to send out a large number of attacking packets to one ore more targets in order to use
up the target’s network bandwidth resources or computing resources and make the target unable to provide normal network application
services to the external. General security protection methods are not able to deal with such attack due to the huge traffic generated and
frequent changes. Moreover, as the attack sources are numerous and dispersed, and the attacker often use faked source IP addresses,
it’s very difficult to track and locate the attack source.
Taking full advantage of its own network resources and unique advantage in technologies, China Telecom launched its carrier-level
DDoS protection product “DamDDoS” to help political organizations, financial and Internet enterprises that use China Telecom network for
Internet access resist against large-scale network attacks at any time, guarantee normal operation of our customers’ Internet businesses,
and prevent net users’ rights and interests from being harmed by cyber attack.
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Universal Service
In 2014, the tasks of providing broadband access
to 4,782 administrative villages and telephone service
to 985 natural villages were accomplished with priority.
From 2004 to 2014, China Telecom had totally completed
the telephone connection construction task for 25,000
administrative villages and 46,000 natural villages as
well as broadband access task for 32,000 administrative
villages.

[Kala Wenger village ended the history without
mobile phone service]

[Earthquake relief in Ludian]
On August 3, 2014, a 6.5-magnitude earthquake hit Ludian
County of Zhaotong, Yunnan. China Telecom made a quick
response. Its local rescue team rushed to the disaster area
immediately to repair and maintain communication facilities.
Meanwhile, the Company used emergency satellite circuit for the
province, and assembled emergency rescue teams and supplies
from neighboring regions like Sichuan, Guizhou and Chongqing to
the disaster area.
During the disaster relief period, China Telecom provided the
following services for the earthquake-hit areas:

Free broadband Free voice Free SMS
Free data traffic Free roaming Service suspension postpone
Safety calls Relative-searching hotline Emergency calls
Real-time reporting on the official Weibo account
Fundamental
Responsibility

The Kala Wenger Village of Salbulak County is a farming
village 50 km away from the county town of Habahe, Altay
Prefecture of the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region. There is
only one rugged road extended to the outer world and it was
very difficult for the 487 villagers to communicate with the outer
world. On March 31, 2014, the Habahe county branch construction
team built a mobile communication base station for the village by
overcoming the atrocious weather and other difficulties, ending its
history without mobile phone service.

Emergency Rescue and Disaster Relief

Group Chairman Wang Xiaochu went to Ludian, directing the rescue and relief
work

Hi, this is Ha Harman. Our village has mobile phone
connection now. From now on, we can frequently contact our kids
studying in the county.
—— HAHarman from Kala Wenger Village of Salbulak County

Emergency Communications
In 2014, China Telecom exerted great efforts in
providing emergency services to restore communications
in the disaster-hit areas during the Ludian earthquake,
Jinggu earthquake, Typhoon Rammasun, Matmo,
Kalmaegi and other significant natural disasters. We also
successfully guaranteed communication services for large
events such as the Shanghai Conference on Interaction
and Confidence-Building Measures in Asia (CICA), Beijing
APEC summit, Nanjing Youth Olympic Games and Xinjiang
China-Eurasia Expo. During the whole year, we dispatched
24,000 rescuers, 5,000 units of rescue vehicles and 6,000
pieces of emergency communication equipment in total.

China Telecom rescue workers rushed to restore communication
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[Fighting against Typhoon Rammasun]
On July 18, 2014, the super Typhoon Rammasun hit
Guangdong, Hainan and other coastal provinces and caused
major disasters. China Telecom Guangdong and Hainan branches
immediately organized rescue teams to rush to the disaster frontline
overnight to repair and maintain facilities.

In February, 2014, several cities of Hubei like Yichang and Enshi suffered
severe freezing rain and snow. China Telecom rescuers were cleaning the
frozen cables in forests, looking for broken points and making repair.

Guarantee for Key Activities
[Guaranteeing communication service for APEC
meetings]

Maintainers of Wuchuan sub-branch in Zhanjiang, Guangdong were rushing to
repair cable lines

During the APEC 2014, China Telecom Beijing branch
dispatched 1,655 on-site support staff, 1,111 outside support staff,
448 support vehicles, and 102 emergency communication vehicles
to provide communication support to 50 VIP customers and 41
venues.

[Guaranteeing communication service for the first
World Internet Conference]
The first World Internet Conference was held in Wuzhen,
Zhejiang on November 19-21, 2014. Governmental and organization
representatives as well as enterprise seniors, experts and
scholars from nearly 100 countries and regions attended the
conference. Zhejiang branch worked together with Beijing and
Shanghai branches in synergy to guarantee smooth and quality
communications for the conference.

Rescuers from Wenchang sub-branch of Hainan were dealing with the
communication tower brought down by the typhoon emergently

China Telecom was well-prepared, acted fast, and
provided good repair and maintenance services, buying some
time for disaster relief and reproduction. They fully showed their
capability in fighting against difficulties and tough conditions.
—— DENG Haiguang, Deputy Governor of Guangdong
Provincial People’s Government

On November 22, 2014, a 6.3-magnitude earthquake hit Kangding City
of Sichuan. China Telecom made a quick response and rushed to repair
damaged communication facilities
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A conference participant was listening to the presentation about China
Telecom’s iWiFi application

On May 21, 2014, Shanghai branch together with Shanghai and Jiangsu
maritime authorities carried out special patrols in order to guarantee smooth
submarine optical cable communications for CICA

Information Healthiness
China Telecom improved its information security management systems, mechanisms and processes; strictly
prevented illegal businesses in its daily operation; and fought against rule-violated businesses resolutely. We made
broadband network and mobile network environment cleaning policies, cooperated with the government to carry out
pornography and illegal publications elimination work, and actively implemented relevant publicity and education to create
a healthy network environment for children and teenagers. In 2014, the timeliness rate for harmful information disposal of
China Telecom reached 100% and the website backup rate reached 99.98%.

Technological Innovation
In 2014, China Telecom actively cooperated with enterprises like Huawei and ZTE, universities like Tsinghua
University and Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, as well as research institutes like the China Academy
of Telecommunication Research (now China Academy of Information and Communications Technology) of MIIT on some
high-level projects, to continuously promote key technology researches in main fields including “smart pipeline”, cloud
computing, IoT, the next generation Internet, terminals and optical networks, and to keep its industrial leading position.

R&D input in recent three years
Indicator

2012

2013

2014

R&D input (100 million yuan)

61.1

56.5

61.0

1.8

1.5

1.8

Proportion of R&D input to the total
revenue (%)

Note: since 2014, the indicator “proportion of R&D input to the total revenue” has changed from “R&D input/Group’s consolidated revenue” to “R&D input/Group’s
main business revenue”.

Innovation output
Including

Year

Total award
(piece)

National
scientific and
technological
award
(piece)

Including

Provincial and
ministerial
award
(piece)

Total
standard
developed
(piece)

International
standard
(piece)

National
standard
(piece)

Industrial
standard
(piece)

2012

9

1

8

63

20

0

43

2013

9

1

8

38

22

0

16

2014

11

0

11

62

22

0
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IPR Protection
In 2014, China Telecom further strengthened the IPR management
with 295 patents being newly obtained (including 136 granted
invention patents), 1,080 software copyrights being registered, and
554 registered brands being applied for.

China Telecom became the Beijing Practice Base for National
Patent Examiners in 2014
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We exerted efforts on studying key technologies of 4G mobile communications (LTE) hybrid networking and
made some breakthrough, receiving high evaluation from the MIIT. Among others, China Telecom led and organized
manufacturers to improve interoperation technical plans and promoted the revision of 19 industrial standards that support
the interoperation between LTE and CDMA; developed 78 enterprise standards; and worked together with domestic and
foreign enterprises to make more diversified 4G terminals, chips and system equipment, enriching the 4G terminals on the
market to 84 types.

RESPONSIBILITY TO CUSTOMERS
ENJOY A NEW INFORMATION LIFE

By safeguarding the rights and interests of customers by law and
understanding their needs in an in-depth way, China Telecom has strived
to provide applicable and fine products with excellent price-performance
ratio for various customers, including individuals, households, enterprises,
government and social affairs institutions so as to let them fully enjoy a
new information life with user experience orientation, enhanced service
management, innovated services, and improved service quality.
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Satisfy Core Demands
of Customers
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Satisfy Core Demands of
Customers
To satisfy the core needs of customers is an important
responsibility of China Telecom to the customers. In the
age of mobile Internet, the customers’ core demands
for ICT services are becoming more individualized,
socialized, practical and diverse, covering various aspects
including communication, socializing, information, trading,
entertainment, security, etc. China Telecom fully capitalized
on the opportunities to actively interact with customers
through online business stores, offline business outlets
and home visits, thus fully understanding the needs and
feedbacks of the customers. Meanwhile, China Telecom
also harnessed big data vehicles to conduct in-depth
analysis of the consumption patterns of the customers
and to build new products and services around the core
demands of the customers.

[Student Safety Cards]
Since April 2014, students of Qinyuanlu Primary School of
Jiyuan, Henan Province had a badge around their necks on which
the student’s name, picture and class number are recorded. When
a student passed through the school gate, the badge would give
out a beep and meanwhile the parents receive the message that
their child has entered or left the school. This is the “Student Safety
Card” provided by the Jiyuan Branch of China Telecom for junior
students in school so that they can maintain contact conveniently
with their parents at and after school.
The Jiyuan Branch also installed matching telephones outside
the school gate, which support free phone calls with a swipe of
card. As long as a student swipe his badge across the sensor area
of the telephone, the preset parent’s number will be shown on the
screen, and the student can call his parent with one touch.

How to ensure a pupil’s safety from the house door to the school
gate has gathered lots of attention. The Student Safety Card can help
teachers and parents to ensure children’s safety.
—— BI Jianmin, Principal of Qinyuanlu Primary School of Jiyuan
We are street vendors. When we get busy we have no time
to take my kid to school or pick him up from school. With the Student
Safety Card, we are not that worried about his safety.
—— LIU Zhanping, parent of a student of Qinyuanlu Primary School
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[Minor ailment cured within the village]
Wu Yongbin, a villager at Yangdi Village of Gutian Town,
Liancheng County of Fujian Province, has been suffering from
hypertension for years. It used to take him at least 1 hour to go
to the health center in town or the county hospital to pick up his
medicine. Now, with the special wireless healthcare network codeveloped by China Telecom and health authorities, Wu Yongbin
could have the doctor of the health center come to his home with
a computer, and the doctor would make a diagnosis, prescribe
the medicine, and reimburse Wu all with the help of the special
healthcare network, thus delivering the New Rural Cooperative
Medical System to the village. “Minor ailment cured within the
village; common disease cured within the town; serious illness
cured within the county; getting treatment without having to go far”
is becoming a reality.

Implement the New Law of the People’s
Republic of China on Protection of
Consumer Rights and Interests
In 2014, China Telecom vigorously promoted the
amended Law of the People’s Republic of China on
Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests (hereinafter
referred to as the Law), disseminating product and service
information to consumers and improving services in
accordance with the Law.

Since the wireless healthcare network was launched, I
don’t have to worry anymore!
—— WU Yongbin, a villager at Yangdi Village of Gutian Town

Protect Rights and Interests
of Customers
China Telecom has earnestly observed all laws
and regulations regarding customer protection, and
conscientiously implemented the new Law of the People’s
Republic of China on Protection of Consumer Rights and
Interests. The Company has stepped up compliance check
of its advertisements, customer information protection and
tariff management. It has also actively combated spam
messages, malwares and telecommunications fraud, and
strived to provide special products and services for lowincome population and special populations like the elderly,
the disabled, and children.

On March 12th, Yang Hongcan, Director General of the Consumer Protection
Department of the State Administration of Industry and Commerce was invited by
China Telecom to explain the newly amended Law of the People’s Republic of
China on Protection of Consumer Rights and Interests to the headquarters and
provincial branches through a video conference.

China Telecom’s actions to implement the Law of the People’s Republic of China on Protection of Consumer
Rights and Interests in 2014
Area

Action

Amend and improve basic
service agreements
Optimize the service registration
form
Reminder at the signing stage

Optimize service alerts

Further standardize bills and
detail records

Further standardize service and
billing behaviors
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•

Revised unreasonable provisions that limits the options of users, exempts or confines operators’
liability for breach, and gives the power of interpretation only to the operators;

•

Streamlined the content of agreements, using standard language that is easily understandable
to the users

•

Together with the updated registration form for 4G plans, in order to correctly illustrate billing
standards, service commitment, term of agreement, termination of agreement, etc.

•

Conscientiously fulfill the service agreement and commitment, live up to the service standards
to relieve the worries of consumers

•

Combed through and optimized service alerts at 6 stages, namely access to network, service
registration, service use, billing, retention and expiration of agreement;

•

Provided alerts on the user-subscription basis, and reduced the frequency of the alerts to avoid
disturbing the users

•

Optimized the wording on and form of data traffic bills and detail records; improved the display
of service categories on the data traffic detail records;

•

Unified standard display of data traffic bills and detail records across China Telecom

•

Public display of billable items; the display rate has reached 100% in first- and second-tier
business halls;

•

Standardized subscription management for value-added services; strictly implemented
secondary confirmation for the subscription; carried out penalty for service providers violating
the regulations; “compensation first, settlement afterwards” approach to complaints about
value-added services;

•

Overhauled price plans to reduce the total number of them, making it easier for users to choose

[Invite “Professional Ethos Supervisor” to
supervise services]
The Fujian Branch of China Telecom invited a “professional
ethos supervisor” to supervise the business ethos and services
at Zhangzhou Sub-branch from October 27th to 29th in 2014.
The supervisor experienced e-payment at the business hall and
service center, participated in on-site activities, examined the
service environment, and talked to the users. He then analyzed and
summarized the users’ opinions and submitted specific suggestions
for improving services to the Zhangzhou Sub-branch.

[Launch customized 4G plan]
In July 2014, China Telecom broke the long-standing “plan”
approach in the industry and launched the customized plan that
support “free subscription, free change, free replacement and
free giveaways” for their 4G services. A user can, based on his
consumption pattern and needs, choose from China Telecom’s
service categories like data traffic, voice, SMS message, etc.
that adopt the tiered-pricing model, and then combine them into
a customized plan. The customized plan has been well-received
since its launch, and it is now open to 3G users as well, and moving
from online-channels to offline channels at the request of users.

中国电信网上营业厅个人定制套餐界面

Supervisor Wang Jinlong (second from left) experiencing business handling
at China Telecom’s online store

Customer Information Protection
In the conscientious implementation of the Decision of
the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress
on Strengthening Information Protection on Networks,
and the Provisions on Protecting the Personal Information
of Telecommunications and Internet Users issued by
the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology,
China Telecom developed documents like Requirements
to Deepen Information Protection on Networks and
Implementation Rules for Stepping up User Information
Protection by China Telecom, strengthening security
control for user profile, system access, information change,
batch use of information, etc.

[Quick response to protect user information]
In February 2014, China Telecom discovered that a payment
agent system of a bank had been attacked, exposing user
information to great vulnerability. China Telecom immediately issued
a notice in joint with the bank to shut down the payment agent
interface, and reopened it only after measures have been taken to
ensure the security of users’ information, thus sparing the users of
financial loss.

Strengthen Tariff Management
Data traffic is rising as a major part of the
telecommunication consumption of users. Taken the need
of users into consideration, China Telecom stepped up
intensive management of tariffs, and launched customized
plans to make customers more assured. Meanwhile, China
Telecom made further cut to international roaming tariffs.

Customization Interface at China Telecom’

It is convenient and economical to customize the plan
according to one’s needs.
—— Ms. LIU, e-surfing 4G user in Beijing

[Special service for migrant population]
In August 2014, China Telecom started to provide “one SIM
card, two numbers” service for migrant population. A user can
apply for a virtual e-surfing number in additional to the current
e-surfing number without having to change the card or buy an
additional one. This way, he can enjoy the calls and SMS messages
incoming to and outgoing from the two numbers. Virtual number
users can also enjoy favorable tariffs for calls within China. Thus
the massive migrant population can avoid expensive long-distance
call charges and roaming fees, and they do not have to change a
cell phone number every time they go to a new place.
I work in Shenzhen, and I used to change my number every
time I returned to Sichuan, my hometown for the Spring Festival.
Since I subscribed the ‘one SIM card, two numbers’ service, I have
one number for Sichuan and another one for Shenzhen, saving me
the trouble of switching numbers from time to time. Plus I only need
to pay local call charges in both Sichuan and Shenzhen. It’s really
convenient.
—— Mr. ZHANG from Nanchong, Sichuan Province

[Reduce international roaming tariff]
Through strengthened cooperation with international
operators, China Telecom reduced international roaming tariffs in
June 2014. The data roaming tariff for 50 countries and regions
including Australia, Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong, has been
reduced to 0.003 yuan/KB, and the voice roaming tariff of **133
numbers for 38 countries and regions including UK and Australia
has been reduced to two levels – 0.99 yuan/min and 1.99 yuan/
min. The roaming tariff for taking incoming calls in 23 countries
and regions including UK has been reduced to two levels – 0.99
yuan/min and 1.99 yuan/min. And for Russia and the 5 countries in
central Asia, the tariff of **133 numbers, tariff for calls to mainland
China, as well as tariff for taking incoming calls at roaming
destination have been reduced to 2.99 yuan/min.
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The professional ethos supervisor suggested that full and
clear information should be given to users regarding the services
that had led to charge disputes. We made rectification accordingly
and swiftly.
—— ZHANG Junming, General Manager of
Zhangzhou Sub-branch of Fujian Province

Tackle Spam Messages

What is a telecommunication fraud?

China Telecom gives high priority to combating spam
messages. In 2014, under the leadership of the industry
authority, with the guidance and cooperation of relevant
social agencies, China Telecom made sustained efforts to
strengthen the implementation of systems and procedures
related to tackling spam messages. The Company
continued to implement short message port management
responsibility system, and meanwhile strengthened
technical measures to restrain spam messages. In 2014,
complaints about spam messages from China Telecom’s
port dropped by 54.9% compared with 2013, and
accounted for 4.95% in the total complaints about port
messages in the industry, which is the lowest among peer
operators.

Prevent Telecommunication Fraud
China Telecom gives high priority to the prevention
of telecommunication fraud. In 2014, China Telecom
conducted in-depth study into the situation of 26 provinces
and research on the prevention of telecommunication
fraud. The Company approached Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, Ministry of Public Security and
State Administration of Industry and Commerce about this
matter, and actively cooperated with relevant departments
to prevent telecommunication fraud.

Tips

A telecommunication fraud is a criminal act where a
criminal makes up false information, lies to the victim through
phone calls or SMS messages, tricking the victim to transfer
money to the criminal without direct contact.
Common fraud scenarios: overdue phone bill fraud,
bank card consumption fraud, transfer or overdraft notification
fraud, “guess who I am” fraud, tax rebate fraud, fabricated
kidnapping fraud, fabricated emergency fraud, prize winning
notification fraud, “pretending to be your boss” fraud, lowinterest loan fraud, well-paying job fraud, etc.
Three don’ts and one do suggested by China Telecom:
(1) do not trust phone calls and SMS messages from unknown
sources; (2) do not disclose the identity information, savings,
bank card information of yourself and your family member
to others for small gains; (3) do not make remittances and
money transfers to strangers; (4) report to the public security
organ immediately if you’re scammed, and provide details like
the account and phone number of the criminal to facilitate the
investigation.

Enhance Service Capability
In pursuit of higher satisfaction rate, China Telecom continued to advance it services. China Telecom maintained its
leading position in the fixed broadband network category and the 3G network category in the satisfaction assessment
conducted by Ministry of Industry and Information Technology.

China Telecom’s customer satisfaction rate
Indicator

2012

2013

2014

Ranking

Fixed broadband network (score)

70.5

70.8

71.9

1

3G network (score)

73.6

72.9

76.7

1

Fixed-line telephone (score)

78.9

79.2

78.5

2

Mobile voice (score)

77.1

78.5

77.8

2

2012

2013

2014

2014 industry level

1,489

1,628

1,307

1,253~2,137

4.9

5.0

3.0

2.6~3.0

Source: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology

China Telecom’s customer compliant
Indicator
Number of complaint cases
Complaint rate (person-time/million)

Note: The statistics above came from monthly average statistic provided by Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, specifically based on the number of
cases recorded at the Complaint Center of Ministry of Industry and Information Technology plus the number recorded at provincial communication administrations.
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Upgrade Capacity for Basic Services
China Telecom continued to upgrade its capacity for basic services in 2014. For fixed broadband services, China
Telecom vigorously promoted speed upgrading, provided users with multiple channels for information inquiry, and
standardized peripheral operation and maintenance services. For mobile services, China Telecom not only enhanced
its 3G services, but strived to provide differentiated 4G services. For emerging services, China Telecom developed and
implemented standards, and organized customer experience activities with different themes regularly to help improve the
services. In terms of window service, China Telecom has instructed grass-root units to implement the service philosophy
to improve customer satisfaction.

[Self-help broadband problem solving]
China Telecom launched x.189.cn, a self-help broadband problem solving application platform. With the functions of this platform,
including automatic problem reporting, password change, work order progress inquiry, etc., a user can solve most of the broadband
problems by himself, other than a network failure, thus shorting the average problem solving time. This is the first attempt in the industry
that uses the mobile Internet to provide self-help broadband problem solving services to fixed broadband users.

[Debut of 4G services]
In the process of launching 4G services in 2014, China Telecom spared no efforts to deal with the issue of interests, which is the most
direct, most practical, and most concerned by users. The Company strived to deliver 4G services with easier upgrading, wider coverage,
timelier alert, and queryable locus, to make users feel more assured.
Users’ most concerned question
With 4G comes huge data traffic, so how
to ensure transparent consumption?

•

Optimized traffic alert; encouraged users to subscribe notification services through app
clients, yixin, WeChat, etc., and provided multiple channels for data traffic inquiry and
notification services

•
•

Stepped up evaluation and improved 4G service encounter;
Established a mechanism through which dedicated departments solve the problems
together, and developed solutions for problems and specific guidelines for different
scenarios;
Shortened time limit for problem solving; gave priority to 4G service complaints at initial
launching stage, shortening the processing time by 50%

•

[Exemplary Women’s Unit]

[Listen to customers]

In June 2014, Ronghuajie Business Hall of Hengshui Sub-branch
of China Telecom was awarded the title of “Exemplary Women’s Unit”
in Hebei by the Women Pacesetters Initiative Leading Group of Hebei
Province and the Women’s Federation of Hebei Province.

In June and July 2014, Guangdong Branch of China Telecom
carried out “General Manager Service Day • we are listening at
No.1000” campaign. The campaign included 68 events across the
province, general managers at provincial, municipal and county levels
listening to 409 call center recordings, with a total length of 5,576
minutes. Through this campaign, many hotspot issues were solved,
covering installation and maintenance services, service registration,
charge disputes, etc.. The mechanism for closed-loop tracking,
controlling and solving difficult problems was established and
improved.

Consider problems from the users’ perspective, so that
they can feel we are actually standing in their shoes.
—— WU Xia, Shift Manager of Ronghuajie Business Hall of
Hengshui Sub-branch
Yang Xiaofeng, Deputy General Manager of Guangdong Branch,
communicating with a customer at No.10000, Guangzhou city
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Normally upon the launching of a new
service – in this case 4G services- there
will emerge many new problems, how to
solve them quickly?

Actions taken for 4G service

Provide Special Services
In 2014, China Telecom continued to provide special
products and services to the elderly, the disabled, children,
ethnic groups, and other special population.

[Ask-free Service Card]
Minyuejiayuan, a community near the Lianhuaqiao Business
Hall of Beijing Branch, is home to many deaf-mute people. The
Business hall provided them with “Ask-free Service Card” so that
when they show up at the business hall with such card, they will be
received by designated personnel who would communicate with
them and provide services by way of writing.

Users’ word-of-mouth is our free advertisement. We will stick
to the service philosophy of China Telecom, and ensure that each and
every user comes with happiness and leaves with satisfaction.
—— SHI Junmei, Store Manager of Lianhuaqiao Business Hall
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[Special mobile phones with ethnic
characteristics]
Hainan Province is a dwelling place for the Li and the Miao
nationalities. The Li nationals amounted to nearly 1.3 million,
accounting for 15% of the total population of Hainan Province.
Since 20% to 30% of the Li and the Miao nationals cannot
communicate in mandarin, Hainan Branch of China Telecom
developed and launched the first smart phone model with the Li
and the Miao characteristics in March 2014. The model supports
applications for daily life, entertainment and production, and shows
the characteristics of the two nationalities through keypad tone,
caller ID reporting, ring tone, standby screen. The model also
supports the dialects of the two nationalities. It was popular with the
Li and the Miao nationals.

The phone has many ethnic songs in it, and it’s also got
a special ring tone. I’m surprised that the folk songs sung by my
grandfather should be in it.
—— A Li, a young man of Li nationality

Innovate Service Modes
China Telecom actively adapted itself to the changes
in the Internet development and customers’ service
demands, and with the customer-oriented thinking, it
expanded the services in online stores and mobile clients,
as well as third-party social media platforms like Weibo,
WeChat and Yixin. China Telecom strengthened intensive
operation of online stores and mobile clients in 2014,
introduced Standards for E-Channel Services of China
Telecom, which set standards for access service, sales
service, self-service, call center support, etc. In this way,
the quality and level of e-channel services have been
elevated generally, and the online stores received over 170
million visits every month on average. The monthly number
of active users on the handheld business halls totaled
13 million. By the end of 2014, China Telecom’s official
account on Yixin and WeChat had over 39 million followers.
The new media service system provided services to 120
million users, with over 70 million times of self-service and
over 15 million times of effective interaction with customers
in a single month. China Telecom’s official customer
service account on Weibo was awarded “The Best Micro
Customer Service of China Enterprises on New Media
Platforms in 2014” by the State-owned Assets Supervision
and Administration Commission of the State Council.”

[We-store service]
To make it more convenient for freshmen to apply for campus
broadband, the Shanghai Branch took Shanghai Conservatory of
Music as its pilot site and started to provide services through Westore for the first time. This service mode allowed students to know,
register for and pay for services in a quicker and more convenient
way. It has greatly boosted the efficiency and was very popular
among students.

—— SU Wenfeng, Shanghai Conservatory of Music

[“Xiangmeizi” was rolled out by working with QQ
business halls]
In 2014, the new media customer service unit of Hunan
Branch was joined by new help – Xiangmeizi (meaning Hunan girls)
call center agents and QQ business hall, an instant messaging
platform for customer service. These new instruments are to
make it more convenient and quick for customers to have selfservices. “Xiangmeizi” agents mainly provide services like self-help
broadband problem solving, self-help broadband/phone problem
reporting, work order progress inquiry, etc. to facilitate e-surfing
customers reporting problems. QQ business hall mainly deals with
detailed procedures at the initial stage of self-service, providing
one-click inquiry of information like plans, charges, points, bills,
business outlets, value-added services, etc., as well as services
that can be registered with one-click, including call forwarding,
report loss/cancel the report of loss, subscription of value-added
services.
Xiangmeizi agents brought a whole new feeling. It’s no
longer the stiff image as it used to be. I think such service could
bring in more users.
—— NIAN Hui, Changsha Renfu Cultural Communication Co., Ltd.
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With China Telecom’s We-store, I don’t need to get out of
the dorm to register for a broadband plan. I can buy that just as I buy
any other things online, and confirm payment when the installation is
done. It’s so convenient!

RESPONSIBILITY TO EMPLOYEES
GROW WITH THE COMPANY

With a people-oriented view, China Telecom abides by the laws
and regulations to protect employees’ rights and interests, cares
about them, pays attention to build harmonious labor relations, and
continuously improves their working conditions; we support the
functions of labor unions in encouraging employees to engage in
management, actively help them to enhance their capabilities and
broaden their career path so as to achieve joint growth between the
Company and employees.

Care about
Employees’ Lives

Responsibility
to Employees

Promote
Development of
Employees

Protect Rights
and Interests of
Employees

Employees’
Involvement in
Management

Highlight: Downsized
Contracting Facilitates Staff
Development

[New business look brought about by “downsized
contracting”]
After market-based contracting reform in the second half of
2014 by the Wujiang Business Office of Ma’anshan Branch in Anhui
province, the employees there were all working more energetically
despite the unchanged routine of seeking development, recovering
arrears and carrying out maintenance. WANG Yin as the “sub-CEO”
of this office insisted on resource allocation in every detail and
checked every expenditure item of electricity, material and marketing
etc. against the Branch accounts with good justification. Frugality
became a common principle for everyone so that the saved money
from unnecessary air conditioning and material use could be invested
in business development to increase profitability.
Now as the boss leads the whole team, I work alongside
them together. Better performance means more money, so everybody
is working at their full steam.
—— WANG Yin, Head of the Wujiang Business Office of
Ma’anshan Branch

The market mechanism was introduced in selecting contractors
for downsized business units by companies at all levels, with
restrictions like seniority etc. being lifted and competent and
motivated talents standing out.
In Zhejiang province, XU Yanan born in 1985 was selected
from tens of applicants as the “CEO” of Wulin Business Office in
Hangzhou to manage a 65-person team, who was awarded the 1st
prize in multiple Group- or Provincial-wide competitions due to strong
knowledge base and rich experience.
In Gansu province, WANG Mei, the former outlet manager, was
selected as the head of the Wuyi office subordinated to Dashaping
subsidiary of Lanzhou branch where the office performance ranked
top in the whole city and the personal income also increased greatly.
In Luonan subsidiary, Shangluo city of Shaanxi province, 12
employees applied for the head posts of 6 village offices. After rounds
of speeches, written examinations, interviews and reviews, XUE Ying
who had been responsible for marketing support was selected as the
head of the Jingcun office for her outstanding performance. She was
also the first female head of the office in Luonan County.
It is impossible for me to discover my leadership without
downsized contracting. I have improved myself a lot and also been
paid higher.
—— WANG Mei, Head of the Wuyi office subordinated to
Dashaping subsidiary of Lanzhou branch in Gansu province
I would like to thank the Company for giving me this
opportunity. I will definitely hold up half the sky of the Office.
—— XUE Ying, Head of the Jingcun office subordinated to
Luonan branch, Shangluo city of Shaanxi province
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In order to further motivate grass-root entities and
employees, China Telecom in 2014 comprehensively
promoted the reform of downsized business units and
contracting in the field of basic telecommunications
businesses with reasonably defined responsibilities and
rights for downsized business units and selected “sub-CEOs”
through tendering so that the grass-root employees could be
motivated via market mechanism with enhanced performance
for higher income and better career development. By the
end of the year, over 80% of the grass-root business units
were contracted and 70% “sub-CEOs” were selected through
rendering with the total number exceeding 34,000.

[An open stage for gold to shine]

Protect Rights and Interests of Employees
China Telecom, in accordance with the law, fulfilled employees’ rights and interests in labor, democracy and cultural
mentality, protected their privacy, and safeguarded the rights and interests of dispatched and temporary workers to
continuously build a company with harmonious labor relationship.

Comply with National Laws and Regulations
The Company strictly observed the laws and regulations related to labor and social security, implemented the Labor
Contract Law, and ensured the contract arrangement and insurance payment for contract employees. The labor policies
of equal pay for equal work, gender equality and equality for all ethnic groups were adhered to with paid annual leave/
vocations for employees.

Major actions on protecting employees’ rights and interests in 2014
Area

Major action

Respect
employees’
personal privacy

Safeguard the rights and
interests of dispatched
workers

•

Formulated and circulated the Employees’ Work Ethics Guide of China Telecom with designated
personnel being responsible for the daily management and protection of employees’ personal privacy,
such as ID, income, family background and major events etc.

•

Implemented the Notice on Further Promoting Labor Dispatch and Our sourcing Companies to Establish
and Join in Labor Unions with a view to facilitating dispatched workers’ engagement and safeguarding
their rights to know, to participate and to supervise;

•

Printed and distributed the Notice on Issues Related to Standardizing the Management of Dispatched
workers so as to guide subordinate companies towards standardized employment of dispatched workers;

•

Urged and guided subordinate companies to sort out various compensation methods to ensure equal
allocation between dispatched workers and contract workers at the same types of posts;

•

Promoted the implementation of new compensation system with dispatched workers being incorporated
into the Company’s unified management system, and developed a compensation method based on
posts, competency and performance by reference to the labor cost on the market;

•

Strengthened the supervision of dispatch companies to select the superior and eliminate the unqualified
ones

Support the Labor Union in Performing Its Functions
Our branches at various levels provided active support for the labor unions in fulfilling their functions, and supported
them in playing their roles of outreaching the public, strengthening the grassroots democracy, safeguarding employees’
legitimate rights and interests and promoting corporate stability.

Statistics of labor union structure and employees’ participation in the labor union
Indicator
Proportion of employees in the labor union
Number of grassroots labor unions
Number of labor union officials
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Unit

2012

2013

2014

97

98

98

piece

2,376

2,506

2,176

person

1,386

1,190

1,165

%

Promote Development of Employees
China Telecom continued to improve its “dual-channel” career development system which focused on both management
and professionalism equally, optimize the talent selection and appointment mechanism, enhance employee training, carrying
out diversified competitions, encourage on-the-job innovation and help employees actively adapt to the transformation of the
industry and the Company. In 2014, the employee honor system at the provincial level was improved and the opportunities
of getting honors by grassroots employees increased by 5% compared with the previous year.

Optimize Talent Selection and Cultivation
Major actions on talent selection and cultivation in 2014
Area

Major action
•

Developed the Opinions on Improving the Selection and Withdrawal Mechanism of Senior
Executives to have better selection means, qualifications, subjects of review, backup team
cultivation and application of evaluation results;

•

Intensified efforts in selection from the backup team across different age ranges

•

Improved the management of high-level specialists and subdivide technical specialists into
both managerial and practical categories to achieve differentiated selection, employment and
evaluation;

•

Renewed and selected specialists in marketing, wireless technology, mobility, IP and cyber
security with the number of A- and B-tier talents reaching 623

•

Promoted the competition-based selection of “sub-CEOs” in combination with the reform of
downsized grassroots business units and contracting, such as outlet managers and head of
village offices

Senior executives

Experts

Grassroots employees

Organize Trainings for Employees
Given the business development need, the employee training was carried out in a more vigorous manner in 2014, with
an increase of trainees by 22% compared with last year.

Major actions on training for employees in 2014

Senior executives

Operation managers

Grassroots employees

E-learning

Major action
•

Organized 8 thematic workshops with 623 senior executives and general managers of provincial
and municipal branches participating

•

Carried out 146 thematic training courses and a thousand-people intensified training concerning
“deepening reforms” with over 1,100 operation managers participating

•

Provided training for 8,332 managers and 27,696 outlet managers of county subsidiaries, as
well as 21,221 heads of village offices

•

Offered e-learning courses to 323,524 people via China Telecom’s Online University with
7,852,851 visits and 19,959,095 hours of learning
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Area

Encourage On-the-Job Innovation
The year of 2014 witnessed over 2,000 on-the-job innovations by employees and more than 500 ones being promoted
in provincial branches. Over 40 “Model-Worker Innovation Studios” were established in companies at all levels.

[Innovation with title sponsorship]
In April 2014, the business center of Beijing Branch held a “service, contribution and competence” contest to “find the most beautiful
telecom staff” based on the innovative ideas collected from employees. In order to show innovators full respect and give them a sense of
honor, the center applied title sponsorship and promotion to 4 outstanding and uniquely innovative working methods.
Name

Sponsored innovation

HUANG Rui

“HUANG Rui” seven-small
management method

WU Shan &
Zhao Xina

“Promising WU”
exhibition

HAN Jingjing

“Jingjing” hotline

ZHANG Dongdong

“Dongdong” lounge bar

Highlight
•

Adopted the “seven-small” management method of “small rule, small model, small
contest, small accounting, small discussion, small idea and small punishment”
to promote the orderly outlet performance and enhance team cohesion

•

Regularly rotated the chairmanship for morning meetings to fully motivate employees;

•

Organized field visits, exchanges and simulations to tap employees’ artistic potential;

•

Held contests and visualized video guidance to consolidate tedious business
knowhow through colorful activities

•

Used business hotline to improve the supporting, responding and handling efficiency
of the business group;

•

Conducted statistical classification and data analysis to strengthen support for
frontline business

•

Improved outlet environment in consideration of the local conditions by establishing
a lounge bar to enhance users’ satisfaction

The title sponsorship has not only encouraged innovators, but also aroused everyone’s passion with increasingly innovative ideas
emerging, making our current work better and more efficient.
—— ZHANG Dongdong, Manager of the Mudanyuan business outlet subordinated to Beijing Branch

[Xiangdong model-worker innovation studio]
In order to let outstanding talents play a leading role in onthe-job innovation, Jiangxi Branch set up “Model-Worker Innovation
Studios” named after model workers to encourage innovation, and
the “Xiangdong Model-Worker Innovation Studio” comprised of 8 key
technical staff in Jiujiang subsidiary was one of them.

Small inventions lead to great benefits.
—— WANG Xiaochu, Chairman of China Telecom

During FTTH installation and maintenance, the optical fast
connector (or splice) would usually show signs of wear which might
account for about 20% of the use, and the damaged connector would
be discarded. Deputy Head WANG Zhaojun of the Xiangdong Studio
found that most of such damage stemmed from the depletion of liquid
oil inside the connector. With support from related departments of the
Branch, WANG carried out experiments repeatedly and came up with
a four-step restoration method to renew the “life” of connectors. In
June 2014, this FTTH Connector Restoration Method was awarded the
gold prize at the 9th Cross-Strait Employee Innovation Fair organized
by All-China Federation of Trade Unions.
“Xiangdong Model-Worker Innovation Studio” was conducting technical study.
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Organize Labor & Skills Contests
In 2014, various on-the-job innovation and contests were
organized both online and offline with 400,000 employees
participating. In the employee skills contest among central
enterprises, China Telecom delegation won almost half of
all the awards, ranking top in the number of gold prizes and
the total.

2 7

units,
people
Two units won “National Labor Awards” and seven people
won “National Labor Medals”

12

units
Twelve units were awarded the title of “National Workers’
Pioneers”

1 1

units,
person
One unit and one person were awarded the title of
Role Model for March 8th Red banner Holder.

13

units
Thirteen units were awarded the title of “National Workers’
Pioneering Unit”.
Huai’an Branch in Jiangsu province was holding the installation contest.

6

people
Six people were awarded the title of “National Technical
Experts”.

40

people
Forty people were awarded the title of “Technical Experts
of Central Enterprises”.
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LUO Kun from Chongqing Branch won the 1st prize at the “1st National Skills
Contest for Cybersecurity Administrators”.
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people
Fifty-four people were awarded the title of “Technical
Experts of the Group”.

Employees’ Involvement in Management
China Telecom continued to organize communication and exchange activities between employees and the management,
carry out the work of convening employee representatives’ meetings and implement transparent and democratic management
of corporate affairs to expand channels for employees to participate in corporate management.

Statistics of employees participation in management
Indicator

Unit

Employee representatives’ meetings at the provincial level

2012

2013

2014

57

58

58

Proposals from employee representatives

Piece

1,475

1,521

1,266

Inspection tours by employee representatives

Times

677

550

420

Dialogue and exchange between employee representatives and executives

Times

100

98

71

Training of employee representatives

Times

49

50

42
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Facilitate Feedback from Employees
China Telecom went through many ways and channels to understand employees’ mind, work and life conditions in a
multi-dimensional manner with a view to timely resolving their requests and contradictions. In 2014, a web-based “dualhundred” platform was established – “a hundred caring events about employees” and “a hundred on-the-job innovation
cases”, with over 400,000 participants, 130,000 posts, 3.63 million likes and 480,000 comments. A face-to-face and heartto-heart activity with practical orientation was also carried out, reaching over 5,000 frontline employees in more than 20
provinces, 60 municipalities, 100 counties and 200 subsidiaries, to help them cope with specific difficulties and relieve their
mental pressure.

Mechanism for employees to express their views of China Telecom
Channel

Form

Channel of democratic management

Employee representatives’ meeting, democratic council, transparency in corporate operations and
activities for employees to give reasonable advices, etc.

Dialogue channel

Exchange meetings, GM reception day, GM letter box, GM hotline, designated liaison, employees’
forum, Internet microblog, etc.

Survey channel

Systematically soliciting and analyzing employees’ opinions and mindsets and conducting surveys
on employees’ satisfaction on a regular basis

Channels of letter and visits

Letters, emails, faxes, phone calls and visits from employees

Improve the Labor Union and Employee Representatives’ Meeting System
In 2014, companies at all levels continued to push forward the implementation of democratic management by employee
representatives’ meetings so as to help relieve the burden of labor unions, with 60% reduction of document distribution.

38 62 65

times,
times,
times
In 2014, 38 employee representatives’ meetings were held at
the provincial-level companies, the special committees (groups)
of the employee representatives’ meeting at the provincial level
organized 62 meetings, and 65 joint meetings of group leaders of
employee representatives at the provincial level were held

50

Rational Proposals
Employees in our companies at various levels were
motivated to make rational proposals regarding tricky issues
in operation and rational suggestions would be adopted and
applied.

%

50% of the provincial-level companies have established and
improved the management system for employee representatives
in five aspects (election, work report, training, incentives, removal
and replacement)

42

times

42 inspection tours have been arranged for employee
representatives in the provincial-level companies

90

On November 26th of 2014, the final round of the “Deepening Reform Hand in
Hand” debate of China Telecom was held in the headquarters.

%

90% of the policy documents concerning the vital interests of
employees developed by enterprises at different levels have been
considered and approved at relevant employee representatives’
meetings
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[Turning complaints into gold]

[E-surfing Voice]

LIU Dawei, as an experienced complaint handler in the Channel
Center of Southern Office subordinated to Shanghai Branch, put forward
a suggestion of “turning complaints into gold” during the company-wide
suggestion-collection activity: (1) complaint handling is also a productive
force with reasonable explaination and effective communication being
able to not only ensure users’ understanding and satisfaction, but also
make them come back again for our products and services; and (2)
explaination by related national laws and regulations should be provided
for users in the first place to inform them about the boundary of their
rights and interests and to avoid unnecessary complaints.

By taking advantage of new media’s rapid dissemination, strong
interaction, novel forms and great popularity among employees, Zhejiang
Branch issued a special YiChat public account called E-Surfing Voice to
spread key corporate events, successful cases in market operation and
good models, with a view to helping employees know about corporate
development in a convenient way and promoting their participation in
management and self-education. By the end of 2014, over 500 posts in
more than 100 issues of E-Surfing Voice were published, with more than
5,000 followers for each issue.

After receiving this suggestion, the Branch actively supported
him to lead related study and compile the 100 Questions Concerning
Complaint Handling Techniques. Since the application of this paper in
2013, the amount of complaints received in the Southern Office has
reduced by 33% compared with last year. In August 2014, the Shanghai
Branch on the basis of this paper compiled an Application Guidebook
for Legal Knowledge Regarding Telecommunications Services which
has become a key tool for frontline staff.

Responsibility
to Employees

His suggestion is not only a suggestion itself, but also has
improved the whole complaint handling line.
—— MA Yongping, Director of the Customer Service
Quality Supervision Unit of Shanghai Branch
The application of ‘turning complaints into gold’ has
unified the complaint handling standard, improved employees’ skills,
facilitated the enhancement of customers’ experience and raised both
the service level and the service capacity.
—— MA Chunhai, Leader of the Complaint Group
in the Customer Guarantee Center of Southern Office
subordinated to Shanghai Branch

Open and Transparent Operation
Companies at various levels publicized relevant
information in a timely manner through diversified ways,
such as electronic billboards, SMS, e-mails, forums and
microblogs to enforce employees’ rights to know, to
participate and to supervise.

Care about Employees’ Lives
Companies at different levels proactively improved the
working and living conditions of grassroots employees by
offering assistance to employees’ mental health, helping
employees in difficulty and special social groups, organizing
various kinds of activities to enrich their spiritual and cultural
life and caring about the retired staff.
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I mprove Grassroots Employees’ Working
and Living Conditions
In 2014, the development of “Four Small” projects
(including small canteens, small shower rooms, small
restrooms and small recreation rooms) was continuously
promoted, with 4,611 village offices, urban offices, outlets,
installation and maintenance teams and county-level
branches being renovated with newly-built or renewed “Four
Small” facilities and other appliances like refrigerators and
microwaves to resolve practical difficulties encountered
by grassroots employees in their work and life. The total
investment amounted to 181 million yuan, covering over
130,000 grassroots employees.

In addition, the Company also strictly followed the
management system of occupational health by arranging
regular physical examination for employees, offering mental
consultation and assistance, and help them relieve pressure.
Over 100,000 employees were served both online and offline.

[Training for certification of work at height]
From July to August in 2014, the Laibin Branch of Guangxi
Zhuang Autonomous Region organized three phases of training for
certification of work at height. In accordance with the syllabus set by
State Administration of Work Safety, more than 200 related employees
participated in the certification training for techniques concerning safe
erection operation at height and accident prevention, use of tools
and ascending practice, knowledge about self-rescue, mutual rescue
and first aid, as well as typical case studies of telecommunications
companies.

[“Warm House” project]
Some office buildings of Jilin Branch lasted for 20 years with
aging windows and no insulation layer, in which employees had to
wear down jackets during cold winter and were prone to catch cold.
In order to resolve the heating problem, Jilin Branch implemented
the “Warm House” renovation project with 66 places being covered
by “thick clothes” to warm up the indoor environment and let 1,156
grassroots employees have a “warm winter”.

“Warm House” project of Jilin Branch on site

It has not only warmed the building and the people, but
more importantly warmed our heart.
—— XIN Ying, employee of Baicheng Branch of
Jilin province

Safety and Health Management

The training has not only enriched our knowledge about
work at height, but also equipped us with safe production awareness
and risk prevention capacity.
—— WEI Gaoxiang, technician responsible for installation and
maintenance in the Customer Support Center of
Bincheng Branch, Laibin city

[Psychological services]
In June 2014, Hainan Branch launched a program to provide
psychological services for employees. Professional companies at
psychological counseling were hired to give lectures, perform mental
examination and bring mood relief.

In 2014, China Telecom fully fulfilled our responsibility as
the major entity to ensure safe production and strengthened
the related long-term mechanism. Companies at various
levels organized safety education activities, improved rules
and regulations, fulfilled grassroots responsibilities, enhanced
responsibility evaluation, and carried out safety inspection
and hidden danger treatment in an in-depth manner with
strict accident handling process, better emergency response
plan and drill. The mortality rate per thousand employees and
the severe injury rate per thousand employees were both 0.
Besides the improved safe production management,
the Labor Protection Methods for Female Employees of
China Telecom was also developed and the Administrative
Measures on Personal Labor Protection Articles for Employees
of China Telecom was amended in combination with business
development and post changes so as to provide employees
with a more favorable working environment and conditions
and to avoid the happening of occupational diseases.
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Such mental benefits provided by the Branch have made
us feel the people centeredness. It has fully come to our knowledge
that only those talents who are both physically and mentally healthy
and have positive attitude can be served as the productive force.
—— LI Chaoyan, employee in Hainan Branch

Help and Aid Employees in Need
The Company promoted the normalization of employee visiting system by keeping visiting on major festivals and
holidays, providing them with care and support during significant events, and helping the employees affected by serious
disasters through special assistance fund. In 2014, visits were paid to over 140,000 frontline employees and more than
16,000 employees in need were offered help.

Performance on staff caring
Indicator
Employees receiving heart-warming visit
Amount of consolation capital invested
Number of provincial-level companies launching
funds for employees in need

Unit
Person-time
Ten thousand yuan
Piece

2012

2013

2014

254,200

162,700

141,000

9,696

6,118

6,700

31

31

31

[Help an employee’s daughter fight against her
disease]
CHEN Ming is an employee responsible for fiber maintenance
in Beihai Branch of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region. In 2014,
CHEN’s 13-year-old daughter was hospitalized due to her deteriorated
condition. A large amount of money was needed for her treatment
and the severe damage caused by Typhoon Rammasun to their
house even put them in a more difficult situation. Then Beihai Branch
initiated a voluntary donating event, with over 77,000 yuan being
received from employees. These donations, together with 16,000
yuan from the special assistance fund were used to tide them over.
I will surely devote myself to my proper duties to pay back
the care and support given by the Branch and my colleagues.
—— CHEN Ming, employee of Beihai Branch

Work and Life Balance

In May 2014, Heilongjiang Branch was organizing the healthy walking event on
the theme of “Healthy Life, Happy Work”

In October 2014, the Zhenjiang Branch of Jiangsu province was running the 7th
Employee Sports Contest for Fun

Responsibility
to Employees

Companies at various levels continued to organize
enjoyable cultural and sports activities to help employees
reduce work pressure and enrich their cultural life, such
as sports contests, healthy walking, calligraphy and
photography etc.

In January 2014, the calligraphy club of Hainan Branch was celebrating the
Spring Festival
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY
A GREEN INTEGRATED INFORMATION SERVICE
PROVIDER

China Telecom takes it as our mission to build a beautiful China and
promote green development. China Telecom is actively pushing forward
green management, green procurement, green operation, green office,
green products, and conducting green public welfare activities, so as to
strive to be a green integrated information service provider.
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Highlight: Promote the
Withdrawal of Obsolete
Equipment
After 10 years of transformation, China Telecom’s main
business has shifted from traditional fixed network service
to integrated information service covering network, platform,
content and application (including mobile communications,
Internet access and application, fixed-line telephone, satellite
communications, ICT integration, etc.). Although every year
a certain amount of obsolete equipment would be withdrawn
from the network, by the end of 2013, still quite an amount of
obsolete equipment was running, with low efficiency and high
energy consumption.

In 2014 over 100 toll offices, nearly 1000 end offices and
over 42 million line caps were retired, saving approximately
390 million kwh of electricity, which equals 45,000 tons
of standard coal. Carbon dioxide emission was cut by
388 million kilograms, and 350 million yuan was saved in
electricity bill.

•

Different departments worked together to draft the
withdrawal plan to ensure customers move to the new
network in a steady fashion;

•

Stepped up publicity for new technologies to guide
customers towards the new network;

•

Introduced market mechanism and encouraged enterprises
at all levels to fully capitalize on the retired equipment
and idle assets so as to fully tap existing resources and
capacity to save the cost of withdrawal;

•

Brought into full play the advantages of talent and
technologies, and solved major and difficult issues timely
by sharing experience regarding the withdrawal of obsolete
equipment on online platforms

[Zero End Office for county-level companies in
Hefei]
In 2014, on the basis of the previous “Zero End Office for
county-level companies” pilot project, Hefei Sub-branch in Anhui
Province continued to push forward the withdrawal of end offices
in Feidong County, Feixi County, Chaohu County and Lujiang
County. The “zero end office” target was completed on June
30th. Throughout the year, 1904 square meters of machine room
space was put into efficient use, and 4.05 million kilowatt hours of
electricity was saved.
I used to go to county companies to support troubleshooting
on-site every month. Now they can do this themselves.
—— Gu Bo, Network O&M Center of Hefei Sub-branch
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Environmental
Responsibility

In 2014, China Telecom combed through obsolete fixednetwork equipment, developed a plan and implementation
suggestions for the withdrawal, and stepped up its efforts
in implementation, in accordance with Catalogue of EnergyIntensive Obsolete Equipment to Be Withdrawn (First Batch)
issued by Ministry of Industry and Information Technology.

China Telecom’s major measures to promote the withdrawal of
obsolete equipment

[Panzhihua Sub-branch entered “the New Age of
Optical Fiber Network”]
Panzhihua Sub-branch in Sichuan Province had been actively
replacing traditional copper cables with fiber cables, so as to solve
the problem of aging equipment and random failures. On October
10th, 2014, the last fixed-network switching equipment of the Subbranch was retired, marking the end of “the old age of copper
cable network” and the beginning of “the new age of optical fiber
network”.
The withdrawal of copper cables helped to reduce machine
rooms and equipment, and unleashed a lot of supporting resources
like power supplier to be reused, thus saving the maintenance cost.
By the end of 2014, 116 traditional machine rooms had been freed
up, producing 4023 square meters of space that can be reused.
The retired copper cables amount to 206,500 kilometers in core
length. And 3.8 million yuan could be saved in electricity bill thanks
of such withdrawal.

Green Management
China Telecom strengthened the management system of “planning-budget-evaluation”. Although the total business
volume surged, we effectively curbed the rapid rising of total energy consumption and the growth of comprehensive
energy consumption was only 4.4%. The comprehensive energy consumption per unit of information flow was down by
approximately 21% from the previous year, with about 800 million kwh of electricity being saved during the year.

Measures for green management in 2014
Area

Measure for green management
•

Compiled roll planning for energy conservation and emission reduction, took stock of the current energy
consumption situation, conducted industrial benchmarking, and put forward a general plan for major tasks
including energy performance contracting, temperature rise in machine rooms, energy consumption monitoring,
withdrawal of obsolete and high-energy consuming equipments, green IDC construction

•

Annual investment of 280 million yuan in energy efficiency retrofits for basic supporting facilities

•

Established annual comprehensive energy consumption control targets, and set out specific indicators for
enterprises at all levels and incorporate the same into the business operation performances evaluation system for
persons in charge of these enterprises

•

Promoted the adoption of energy performance contracting;

•

Steadily raised the temperature setting in machine rooms of mobile base stations and other stations; the
temperature in approximately 240 thousand base stations was raised to 28 or 30 ℃ , accounting for 57.6% of the
all base stations, with over 150 million kwh of electricity saved during the year;

•

Strengthened the management and control of energy consumption of grassroots units, and comprehensively
promoted power-supply sub-contracting

•

Organized energy-conservation and emission-reduction trainings, and seminars with the themes of marketization
mechanisms for energy conservation and emission reduction, power-supply sub-contracting, energy consumption
monitoring , green data center, etc;

•

Attended various conferences such as the 2014 China Green Communications Conferences (the 7th) to share
experience

Planning
Budget
Evaluation

Management
innovation

Training and
exchange

Green Procurement
China Telecom issued Quality Control Methods for Supply Procurement, Implementation Regulations on Procurement
Evaluation and Test, Standards for Recording Original Data of Procurement Test (Trial), and compiled and updated the
standards for testing 156 categories of products in 2014 to standardize quality test, supplier examination procedure and
the application mechanism of test results, and to strengthen green supply evaluation. The energy consumption per unit
in key energy-consuming sectors dropped by 6.6% on average during the year, and 61% of the Company’s suppliers are
qualified for ISO14000 standards.

Key green procurement indicators of China Telecom
Indicator
Ratio of green procurement
Amount of recycled storage batteries
Amount of recycling and disposal of used
storage batteries and cables

Unit

2012

2013

70

73

76

piece/ton

149,425

211,984

10,585 tons

RMB10,000

199,500

139,708

93,937

%

Note: The unit of “amount of recycled storage batteries” of 2014 is changed into “ton”
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[Conduct site inspections on suppliers’ sites]

Promote Green and Reverse Logistics

In 2014, China Telecom carried out site inspections to the
sites of 392 suppliers of products including fixed-line network
supporting devices, cables, heat sealing machine, and generator.
The number of suppliers inspected increased over threefold
compared with the previous year. The inspection team reviewed
on-site the environmental management system certification status,
environmental protection facilities and energy conservation and
emission reduction measures during the production process of the
suppliers by information check, site visits, photo-taking, etc., with
special attention paid to the recycling, treatment and reutilization of
leftover materials (waste materials) and rejected products, and to
whether corresponding management system is in place, etc., so as
to facilitate the green development of suppliers.

China Telecom continued its efforts on recycling,
renovation, replacement and selling of disused copper
cables, storage batteries, fixed network terminals and
withdrawn obsolete devices. Four subsidiaries of China
Communications Service Corporation Limited obtained
the first batch of certificates for maintenance and repair
of communication network equipment, covering wired
equipment, supporting equipment and wireless equipment,
issued by China Association of Communication Enterprises.
Thus, China Telecom has strengthened the maintenance
and repair capacity for communication equipment, further
cut down the cost of recycling and repairing, and improved
the maintenance quality.
China Telecom saved 1.57 billion yuan through
reverse logistics in 2014, among which 870 million yuan
came from renovation and replacement of copper cables,
550 million yuan from terminal renovation, and 70 million
yuan from recycling and replacement of storage batteries.

Green Operation
In 2014, the new generation of greener optical
network was promoted, and old, high energy consuming
equipments with low energy efficiency had undergone
renovation or withdrawal. In addition, China Telecom
vigorously developed e-channels, leading to prominent rise
in business volume, with monthly average top-up amount of
4 billion yuan.
September 2014, China Telecom’s team visiting Solorein Technology Inc. in Sichuan

Green operation indicators of China Telecom
Indicator
Power consumption per carrier
frequency in base stations (kwh/
carrier frequency)
Coverage rate of energy-saving
technology in base stations (%)
Coverage rate of energy-saving
technology in communication
equipment room (%)

2012

2013

2014

1,959

1,534

1,375

28.5

52.3

58.4

29.8

35.9

40.2

Note
total energy consumption of a base station/number
of carrier frequencies
number of base stations with energy-saving
technology/total number of base stations
number of communication machine rooms
with energy-saving technology/total number of
communication machine rooms

Network Construction Focuses on Environmental Protection
China Telecom’s actions to protect the environment in network construction

Arable land protection
Equipment pollution

Influence of construction

Electromagnetic radiation

Our action
•

Land originally occupied by houses and waste land are considered first in location selection for base
stations, and arable land would not be occupied

•

Equipment model selection focused on those optical fiber and cables and transmission systems that
produce no noise, no electromagnetic radiation and no pollution

•

Investigation of outdoor communication route avoided regions of mines, forests, grassland, wild
animals, natural and human relics, natural reserves and scenic spots;

•

The optical fiber was paved by directional drilling technology in which the cable passed through
directly under the obstacles so that the surroundings need not be changed

•

Carry out monitoring and evaluation on the electromagnetic environment surrounding base stations
and accept public supervision;

•

Strengthen communication with communities and respect their opinions;

•

Monitor the quality of network equipment from the source;

•

Adopt advanced technologies and refine the layout of base stations to keep electromagnetic radiation
below the national standard
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Topic of public concern

[Root out “black pollution” in the City]
Overhead cables are called “black pollution” in the city.
Shanghai Branch has been making constant efforts to move
cables underground, carrying out massive underground pipeline
construction projects. By the end of 2014, a total of 3 billion yuan
had been invested. Currently the “black pollution” in the pre-1990s
old communities in downtown Shanghai has been brought under
effective control, and the safety hazards from irregular layout of
communication cables have been basically eliminated.

Joint Construction and Sharing of
Telecom Infrastructure
In 2014, China Telecom cooperated with other
operators to promote the co-construction and sharing
of telecommunication infrastructure for transportation,
parks, large buildings, and to improve the ratio of joint
construction and sharing of facilities like iron towers, base
stations and machine rooms, power transmission lines, pole
lines and pipelines. The Company successfully completed
the target for communication infrastructure co-construction
and sharing set by Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology and State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission, without breach of prohibitive
regulations. 2.4 billion yuan was saved throughout the year
thanks to co-construction and sharing.

In March 2014, personnel of Shanghai Branch moved cables to underground in
Changdemingyuan neighbourhoods

Joint construction and sharing of telecom infrastructures in 2014 by China Telecom
Item

Unit

Joint construction

Sharing

Iron tower

6,677

3,114

Base station

9,110

4,066

Pole line

km of line

3,386

10,760

Pipeline

km of line

6,492

1,069

set

3,413

319

Indoor distribution system

Energy Conservation and Emission Reduction in Network Operation
In 2014, China Telecom continued to enhance energy conservation and emission reduction through retrofits. The
Company accelerated platform integration and sharing, and adopted cloud computing technology to move platforms
to the cloud. The number of platforms included in the cloud resource pool increased by 37.7% over the previous year.
Approximately 66 million kwh of electricity has been saved since 2011, when platform integration was initiated.

Achievements of network operation technology retrofit in 2014

6,600

sets

Over 6,600 sets
smart ventilation

15,400

sets
Power dormancy technology of
switching model
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1,700

sets
Over 1,700 sets
Smart heat exchange

164

sets
164 sets
HVDC equipment

441 244 258

sets,
sets,
sets
Individual platforms reduced by 441; 244 platforms
brought off the network; 258 platforms included into the
cloud resource pool

[Build green and energy-efficient cloud base]
The Inner Mongolia Cloud Computing Base deployed
refrigeration with half energy consumption, closed cold aisle, HVDC,
and high-frequency UPS system. The Base had three cooling
systems, namely water cooling system, air cooling system and
air passage free cooling system, the combination of two of which
can lead to five cooling modes for the building, saving 14.8% of
electricity consumption every year. In 2014 the PUE (Power Usage
Effectiveness) was low as 1.4, which is expected to be brought
down to 1.27, reaching advanced level in China.

[Employ smart technology to bring down energy
consumption]
The lights in over 50 lavatories in Beijing Branch’s building
used to be on all the time. After getting sufficient experiment and
data support, the Branch changed these lights into on-off type
controlled by smart sensors. The lights would turn on when people
come, and off when people leave. It’s more convenient and energy
saving. With this improvement, over 41,000 kwh of electricity was
saved in 2014, which accounts for 60%.

Smart heat exchanger system and closed wind passage at China Telecom’s
Inner Mongolia Cloud Computing Base
The lights are off before people enter

Green Office
Companies at all levels took measures to promote
green office and encouraged each employee to
consciously save one kwh of electricity, one drop of water,
one liter of oil, one piece of paper and one pen in daily
office work.

The lights turn on after people entered

Green Activities
[World Oceans Day and China Ocean Day
Campaign]

[Green accounting files]

Environmental
Responsibility

As a national pilot site for e-management of accounting
files approved by Ministry of Finance and the State Archives
Administration, Guangdong Branch established a “green book”
mode for current accounting files management based on integration
and innovation of information technologies, and achieved
“paperless” vouchers, accounting books and bank receipts. The
initiative extended to various links including payment to suppliers,
material management and project management, generating
excellent social and economic benefits, saving over 10 million yuan
every year together with approximately 4,500 toner cartridges and
30 million pieces of paper, which translates into 1,062 full-grown
trees.

[Employ smart technology to bring down energy
On June 8th 2014, Beihai Sub-branch of Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region
organized young volunteers to participate in the “Travel with You, Clean
Beaches Together” campaign. The volunteers collected beverage bottles,
pieces of glass, discarded packing bags and domestic garbage buried in the
sand on the beach and along the coastline near Luoma Square.

Officials of the State Archives Administration inspecting the e-management of
accounting files at Guangdong Branch
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COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY
CONSCIOUSLY RETURN TO THE COMMUNITY

China Telecom has consciously participated in the social
public-interest undertakings by establishing the donation
management system; offering assistance to Tibet and Xinjiang,
helping those in distress and poverty, supporting the science,
education, culture and hygiene, and extending information
civilization through donations and free services under the
principle of “voluntary initiatives with no charge, distinct rights
and responsibilities, actions within the limits of capabilities, and
integrity and credibility”; and encouraging employees to take part
in voluntary service activities of various forms.
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Donations of China Telecom in 2014
Social Donation

Amount (RMB 10,000)

Targeted regions for poverty
alleviation
Targeted regions for assistance
Educational undertakings
(educational assistance)
Cultural and sports undertakings
Others
Total

Main Topics

634

China Telecom’s Actions
Jointly organized 150 “Dialogue with
Beliefs” campus seminars, covering 31
provinces (autonomous regions and
municipalities);

•

Jointly organized thematic researches on
Smart City & Town for college students,
and set up 100 student teams to carry out
researches on informatization and social
practices in summer vacation

•

Jointly organized the “Voice of Campus”
contest, attracting 210,000 contestants and
over 23 million participants from more than
300 cities and over 1,500 colleges

•

Set up Youth Employment and Entrepreneurial
Internship Bases, supported colleges in
29 provinces (autonomous regions and
municipalities) to establish 660 student
companies, of which 120 has completed
business registration and started formal
operation;

•

Helped “student companies” to start
business, and provided 10,000 work-study
places of “Fly-Young Student Company”
and “Fly-Young Tribe” for needy students

•

“E Surfing Young” education aid action
provided 72,560 impoverished students
from 500 colleges with “Education Aid
Packages” of total values exceeding 60
million yuan

2,325
972

Open study

2,773
916
7,620

Highlight: Help College
Students Grow
In the “new normal” phase of economic development,
promoting entrepreneurship and innovation is the key
“engine” for maintain economic vitality. More than 24
million college students across the country is a powerful
force for innovation and entrepreneurship. In 2014, while
making efforts to achieve college informatization, China
Telecom, in conjunction with the Ministry of Education and
the Central Committee of the Youth League, organized a
number of public welfare activities centered on college
study, life, employment and of entrepreneurship to help
them develop themselves.

Colorful campus
life

Career and
entrepreneurship

Sponsoring
needy students
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•

[Entrepreneurship of student companies]
Since the end of 2013, China Telecom began to support
college students in starting their own businesses and establishing
“Fly-Young Student Companies”. Based on the sites, materials
and entrepreneurial guidance offered by China Telecom, these
companies are created and operated by college students, mainly
taking two forms – entity companies officially registered with
industrial and commercial administrations and communities carrying
out virtualized company operation. Their main businesses include
sales of communication products, operation of campus outlets,
agency of part-time jobs and mobile Internet start-ups.
In Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications,
Teng Zhiyu established a student company named “Silver Lining”.
In addition to selling communication products, the company
also provides services such as promotion of foreign exchange,
application for postgraduate exam training courses, agency of parttime jobs and fruit delivery. Now, his company has expanded into
7 divisions, and the number of core members exceeded 200 in its
heyday.
In Chengdu University of Information Technology, Qiu
Huasheng founded Chuangyi Student Company. In addition to
selling communication products, it also provides computer sales
and maintenance, agency of part-time jobs, registration for driving
schools. The company has around 70 core members.
When my friend was interviewed by a company, the
interviewer was not interested in him because his resume was too
plain. He then talked about his two years of experience in a student
company, and successfully persuade the interviewer to hire him.
—— Qiu Huasheng, Student of Chengdu University of
Information Technology, Founder of Chuangyi Student Company

China Telecom’s actions on poverty alleviation & assistance to
Tibet and Xinjiang in 2014
•

IT-enabled poverty alleviation: construction of Safe City,
government informatization

•

Education and culture: improving infrastructure
construction for primary and middle schools, and
organized training programs on cadre-mass collaboration
and practical technologies for farmers

•

Industry: building Agricultural Science and Technology
Demonstration Park and livelihood facilities

•

Public Welfare: assisting impoverished students with
“1 yuan” Education and Aid Fund, and donating rice to
Kashin-Beck disease endemic areas

Our assistance efforts made in 2014 include: 3.19
million yuan of aid funds and 7 projects for Yanyuan
County, 3.1 million yuan of aid funds and 6 projects for Muli
County, Sichuan Province; 16.5 million yuan of aid funds
and 16 projects for Bianba County, Tibet Autonomous
Region; 1.5 million yuan of aid funds and 3 projects for
Shufu County, Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region.

[“Good Relative” of Wa and Lahu People]
In April 2014, Li Xueqiang from Pu’er Branch, Yunnan Province
was awarded the honorary title of “Advanced Individual of National
Unity and Progress” by the State Council. In 2009, Mr. Li actively
responded to the call for building new countryside, and served as
the director of new countryside construction for Wengban Village,
Lancang County. During his tenure, Li Xueqiang lived and worked
with villagers, treated them as his family members, regarded their
businesses as his own, and made painstaking efforts to build happy
frontier village. The villagers respectfully called him the “Good
Relative” of Wa and Lahu people. On December 12, 2013, Mr. Li
died at 59 at his post due to sickness from overwork.

On December 5, 2014, “Dialogue with Beliefs” On-campus Report by Famous
People was held in North China Electric Power University. Xing Aowei (middle
of the front row), famous gymnast, gave a speech titled “Where Dream Begins”
to share his growing experience with over 800 students.

Poverty Alleviation and
Assistance to Tibet and Xinjiang
China Telecom has continued to invest special funds
to render pairing-assistance to Yanyuan County and
Muli County of Liangshan Yi Autonomous Prefecture of
Sichuan Province, Bianba County of Tibet Autonomous
Region and Shufu County, Kashi Prefecture of Xinjiang
Uygur Autonomous Region. A range of projects combining
economic, livelihood, technology and intelligence support
have been implemented to improve local production and
living conditions, help the masses to increase revenues
and promote economic and social development.
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Li Xueqiang (middle) was on the road construction site with villagers

He will always live in our hearts. Guided by his spirit, we
will move on, and we believe that the future of Wengban Village will
be better and better.
—— BAO Haiming, Director of Wengban Village,
Shangyun Town, Lancang County

Help for Those in Distress
and Feeble Conditions
[“Great Love – on the Road” public interests tour]

Since 2007, Mr. Ji Hongqi in Pingyao County, Shanxi Province
has donated most of his business income to help more than 20
elderly persons of no family. In 2012, he spent all his savings on his
son who suffered serious illness. On November 27, 2014, the public
welfare team of “Great Love – on the Road” came to Pingyao with
consolation money and living supplies to express solicitude to Ji
Hongqi and the elderly persons he helped.

Since 2010, after jointly introducing the smartphone brand –
“Great Love”, China Telecom and Samsung Electronics have been
promoting the concept of “public welfare” and spreading love of
the community. In conjunction with the Jackie Chan Charitable
Foundation, they have built a public welfare team to constantly
carry out “Great Love-on the Road” public interests tour. The
team has helped the poor and the disadvantaged in more than 20
provinces and cities, donated money and goods of nearly 2 million
yuan, and assisted over 10000 direct recipients.

“Great Love – on the Road” team visited Ji Hongqi and the elderly persons he
helped.

In fact, there are many people around need our attention,
care and love. I helped elderly persons of no family. When my son
was sick, I also got help from many kind people.
—— JI Hongqi, Pingyao County, Shanxi Province

The 2014 “Great Love-on the Road” public interests tour covered 12 cities

In Qian’an County, Jilin Province, Wang Ren, middle school
teacher in Dabusu Town suffered from cancer and almost lost his
sight in both eyes. With strong determination, he went back to
teaching, and was elected as one of “Top Ten People Who Moved
Jilin”. On February 26, 2014, the public welfare team of “Great
Love – on the Road” visited Mr. Wang, donated living supplies and
money, and installed new heating radiators for his house.

Donations and Assistance for Disasterstricken Regions
China Telecom consciously assisted regions stricken
by major natural disasters, and helped the affected
people to overcome difficulties through various means
including free service, giving away supplies and mobilizing
employees to make donation.

[“E-surfing Pay” facilitated Donations]
On August 3, 2014, a magnitude 6.5 earthquake struck Ludian
County, Yunnan Province. China Telecom opened donation function
in “E-surfing Pay” clients to help subscribers to aid affected people.
8674 users participated in donation and the total amount reached
264500 yuan. After Jinggu County, Yunnan Province was hit by
an earthquake on October 7, 1023 users donated 8615 yuan via
“E-surfing Pay” clients.

Community
Responsibility

“Great Love – on the Road” team visited Mr. Wang Ren (third from left)
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Care for the Disabled

Care for the Underprivileged Children

China Telecom made proactive efforts to satisfy the
needs of the disabled for communication and information
services by continuously building and improving obstaclefree facilities, ensuring services for the disabled people
and organizing related public-interest activities.

[Care for left-behind children]

[Close friend of welfare homes]

In October 2014, Guilin Branch organized activities themed
“Hand in Hand – Care for Students” to bring more than 200 books
including Xinhua Dictionary, One Hundred Thousand Whys and
Grimm’s Fairy Tales to left-behind children in Ziyuan County,
and donate thousands of yuan for the renovation of dilapidated
classrooms.

In April 2014, led by Luo Yanfeng, General Manager, the
employees of Xining Branch, Qinghai Province visited orphans, the
disabled, elderly people and children with intellectual disabilities in
Welfare Institute of Xining City, and provided free telecom services.

I used a mobile phone to run an online shop, which was
costly and inconvenient. When China Telecom staff saw this, they
laid a dedicated fiber line for me in less than a week, and it is totally
free. Now, my business is getting better and better.
—— WANG Jingrong, young woman with disability in Xining City
Welfare Institute
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Since there are a huge number of migrate workers in the
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, Guangxi Branch has
prioritized “Care for Left-behind Children” in public welfare
campaign.

In November, 2014, Liuzhou Branch organized activities
themed “Happy Growth & E-surfing Dream - Children’s Charity
Flea Market” to help children learn to be grateful and the spirit of
dedication.

Support for Science, Education,
Culture and Hygiene
[Volunteering Blood Donation]
Companies at all levels encouraged employees to participate
in blood donation activities.
Li Hailong is an operator of Dayou Office, Xiangshui County
Branch in Yancheng City, Jiangsu Province. Since being employed
in 2004, he participated in blood donation activities every year.
In March 2012, he volunteered to donate blood samples of
hemopoietic stem cells. In September 2014, initial match between
him and a leukemia patient in the Netherlands was successful,
and he signed the Consent Form for Donating Blood Stem Cells in
December.
I am so lucky! I am glad that my care can go across the
great ocean and save a life in the Windmill Kingdom. May the tree of
friendship be evergreen!
—— LI Hailong, Xiangshui Branch, Yancheng City,
Jiangsu Province

Customer representatives, social supervisors and media reporters toured
Chongqing Telecom Museum

Encourage Voluntary Service
In 2014, further efforts were made to expand our force
of volunteers and encourage them to proactively participate
in social public-interest activities.
Indicator
Number of registered
volunteers (person)
Number of volunteers in
activities (person-time)

2012

2013

2014

8,637

9,300

33,265

27,000

177,665

58,788

[Advocating Civilized Traffic Behaviors]

In October, 2014, seventy employees of Huainan Branch in Anhui province
donated their blood

Spread of Civilization
[Institute of Telecom Culture and History
upgraded to Museum]

On March 5, 2014, youth volunteers of Urumqi Branch, Xinjiang Uygur
Autonomous Region performed popular “Flash Mob” in South Lake Road
intersection to demonstrate the concept of “Courtesy to pedestrians is also a
form of ‘Learning from Lei Feng’”, and advocate civilized traffic behaviors.
Community
Responsibility

In 2014, in accordance with the Law of the People’s Republic
of China on the Protection of Cultural Relics and the Measures
for the Administration of Museums, Chongqing Bureau of Cultural
Relics gave an office reply – No. CBCC (2014) 332 to Chongqing
Branch of China Telecom, agreed to establish Chongqing Institute
of Telecom Culture and History as Chongqing Telecom Museum to
support the integration of telecom history into the community. 350
pictures and articles are exhibited in Chongqing Telecom Museum,
which demonstrate the roles of information communication in
leading social development, and showcase more than a century of
cultural heritage and corporate styles. The museum has received
more than 2,000 visitors from nearly 100 organizations.
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CHINA TELECOM IN THE OVERSEAS MARKET

As the subsidiaries of China Telecom, China Telecom
Global Limited (hereinafter referred to as “China Telecom
Global”) and China Communications Services Corporation
Limited (hereinafter referred to as “China Comservice”)
work together to serve overseas customers in an effort to
provide high-quality and comprehensive communication
solutions and integrated information service.
China Telecom Global provides global public
customers mainly consisting of international operators,
multinationals and overseas Chinese with Internet access
and IP transit, broadband service, unified communication,
cloud computing, ICT service, fixed-line and mobile
voice service, value-added service, specialized and
industry solutions as well as telecom operation consulting
and outsourcing businesses. As of the end of 2014,
China Telecom Global had established branches in 26
countries and set up 61 overseas PoP nodes (network
service delivery points), with over 7000Gbps international
t ran smissio n o utlet bandwidt h and int er cont i n e n t a l
capacity. The Company has resources on 23 submarine
cables, and it had participated in the construction of more
than 10 such cables. It also had set up ground-cable direct
connection systems with over 10 neighboring countries.
These submarine and land cables had basically formed
the Company’s global service network and networking
capacity.
The products and service of China Comservice cover
three sectors of TIS, BPO, and ACO, including designing,
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engineering construction, project supervision, network
maintenance, channel service, facility management, IT
application, voice value-added service, Internet valueadded service and other businesses. As of the end of
2014, the wholly-owned subsidiaries of China Comservice China Communications Services (Hong Kong) International
Limited (CCSI) and China International Telecommunication
Construction Corporation (CITCC) have established
branches in 46 countries and regions, and 6 countries and
regions respectively. While concentrating on Asia Pacific,
Middle East, Africa, and Latin America, China Comservice
is committed to providing customers with professional,
integrated and differentiated high-quality services.

Serve Overseas Customers
In 2014, relying on our advantages in integrated
information service, we actively provided solutions to
overseas customers with innovative products and services,
and strived to enhance customer experience.

[Expand “Digital Silk Road”]
On September 16, 2014, China Telecom, Multinet Pakistan and
Turk Telekom International signed a memorandum of cooperation on
joint construction of land cable system China, Pakistan and Turkey
to jointly promote the construction of China-Pakistan-Turkey routing
land cable system and expand the new market of Eurasian transit
routing. This will enable China Telecom to provide global transit
customers with brand-new and more attractive solutions, which is
also the practical action of The Belt and Road Initiative.

[Connecting the Democratic Republic of the
Congo to the world with optical cables]

[Win Asia Pacific Customer Relationship
Excellence Award]

The Democratic Republic of the Congo is an African country
with underdeveloped communications infrastructure. CITCC, a
subsidiary of China Telecom, completed the first-phase national
optical cable system (635 Km) in 2009, connecting the Congo
(DRC) with the Atlantic International Interface via the West Africa
Cable System, which helped the country to achieve its dream of
connecting with the world.

On June 13, 2014, in the “Asia Pacific Customer Relationship
Excellence” competition organized by the Asia Pacific Customer
Service Consortium, China Telecom Global won “Global Support
Services of the Year (Communications Sector)” for the third
consecutive year. The members of customer service team also
won five awards including “Customer Service Manager of the
Year”, “Customer Service Team Leader of the Year” and “Customer
Service Professional of the Year”.

Currently, CITCC is constructing another optical cable for
the Congo (DRC), from Kinshasa to Lubumbashi, which will be
connected to the Indian Ocean International Interface via Zambia
and East African submarine cables. This will help the Congo (DRC)
to connect with two major international optical cables to be better
equipped for international communications.

Winning awards for three consecutive years means that our
high-level services are highly appreciated by global customers.
—— OU Yan, Deputy General Manager, China Telecom Global

[Establishing International Network Operations
Center to enhance service capability]
On June 1, 2014, China Telecom Global’s Network Operations
Center (NOC) was put into use in Hong Kong. Under the
coordination of the Group’s NOC, the center carries out 7×24-hour
monitoring and maintenance for international networks, conducts
unified management over routing, operation monitoring and
troubleshooting of customer networks, which has further enhanced
intensive maintenance of international networks and customer
service capabilities.

The optical cable built by CITCC is safe and stable. Failures
can be clearly detected with computer, and maintenance personnel
can immediately rush to the site of incident, which is impossible in
the past.
—— Phillips, Engineer of State Posts & Telecommunications
Company of Congo (DRC)
It took 11 days to drive from Kinshasa to Ilebo. What a
bumpy ride! And mosquitos were everywhere! Definitely the toughest
project!
—— MA Lingyun, Employee of 3rd Division of CITCC

On October, 27, the function of international network O&M
monitoring was undertaken by the Dual Centers of China Telecom
Global – NOC Hong Kong and NOC Americas. With seamless
convergence across time periods and time zones, the two centers
control and handle global aftersales trouble tickets in a coordinative
manner, and provide customers with one-stop full-business aftersales services, forming a customer-oriented, global harmonized and
more efficient international network O&M system.
Now, when failures occur in the customer network, we are
able to quickly make preliminary analysis, and communicate with our
partners and customer to response to customer demands in time.
—— DAI Weidong, Vice President of Network O&M
Department, China Telecom Global
As for complicated faults, China Telecom Global’s NOC
is able to make timely and effective coordination of its global
resources to reduce troubleshooting time and greatly enhance
customer experience.
—— Victor ZUO, Manager of AT&T Business Solutions Division
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Care for Overseas Employees
China Telecom has been strengthening overseas team
building, caring and supporting staff life and inspiring
employees to constantly create values.

[Combating Ebola]

[Innovation Race]
On November 8, 2014, the 1st “8 Km Innovation Race”
organized by Hong Kong Information Technology Federation and
Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks was held at Hong Kong
Science and Technology Parks. China Telecom Global squad
participated in several competitions including Individual 8 Km and
Team 3x1 Relay.

When the Ebola epidemic was raging in West Africa,
hundreds of employees of China Posts Construction Technology
Limited (hereinafter referred to as China Posts Construction), a
subsidiary of China Comservice, worked on construction sites
in Equatorial Guinea, Sierra Leone, Burundi and Mozambique.
China Posts Construction quickly purchased large quantities of
protective equipment as well as more than 20 kinds of anti-malaria,
mosquito repellent and heatstroke prevention medicines to help
local employees and surrounding residents to fight against Ebola
viruses. China Posts Construction also set up “Medical Stations”
to organize democratic election of medical commissioners, who
were responsible for the unified management of on-site medicines,
regular distribution of vitamin drugs as well as timely treatment
of patients, effectively safeguarding overseas staff’s health.
The Employees of China Posts Construction held on to normal
construction and supported local people in combating Ebola
outbreak with concrete actions.

Fit into Local Community
China Telecom overseas branches have stuck to
localized employment policies. In 2014, the number of
foreign employees exceeded 2400. We have focused on
strengthening communication and exchanges with local
people, actively integrated into local communities and
boosted local economic and social development.

[Establish sincere friendship]
The BBS backbone transmission network is the first largescale cable project undertaken by China Posts Construction in
Burundi. The project created nearly 2000 jobs for local community
and cultivated a large number of communications and information
technology talents. In addition to integrating the concepts of “Good
Delivery” and “Good Management” into the project and building
overseas brands, China Posts Construction team also paid attention
to communication on folk cultures and enhancing exchanges with
local employees and residents.

‘Medical Station’ allows overseas employees to have direct
experience of the Company’s meticulous care.
—— LIU Jie, Employees of China Posts Construction in Burundi
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On July 19, 2014, the Project Division of China Posts Construction was
invited to Mr. Eastman’s wedding banquet, who was an O&M manager of the
construction company for Burundi backbone project.

[Internship Program]

[Chinese Bridge]

In 2014, China Telecom launched “Internship Program” in
the UK, Germany and France to provide internship opportunities
for excellent Chinese students abroad. Taking into account the
students’ specialized knowledge learnt from colleges, these
programs provided them with corresponding internship positions,
and designed experienced staff as mentors to encourage them to
bring into play their bilingual advantages.

The “Chinese Bridge” – Chinese Proficiency Competition
for Foreign College Students sponsored by Confucius Institute
Headquarters (Hanban) had been held for thirteen sessions since
2002, which had built a bridge of communication and friendship
between Chinese and foreign youth. The British regional final of 2014
“Chinese Bridge” Competition was held in British Library, London on
March 22, and China Telecom as the representative from Chinese
enterprises participated in sponsorship.

I was very lucky to work in the Human Resources Division of
China Telecom (Europe), an excellent platform, outstanding leaders
and colleagues.
—— YAN Chenglin, Student of King’s College London

Thanks China Telecom for promoting the international
spread of Chinese language and culture.
—— CHEN Tongdu, Director, UK Office of Confucius Institute
Headquarters
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AFTERWORD

About Us
As a large communications and information enterprise in China, China Telecommunications Corporation (CTC) was
established in 2002 and has been listed in the “Fortune 500” for many years. It mainly provides integrated information
services, including mobile communications, Internet access and applications, fixed-line telephone service, satellite
communications and ICT integration, etc. The Company has total assets of 700.3 billion yuan and 630,000 employees.

Organizational Structure
China Telecommunications Corporation is a state-sponsored central enterprise. The State-owned Asset Supervision
and Administration Commission (SASAC) of the State Council, on behalf of the state, assumes the responsibility as a
sponsor and sends to the Company a board of supervisors.
The Company’s board of directors is set up according to the requirements from SASAC of the State Council. The
board of directors is the Company’s top decision-making body. Under the board, a nomination committee, an audit and
risk management committee and a remuneration and appraisal committee are established.
CTC has operations in 31 provinces (autonomous regions and municipalities) and Hong Kong, Macau, Americas
and Europe. The Company has three listed subsidiaries, “China Telecom Corporation Limited”, “China Communications
Services Corporation Limited” and “Best Tone Holding Co., Ltd.”.
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China Telecommunications Corporation

Headquarters’ Departments

Procurement Department

Corporate IT Department

Network Operation and
Maintenance Department

Innovative Business Department
(Information Security Department)

China Communications Services
Corporation Limited (China
Comservice)

Branches in 31 provinces (autonomous regions
and municipalities)

Best Tone Holding Co., Ltd.

Sales and Channel Expansion
Department

Governmental & Corporate Customer
Department

China Telecom Labor Union

Party-masses Work Department

Discipline Inspection and
Supervision Department

Sideline Industry Management
Department

Technology Department

Auditing Department

Regulatory Affairs Department
(Interconnecting and Interworking
Department)

Customer Service Department

Capital Operation Department

Network Development Department

Finance Department

Human Resources Department

Marketing Department

Corporate Strategy Department
(Legal Department)

General Affairs Office (Office of the Board)

China Telecom Corporation Ltd.

Best Tone Information Services Co., Ltd.

Companies in 20 provinces
(autonomous regions and municipalities)

China Telecom Satellite
Communications Co., Ltd.

E-surfing Mobile Terminals Co., Ltd.

Xinyuan Public Information
Development Co., Ltd.

China International Telecommunication
Construction Corporation

E-surfing E-commerce Co., Ltd.

China Communications Service
(Hong Kong) International Limited

China Telecommunications Corporation System
Integration Co., Ltd.

E-surfing Technology Venture Capital
Co., Ltd.

China Communications Service Application
and Solution Technology Co., Ltd

China Telecom Global Limited

E-surfing Video & Media Co., Ltd.

China Data Com Corporation Limited

China Telecom Corporation Limited
Cloud Computing Branch

Colorful Interactive Network Technology
Co., Ltd.
E-surfing Reading Culture Communication
Co., Ltd.
E-surfing Animation Culture & Media Co., Ltd.

E-surfing iMusic Culture & Technology Co., Ltd.
China Telecom Corporation Limited
Electronic Channel Operation Center
Beijing/Shanghai /Guangzhou Research Institute
China Telecom College

Brand Profile
Under the umbrella of its corporate brands, China Telecom has established a brand system with “e surfing (Tianyi)”
as the core.

自

由

天翼4G

分享

Corporate Brand

Leading
Commercial Brand

无

限

Customer Brands

天翼宽带

Core Businesses
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Key Performance Tables
Fundamental Responsibility

2012

2013

2014

Drop call rate of mobile communication (%)

0.32

0.29

0.28

98.12

98.13

97.9

35,369

35,372

35,572

–

–

56

98.33

98.11

93.86

0.31

0.28

0.12

82

84

85

28.0

26.7

25.4

1.8

1.5

1.8

4,788

5,184

4,426

381

332

295

2012

2013

2014

Total assets (hundred million yuan)

6,657

6,739

7,003

Revenue of major businesses (hundred million yuan)

3,095

3,420

3,486

Fortune 500 ranking

221

182

154

Total profit (hundred million yuan)

171

215

245

190.6

204.0

219.9

33.2

32.1

32.4

102.0

103.0

104.7

4.7

4.3

3.3

Productivity of employees (ten thousand yuan/person × year)

77.7

86.0

96.1

Responsibility to Customers

2012

2013

2014

160.6

185.6

185.6

69.1

103.1

118.6

Number of fixed-line telephone users (million)

168.7

161.6

149.3

Number of cable broadband subscribers (million)

100.9

112.9

121.4

4.9

5.0

3.0

Satisfaction rate of 3G Internet access users (score)

73.6

72.9

76.7

Satisfaction rate of mobile voice users (score)

77.1

78.5

77.8

Satisfaction rate of fixed-line Internet access users (score)

70.5

70.8

71.9

Satisfaction rate of fixed-line telephone users (score)

78.9

79.2

78.5

Connection rate of mobile communication network (%)
Number of villages and towns covered by 3G
Number of cities covered by 4G hybrid networks
Connection rate of fixed telephone network (%)
Packet loss rate (%) of ChinaNet backbone network
Broadband coverage rate of administrative villages in the
main 21 Southern provinces (%)
Number of rural channel outlets (ten thousand)
Ratio of R&D investment in revenue (%)
Number of R&D personnel
Number of new patents authentication (piece)

Economic Responsibility

Total tax paid (hundred million yuan)
Asset – liability ratio (%)
Value increment ratio of national assets (%)
Newly-added employees (ten thousand)

Number of mobile phone users (million)
Including: 3G/4G subscribers (million)

Customer complaint rate (person-time/million)
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Responsibility to Employees

2012

2013

2014

97

98

98

Ratio of male and female employees (male:female)

2.2:1

2.2:1

2.2:1

Proportion of employees with ethnic minorities (%)

5.7

5.0

6.0

14.8

14.8

14.8

87

87

88

3

2

0

Proportion of employees in the labor union (%)

Proportion of female executives (%)
Coverage rate of safety and health training (%)
Number of casualties due to work (person)
Training hours per capita (hour/person)
Rate of employees’ mobility (%)
Amount of consolation capital invested (ten thousand yuan)

Environmental Responsibility
Electricity consumption during operation (hundred million
kwh)
Amount of electricity saved (hundred million kwh)
Gasoline consumption (ten thousand tons)
Diesel consumption (ten thousand tons)
Natural gas consumption (ten thousand cubic meters)
Greenhouse gas emission during operation (ten thousand
tons)*
Energy consumption per information traffic (kilogram
standard coal/TB)
Energy consumption by total volume of each business
(kilogram standard coal/ten thousand yuan)
Total investment of energy conservation (hundred million
yuan)
Energy conservation training (person-time)
Ratio of green procurement (%)
Power consumption per carrier frequency in base stations
(kwh/carrier frequency)
Coverage rate of energy-saving technology in base stations (%)
Coverage rate of energy-saving technology in communication
equipment room (%)

Community Responsibility
Total amount of social donation (ten thousand yuan)
Number of registered volunteers (person)
Number of volunteers in activities (person-time)

50

43

51

6.6

6.4

5.1

9,696

6,118

6,700

2012

2013

2014

128.7

134.9

144.7

10

11

8

13.3

14.3

13.3

4.5

3.8

3.4

2,962

2,417

2,235

523.8

536.9

560.8

24.3

19.0

15.0

64.6

61.3

52.3

6.0

4.0

2.8

1,964

2,041

2,057

70

73

76

1,959

1,534

1,375

28.5

52.3

58.4

29.8

35.9

40.2

2012

2013

2014

10,701

8,334

7,620

8,637

9,300

33,265

27,000

177,665

58,788

Note: the conversion method for “greenhouse gas emission during operation (ten thousand tons)” was appropriately adjusted in 2014, the main basis for converting
comprehensive energy consumption into GHG emission was the GHG emission factors.
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Major Honors
Honor Owner
China Telecommunications
Corporation

Honor

A-Class Enterprise for Performance Examination in 2013

Awarded by
State-owned Asset Supervision and
Administration Commission

No.1 Best Managed Company in Asia; No.1 Most
Convincing and Coherent Strategy in Asia; No.1 Best
Corporate Governance in Asia; No.1 Management Most
Willing to Communicate with Capital Market in Asia; No.1

Euromoney

Best Financial Disclosure in Asia; No.1 Best Managed
Telecom Company in Asia
China Telecom Corporation
Limited

Overall Best Managed Company in Asia; Best Telecom
Company in Asia; No.1 Best Managed Company in China;
No.1 Best Corporate Governance in China; No.1 Best

Finance Asia

Investor Relations in China; No.1 Best Corporate Social
Responsibility in China
Best Corporate Social Responsibility; Best Investor
Relations; Best Corporate Communications
Asia’s Best Company – Corporate Governance Model
Best Listed Company with the Most Investment Value –
China’s Securities “Golden Bauhinia” Award

Corporate Governance Asia
Corporate Governance Asia
Ta Kung Pao (Hong Kong)
China Association of Communication

China Communications

Model Logistics Company of National Communications and

Services Corporation

Transportation Information Management

Limited

Enterprise Management; Evaluation
Committee on Outstanding Corporate
Management

Achievements

in

Transportation Industry
Enterprise of Integrity of National Communications and

China Association of Communication

Transportation Industry

Enterprise Management

National Advanced Logistics Company
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China Communications and Transportation
Association

Prospect
In 2015, China Telecom will continue to carry out its
social responsibilities by focusing on the following work:
Responsibility Management: We will continue to
disseminate and implement social responsibility and
enhance the awareness of all levels of management
and general staff about social responsibility. Measures
will be formulated to promote normalization of CSR
management. The role of the CSR report in communicating
with stakeholders will be further enhanced to improve
such communication with stakeholders in the daily work.
Appraisal and selection of CSR case studies will be
continuously launched to promote exchanges among
enterprises of all levels about good CSR practices.
Fundamental Responsibility: We will vigorously
promote the construction of “Internet+” infrastructure such
as Next-generation Broadband Internet. The construction of
4G networks will be accelerated to coordinate with both 3G
and 4G networks for the coverage of both urban and rural
areas. We will greatly increase broadband speed to expand
the scale of optical fiber users; accelerate the construction
of Cloud Computing facilities to provide advanced Cloud
Computing, Big Data and IoT services; strengthen capacity
building for emergency communications support to ensure
communications guarantee and support; continue to
implement the “Village-to-Village Project” in those natural
villages without telephone connection to raise rural ICT
levels; further promote enterprise reform and Internetbased operations to improve efficiency; conduct more
extensive industrial cooperation to facilitate the prosperous
development of communications and information service
sector.
Responsibility to Customers: We will provide quality
4G services for our customers and further improve the
quality of broadband services; get deeper understanding
about customers’ needs, launch Internet-enabled products
and provide stylish and applicable Internet applications;
vigorously push ahead “Internet + Modern Agriculture”,
“Internet + Industrial Manufacturing”, “Internet + Emerging
Services” and “Internet + Enterprise Operations” to boost

the transformation and upgrading of traditional sectors;
advance the construction of Internet-based service system
to satisfy customers’ needs for Internet services; take
customer perception as guidance to continue to improve
“short boards” of services and enhance quality of service.
Responsibility to Employees: We will strengthen
the expansion and promotion of talents and grassroots
employees through trainings in new technology and new
business such as 4G and by further encouraging the
position innovation. Downsized accounting units and
management contracting will be further carried out to
stimulate employees’ enthusiasm and creativity and help
them increase income through development. We will
continue to show care for our grassroots employees, in
particular the forefront employees in remote and tough
areas. Democracy in corporate management will be
deepened and the work on safe and civilized production
will be completed in an earnest manner.
Environmental Responsibility: We will reinforce
management and control over energy consumption
to ensure that overall energy consumption per unit of
information flow can be continuously cut down so that our
energy consumption can gradually approach advanced
levels one at home and abroad; continue to build high
energy-efficient green network, promote the network exit
or phase-out of old or obsolete highly energy-consuming
facilities and turn to energy-conservative technology for
network infrastructure renovation; continue to promote
mechanisms such as contract energy management to
facilitate energy conservation; deepen green procurement
and promote the application of green evaluation indicators;
continue to develop and promote products conducive to
social energy conservation and emission reduction.
Community Responsibility: We will continue to work
for poverty alleviation and assistance to Tibet and Xinjiang,
help the vulnerable and needy groups as well as support
the development of social undertakings in the scientific,
educational, cultural and health sectors.
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Assessment Report
Entrusted by China Telecommunications Corporation, CSR Research Center of Economics Division with Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences (hereinafter referred to as “the Center”) selected some experts from Chinese Expert
Committee on CSR Report Rating as the rating group to provide the following rating results on China Telecommunications
Corporation’s 2014 CSR Report (hereinafter referred to as “the Report”)
I. Rating Basis
China CSR Reporting Guideline (CASS-CSR 3.0) and
China CSR Report Rating Standards (2014)
II. Rating Process
1. The process assessment group interviewed the CSR
staff of China Telecom;
2. The process assessment group worked on-site to
review the material for report formation by China Telecom
Corporation;
3. The assessment group offered the assessment
result on the management procedure and the disclosed
content of CSR report.
III. Rating Results
Procedure-based (★★★★★)
The corporate strategy department took the lead to
set up the compiling group where the leadership is also
involved with compiling, promoting and approval; the
compiling group identified the stakeholders, and collected
their comments through questionnaires, internal and
external interviews; determined substantial issues based on
important issues of the Company, relevant national policies
and industrial benchmarking and analysis, and stakeholder
comments; the Report was planned to be released on
the Company’s official website, and will be issued in
printed, PDF, electronic and multi-lingual versions, which
demonstrated that the report is well procedure-based.
Substantiality (★★★★★)
The Report is very substantial, because it discloses
those substantial and key issues like “communication
quality guarantee”, “tariff transparency”, “response to
customer complaint”, “customer information protection”,
“creating sound network environment”, “emergency
communications guarantee”, “narrowing the digital divide”,
“research and development of environmental technology”
and “regulation of electromagnetic radiation” in a full and
comprehensive way.
Completeness (★★★★☆)
The Report is quite complete as it systematically
discloses key indicators concerning its fundamental
responsibility, responsibility to customers, responsibility
to employees, environmental responsibility, Community
Responsibility and China Telecom abroad, covering about
84% of the core indicators within the communication
service sector.

Chairman of Rating Expert Committee
Vice Standing Chairman of Research Center
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Balance (★★★★☆)
The Report gives leading performance in terms
of balance level, as it discloses some negative data/
information like “complaint volume”, “complaint rate per 1
million customers”, “communication drop call rate”, and
“work - related injuries and casualties”. Besides, it briefly
introduces measures of “quick response to protect user
information”.
Comparability (★★★★★)
The report reveals historic data about 80 key
performance indicators in three consecutive years as well
as horizontal comparison in “customer satisfaction”, and
“complaint volume”, which is well compared.
Readability (★★★★★)
The Report is clearly structured and smoothly written
with abundant cases. Various ways of expression are
adopted, such as photos and diagrams, complementing
written narrative. Vivid cartoons with industrial
characteristics are used in transition pages between
chapters, and relevant information is presented in form of
“Tidbits”, featuring excellent readability.
Innovativeness (★★★★★)
The Report sets a special topic on “Internet+”, which
introduces the Company’s “Internet+” responsibility actions
in details, showing strong timeliness and highlighting
the core social values. The sections on employees,
environment and public welfare begin with responsibility
stories, which vividly describe the Company’s fulfillment
practices and show great creativity.
Overall Rating (★★★★★)
After being evaluated by the rating group, China
Telecommunications Corporation’s 2014 CSR Report
is rated as five star, which can be considered as an
outstanding CSR report.
IV. Revision Advice
More disclosure on negative data and incident analysis
should be added to increase the balance of the report.
Rating Group
Group leader:
ZHONG Hongwu, Director of CSR
Research Center of Economics
Division with Chinese Academy of
Social Sciences;
Group members: H A N B i n , D e p u t y D i r e c t o r o f
Employer Work Department of the
China Enterprise Confederation
and Executive Director of Global
Compact Network China
GUO Yi, Professor, School of
Economics, Beijing Technology and
Business University
WANG Mengjuan, LIN Xu, procedural
evaluators

Head of Rating Group
Director of Research Center

Reference and Index
Index of China CSR Report Compilation Guideline (CASS-CSR 3.0)
Indicator

Disclosed in
Indicator
report section

Disclosed in

Part I: Preface (P Series)
(P1) Specifications of the Report
P1.1 Report quality assurance procedure

1

P1.2 Description of report information

P1.3 Report boundary

1

P1.4 Report system

1-3

P2.2 Procedure for selecting substantial issues

31

4-5

P3.2 Summary of annual CSR achievements &
shortcomings

4-5

76

P4.2 Main brands, products & services

76-77

72, 76

P1.5 Contact information

1

1, 87

(P2) Reporting Process
P2.1 Report preparation process
P2.3 Procedures & methods for stakeholders’
involvement in reporting process

32-34, 87

(P3) Words from Senior Management
P3.1 Opportunities & challenges in fulfilling CSR
(P4) Corporate Introduction
P4.1 Corporate name, ownership structure &
headquarters
P4.3 Areas and structure of business operations,
including main divisions, operating companies,
subsidiaries and joint ventures

76-77

P4.4 Service markets grouped by sector, customer
type and region

P4.5 Total number of employees by employment
contracts (formal and informal) and gender

76, 79

P4.6 The Company’s memberships in associations,
national and international organizations or other
identities

P4.7 Major changes of organizational scale,
structure, ownership or supply chain within the
reporting period

76-78

(P5) Annual Progress
P5.1 Annual CSR priorities
P5.3 Annual CSR awards

7-27, 51,
61-62, 67-68

P5.2 Annual CSR performance

78-79

33-34

80

Part II: CSR Management (G Series)
(G1) CSR Strategy
G1.1 CSR concept, vision & values

30

G1.2 External CSR initiatives signed by the Company

G1.3 Identifying core CSR issues

31

G1.4 CSR planning

31

G2.1 Steering group for CSR

31

G2.2 Communication channels or procedures
between stakeholders and the highest corporate
governance body

31

G2.3 Establishing CSR organizational structure

31

G2.4 Responsibilities and division of labor of CSR
organizational structure

31

G3.2 Enhancing CSR efforts by partners along the
supply chain

44, 62-63

(G2) CSR Governance

G2.5 CSR management system

31-32

(G3) CSR Consolidation
G3.1 Promoting CSR work of subsidiaries

32-34

(G4) CSR Performance
G4.1 Building CSR indicator system
G4.3 CSR award granting

32

G4.2 Performance evaluation based on CSR indicators

32

G4.4 Major incidents in economic, social or
environmental areas, resulting impacts and
penalties as well as countermeasures

32
5, 41, 46

(G5) CSR Communication
G5.1 List of stakeholders
G5.3 Stakeholders’ concerns and the Company’s
response
G5.5 External CSR communication mechanism

32-33
33
33-34

G5.2 Procedure for identifying and selecting core
stakeholders
G5.4 Internal CSR communication mechanism
G5.6 CSR communication and exchanges participated
by senior management

32
31, 44, 56, 62
27, 34, 47
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(G6) CSR Capabilities
G6.1 Carrying out CSR researches
G6.3 Participating in the development of domestic &
international CSR standards

34

G6.2 Participating in CSR researches & exchanges

34

34

G6.4 Fostering responsible corporate culture through
training and other means

34

Part III: Market Performance (M Series)
(M1) Responsibility to Shareholders
M1.1 Policies & mechanism for shareholders’
involvement in corporate governance
M1.3 Regulating information disclosure
M1.5 Profitability

31, 33, 76
33, 80
78

M1.2 Protecting interests of small and medium
investors

33, 80

M1.4 Growth potential

78

M1.6 Security

78

(M2) Responsibility to Customers
M2.1 Customer relationship management system
M2.3 Policies & measures to protect customer
information and privacy
M2.5 Advertising compliance
M2.7 Policies & measures to promote product and
service innovation

42-49

M2.2 Customer education on products and services

44-49

45

M2.4 Policies & measures to protect customer right
to know

44-45

M2.6 Diversified customer service channels

46-49

44-45

11, 27, 45-49 M2.8 User experience evaluation & survey

45, 47-49

M2.9 Policies & measures to ensure network QoS

12-14, 38

M2.10 Network construction & upgrade input

12-14

M2.11 Network coverage ratio

12-14, 78

M2.12 Connection ratio of communication networks

37, 78

M2.14 Coverage of international roaming service

45, 72

M2.13 Call-drop ratio

78

M2.15 Number of broadband Internet subscribers &
market share

9, 78

M2.17 Measures for controlling spam messages and
controlled volumes

46

M2.18 Measures for controlling handset malware and
controlled volumes

38

M2.19 Measures to prevent phone frauds and
effectiveness

46

M2.20 Policies & measures to purify broadband and
mobile networks

38, 41, 46

M2.21 Network security publicity & education and
effectiveness

38

M2.22 Policies & measures to protect children and
teenagers online

41

M2.23 Policies & measures to ensure emergency
communications

39-40

M2.24 Annual total of completed emergency
communications tasks

39

M2.25 Annual total of emergency communications
dispatches

39

M2.26 Policies & measures of telecom service for special
groups (the disabled, senior citizens, children, etc.)

43, 48, 70

45, 70

M2.28 System & measures for promoting
communication development in rural and remote areas

12, 39

12-14, 39

M2.30 Network connection ratio in rural and remote
area

37, 78

M2.27 Product and service targeting low income
customer
M2.29 Network coverage in rural and remote areas

M2.16 Policies & measures to secure
communications

38, 41, 46

M2.31 Call-drop ratios in rural and remote areas

37, 78

M2.32 Policies & measures to provide ethnic
minorities with communications products and
services of regional characteristics

M2.33 Complaint rate of million customers (piece)

46, 78

M2.34 Solutions and resolution rate for customer
complaints

44, 47

M2.35 Customer satisfaction surveys and customer
satisfaction

46, 78

M3.2 Ideas and institutional guarantee for business
integrity

33, 35

48

(M3) Responsibility to Value Chains
M3.1 Strategic sharing mechanism and platform
M3.3 Ideas and institutional guarantee for fair competition

27, 62-63
62-63

M3.4 Fulfillment rate of economic contract (%)

33

M3.6 Initiatives and policies in promoting value
chains to fulfill CSR

33-35

M3.7 Responsible procurement system and/or
policies

62-63

M3.8 Procedure and frequency for supplier CSR
evaluations and investigations

62-63

M3.9 Ratio of suppliers passing quality,
environmental and occupational health and safety
management system certification

62-63

M3.10 Economic, social and environmental penalties
imposed on suppliers and effectiveness

M3.11 Measures for assisting suppliers to improve
economic, social or environmental performance

62-63

M3.12 Ideas and measures to drive development of
related industries in the value chain

M3.5 Identify and describe the Company’s value
chain and CSR impact

84
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(M4) Technology & Informatization
M4.1 Policies or measures to promote
communications R&D
M4.3 Number and proportion of technology staff

15-16, 41

M4.2 Technology or R&D investment

41

78

M4.4 Number of newly-added patents

41

M4.6 Measures to support informatization (including
enterprise, industry, government and life) and
effectiveness

S1.1 Corporate legal compliance

35

S1.2 Training on legal compliance

S1.3 Prohibiting commercial bribery and corruption

35

S1.4 Performance of legal compliance

S1.5 Total tax payment

79

S1.6 Response to national policies

S1.7 Policies or measures to ensure and/or boost
employment

74

S1.8 Employees recruited within the term of the
report

52

S2.2 Collective bargaining and coverage of collective
contracts

M4.5 Major innovation awards

41, 78
7-26

Part IV: Social Performance (S Series)
(S1) Responsibility to Government
35
35
7-27, 35, 39,
41, 44-46, 52
78

(S2) Responsibility to Employees
S2.1 Ratio of signed labor contract
S2.3 Democratic management

S2.4 Proportion of employees in the Labor Union

52

56

S2.6 Employee privacy management

52

S2.7 Protecting interests and rights of part-time,
temporary and dispatched employees

52

S2.8 Proportions of staff minimum wage and local
minimum wage by operation site

S2.9 Ratio of employees covered by social insurance

52

S2.10 Policies and measures for overtime
remuneration

S2.11 Number of paid holidays per person each year

52

S2.12 Welfare systems by employment natures
(formal/informal)

S2.13 Proportion of female executives

79

S2.14 Proportion of employees of ethnic minorities or
other ethnicities

S2.5 Number of employee complaints submitted,
handled and resolved through complaint
mechanisms

52, 55-57

S2.15 Proportion or number of employed disabled
persons

79

S2.16 Proportion of employees in occupational and
safety committee

S2.17 Occupational safety precautions

58

S2.18 Training on employee safety and health

S2.19 Safety emergency management mechanisms

58

S2.20 Employee casualties

58

S2.21 Policies/measures for employee’s mental
health

58

S2.22 Coverage of physical examinations and health
records

58

S2.23 Equal health and safety protection for parttime, dispatched, temporary and sub-contractor
employees

52

S2.24 Opportunity to realize career planning and
management

53

S2.25 Employee training system

79

58, 79

53

S2.26 Employee training performance

S2.27 Measures and resources input to help
employees in difficulty

79

S2.28 Protection for special groups (e.g., female
workers during pregnancy or breastfeeding periods)

S2.29 Respecting employees’ family responsibilities
and leisure activities to ensure work-life balance

59

S2.30 Measures to improve working environment and
performance

58

S2.32 Brain drain rate

79

S3.2 Communicating measures on EM radiation with
community members

63

S3.4 Employee localization policy & performance

74

S2.31 Employee satisfaction
(S3) Responsibility to Community
S3.1 Management of electromagnetic radiation

63

S3.3 Implementing or supporting projects with social
benefits in communities with business operations

73, 75

S3.5 Localized procurement policies & performance

62-63

S3.7 Funding/Foundation for public welfare
S3.9 Total donation
S3.11 Performance of employee volunteer activities

67
67, 79

S3.6 Public welfare policies or main areas

66-67

S3.8 Charitable actions overseas

75

S3.10 Policies and measures to support volunteer
activities

71

71
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Part V: Environment Performance (E Series)
(E1) Environment Management
E1.1 Establishing environmental management
organizational and institutional systems

62

E1.3 Environmental groups/initiatives being involved
in

E1.2 Project environmental impact assessment

63

E1.4 Total investment for environmental protection

62, 79
62, 79

E1.5 Training and campaigning on environmental
protection

62

E1.6 Performance of environmental training

E1.7 Disclosure of environmental information

63

E1.8 Annual energy consumption volumes by
category (gasoline, diesel, gas, electricity, new
energy)

79

E1.9 Overall energy consumption per information
traffic

79

E1.10 Power consumption per business volume

79

E1.11 Power consumption per carrier frequency in
base stations

63, 79

(E2) Green Network
E2.1 Energy-saving technology R&D and application
in base stations

63

E2.2 Coverage of energy-saving technology in base
stations

63, 79

E2.3 Measures for joint construction and sharing of
telecom infrastructure and effectiveness

64

E2.4 Measures to promote new energy base stations
and effectiveness

63

E2.6 Energy-saving technology R&D and application
in communication equipment room

63, 65

E2.5 Measures to promote construction of room-free
base stations and effectiveness
E2.7 Coverage of energy-saving technology in
communication equipment room

63, 79

(E3) Green Operation
E3.1 Policies and measures for promoting e-business

E3.2 Business volume handled by e-channels

63

E3.3 Green office policies or measures

49, 63
65

E3.4 Performance of green office

65

E3.5 Green buildings and business outlets

65

E3.6 Policies and measures to support green
procurement

62-63

E3.7 Proportion of suppliers passing ISO14000
environmental management system certification

62

E3.8 Measures to enhance suppliers’ awareness and
capacity of environmental protection

62-63

E3.10 Supporting R&D and application of green lowcarbon products

16-25, 65

E3.9 Environmental penalties imposed on suppliers
E3.11 Waste recycling measures and performance
(batteries, communications equipment, cables,
electronic devices, fixed terminal products, etc.)

63

E3.12 Measures to promote green packaging and
effectiveness

(E4) Environment-friendly
E4.1 Policies and measures to tackle climate change
E4.3 GHG emission or reduction
E4.5 Measures to develop and promote green
solutions and effectiveness

60-62
79

23-25

E4.2 Plans and actions to reduce GHG emission

60-65

E4.4 Protection of natural habitats, wetlands, forests,
wildlife corridors and lands of agricultural use in
project implementation

63

E4.6 Measures to support environmental welfare
activities and effectiveness

65

(A2) Opinions on this report from CSR or industrial
professionals, stakeholders or professional
organizations

82

(A4) Readers’ Opinion Form and channels for
readers’ feedback

87

Part VI: Afterword (A Series)
(A1) CSR prospect and planning
(A3) Adoption of indicators required to disclose by
this Guideline

86
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Readers’ Feedback
Dear Readers,
Thank you for taking time to read through the China Telecommunications Corporation’s 2014 CSR Report.
Any of your comments or suggestions concerning this report will be welcomed. We would appreciate it if you could
take a minute to complete the form below and send it to us either by mail, fax or e-mail.
We would be most grateful for your attention and support to China Telecom. Thank you!
CSR Office of China Telecom
June 2015
1. To what extent do you think this report can get you informed of China Telecom’s fulfillment about its social
responsibilities?
□Greatly   □Pretty well   □More or less   □Poorly  □Not at all
2. Which aspect(s) do you think China Telecom did quite well in terms of CSR fulfillment?
□Honest operation, law and regulation compliance
□Guaranteeing communication to promote industrial development
□Protecting consumer interests and creating values for customers
□Protecting employees’ rights and promoting their development
□Environmental protection and green development
□Being involved in social and welfare undertakings
3. Which aspect(s) do you think China Telecom needs more efforts to improve in terms of its CSR?
□Honest operation, law and regulation compliance
□Guaranteeing communication to promote industrial development
□Protecting consumer interests and creating values for customers
□Protecting employees’ rights and promoting their development
□Environmental protection and green development
□Being involved in social and welfare undertakings
4. For any other comments or suggestions about China Telecom’s CSR that you would like to share with us, please
write it down here:

If it is convenient for you, please identify yourself:
Name:					 Contact Info:
Profession:				 Organization:
Contact Info of CSR Office, China Telecommunications Corporation
Mail Address: Department of Corporate Strategy, China Telecommunications Corporation, 31 Jinrong Street, Xicheng
District, Beijing, 100033, PRC
Fax: 86-10-58501484
Email: CSR@chinatelecom.com.cn
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Address: No. 31, Jinrong Street, Xicheng District,
Beijing, China
Zip code: 100033
Website: http://www.chinatelecom.com.cn
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